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BON VOYAGE
- Off to Rome for the second session of the Ecumenical Council
are, left
to right. Auxiliary Bishop W. Stanton, Archbishop Boland and Auxiliary Bishop JosephA. Costello. They tailed Sept. 12 on the Independence. This will be the first visit to the
council for Bishop Costello, who was consecrated last January
‘America’ Article Draws
Informal Holy Office Reply
VATICAN CITY <NC>-An
article appearing in the Sept
14 Issue of America, U.S.
weekly published by the Jesuit
Fathers, has occasioned a
statement of principle by the
Sacred Congregation of the
Holy Office.
The statement was made
privately and was not In offi-
cial form. Furthermore, it was
not given as a direct reply to
the article because the “Holy
Office has no direct knowledge
of the article icported in the
daily press,“ It was said.
Part of the statement, how-
ever, was in direct opposition
to points made in the article,
written by Rev. Robert A.
Graham, S.J., as associate
editor of America.
FATHER GRAHAM said in
his article. “Civil Rights in the
Church," that he has heard In
recent years the following
complaints gainst the Holy Of-
fice by Catholic scholars:
“Books or articles arc judged
without the author's being
heard In his own defense.
Teachers are ordered to be re-
moved from their posts with-
out having any specific charge
made against them, much less
being given a chance to defend
themselves.
“Notice of the condemnation
of a book is sometimes made
public before the author him-
self is informed.
“The reputation of authors Is
not adequately safeguarded.
Little effort is made to differra-
tiate between a writer with a
distinguished record of service
to the Church and another who
is a declared eoesqr at the
Faith. GaleMinna accusations
against authors are not punish-
ed when their falsehood la dis-
covered.
“EVEN THE Bishop whoso
imprimatur has been granted
to the edition condemned or
ordered to be withdrawn from
sale is not consulted or in-
formed.
"Ground* for the condemna-
tion are not given, except per
haps in an unofficial and alius
sive form, without a shred of
canonical force, in L Osserva
tore Romano
"In disputed areas, such as
modern philosophy, which re-
quire specialised knowledge,
the decision Is taken without
consulting experts in the field
as to the exact meaning of the
writing under examination "
Till. TWO BASIC principles
contained in the Holy Office
aUtement were:
H** object of the Judgment
which the congregation passes
on hooka "la the written word
eg the author and not the au-
thor himself It la the doctrine
or opinion that he haa nut m
pint that la judged and not
till Intentions at inch when
writing"
The judgments of the con-
gregation are not arbitrary
but are the results of exhsus-
New Parishes, Pastors in Paterson
PATERSON - Bishop
Navagh this week announced
the creation of two new par*
ishes in the Diocese of Pater-
son, the • elevation of another
from mission status and the
appointment of nine pastors.
There were also five dio-
cesan appointments: Msgr.
Henry J. Zolzer as head of the
department of religion at St.
Elizabeth’s College, Msgr. Jo-
seph R. Brestel as director of
the Diocesan Expansion Fund.
Msgr. Christian D. Haa| as
dean of Sussex County, Rev.
John E. Morris as associate
superintendent of schools and
Rev. Richard Rento as as-
sociate director of the Confra-
ternity of Christian Doctrine.
THE NEW PARISHES are
both in Wayne: Our Lady of
Consolation In the northwest
section of the township and
Annunciation in the northeast
section. Our Lady of Good
Counsel, in nearby Pompton
Plains, was raised to parish
status. Wayne now has five
parishes within its border.
Rev. Joseph Ducas, pastor
of St. Hyacinth, Paterson, was
named pastor of Annunciation,
while. Rev. Carl J. Wolsin, pas*
tor of St. Green Pond,
was named pastor of Our
Lady of Consolation. The pas-
tor of Good Counsel is Rev,
Daniel A. Vecchlollo, who was
named administrator when the
mission was created a year
ago. •
OTHER NEWLY-appointed
pastors include Rev. William
J. King at St. Joseph's, Lin-
coln Park; Rev. Sigmund Ro-
vinskl at SL Hyacinth. Pater-
son; Rev. Louis J. Qallo at St.
Joseph’s, Mendham; Rev. Ed-
ward R. Phelon at St. Simon’s,
Green Pond; Rev. John J.
White at Immaculate Concep-
tion, Franklin, and Rev. James
J. Donnelly at Our Lady
Queen of Peace, Branchville.
Among the changes involv-
ing assistant pastors, Rev. Leo
P. Carey, director of Bayley-
Ellard High School, Madison,
will now be in residence at St.
Elizabeth’s College, and Rev.
Nicholas Molinarl has returned
from studies in Puerto Rico
to serve in the Spanish Apos-
tolate at St. Michael's, Pater-
son.
MSGR. BRESTEL is the pas
tor of St. George's, Paterson.
He is a native of Paterson and
a graduate of Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary, Darlington,
being ordained in 1838. He
served as pastor of Holy Spirit,
Pequannock, from 1950 until
bis appointment at St.
George's in 1954.
Msgr. Zolier has been pas-
tor of Immaculate Conception,
Franklin, since 1945. He was
born in Elizabeth and ordained
for the the Diocese of Newark
In 1924. He served in several
North Jersey parishes before
being appointed chaplain of
St. Mary's Hospital. Passaic,
in 1934. When the Diocese of
Paterson was formed in 1938,
he was named an examiner
of clergy and censor librorum.
He became rector of St.
MSGR. ZOLZER
FATHER ROVINSKI
MSGR. BRESTEL
FATHER GALLO
FATHER DUCAS
FATHER VECCHIOLLO
FATHER KING
FATHER PHALON
FATHER WOLSIN
FATHER WHITE
New Council Directives
Provide Role for Laity
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI has directed
that Catholic laymen be ad-
mitted to the second session
of the ecumenical council ami
(that non-Christian as well as
other non-Catholic representa-
tives be welcomed as obser-
vers.
Pope Paul disclosed the fol-
lowing decisions:
• Admission of some Cath-
olic laymen and some repre-
sentatives of the major inter-
national Catholic institu-
tions into the council.
• Reinvitation of non-Cath-
olic Christian observers at the
council, increasing the num
her, and also inviting the
representst:ves of non-Chris-
tian religions who were not in-
vited to the first session The
invitations would be extended
through the Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity
• Abolition of the present
council Secretariat for Ex
traordmary Affairs and the
appointment of Cardinal
delegates or moderators who
will have the task of direct
infi the work of the council
The disclosures were con-
tained in a letter dated Sep!
12, addressed to the council
president. Eugene Cardinal
Tlsscrant-
TIIE COUNCIL press butte
tin specified that the Catholic
laymen who will be selected
to attend will act in the cap
acity of auditors of the court
cil As “qualified represent*
lives of the Catholic lay apo>
tolate they will be able to av
slst in the conciliar work and
eventually they may even be
called upon to give their ad
vice to the conciliar commit
sions
"
Regarding the change in
operation of the council.
Pope Paul a letter noted that
he has already named to thr
college of the presidents of
the council three of the Car
dinals who had been members
of the now abolished Sec re
tarlat for Extraordinary Af-
fair* They are Stefan Car
dtnal Wyixynaki. Primate of
Poland; Giuseppe Cardinal
Siri of Genoa, and Albert Car
disal Meyer of Chicago
The Secretariat for Extraor-
dinary Affair* in fact had
been w*wmM by flm Com-
mission for the Coordtnillosi
of the Council'* Works, which
Pope John had instituted at
the end of the first session
I.'Osservatore Romano.
Vatican City daily, reported
that the post* of moderators
will be held by Gregorio Car-
dinal Agagianian, prefect of
the Sacred Congregation for
the Propagation of the Faith;
Giacomo Cardinal Lcrcaro of
Bologna; Julius Cardinal
Doepfner of Munich, and Leo
Cardinal Suenens of Brussels.
Cardinal delegates or mod-
erators will direct all the
work of the council, but the
Council of the Presidency will
continue to preside over gen-
eral congregations.
THE OPENING passages of
the letter were devoted to
praise of Pope John for call-
ing the Second Vatican Coun-
cil. and to the wish tl.at ft
be concluded and crowned
with the success he wanted.
The Pope noted that the
projects have been "re-edited
and newly developed in a
briefer form. with this
criterion that the general
principles above all be con-
sidered. leaving aside non
pertinent questions in fact
bringing before the ecu-
menical council that which
deals wiln the t oivcrsai
Church
“In the reworking of the
project* the preeminence of
the pastoral nature of this
council was kept In mind In
fact it is necessary '.hat ihe
sure ami unchangeable doc
Irme of the Faith declared
ami defined by Ihe sup-eme
Other Stori** Pag* 2
Fr. Hajduk
In CYO Post
NEWARK Archbishop Ho
land ha* appointed Kev Ed-
ward J Hayduk o( Sacral
Heart, Lvndhurtl as Bergen
County CYO director to rr
place Rev William P De
vine who has become admin
islrator of Our l-ady Help of
Christian* Church E*»t Or
angr
Either llaiduk had been
reruns at assistant to Either
Devine, while the latter vai
itaUoned at Madonna. Eort
Lee
E'alher Dev me ha* accept-
ed the position ot moderator
to txrth the Teenage and
Younc Adult Councils at the
archdiocese. according to
Mas*. JuOm J Kdr>. arch
dinenaaa CYO director.
Msgr KiVrv atao announced
the appointment o< Rev
Thoma* A Klei*»ler ol Our
I-ady ol Mercy. Park Ridge,
a* director ol a leaderchip
training program lor the CYO
Bishop Asks Cooperation
Setonia Plans for Campus
In Saddle River Outlined
SOITM ORANGE - Au*i
hary Buhop John J Dough
erty previdcnt ol Seton Hall
University. this week ad
drevred an open letter to the
citirrn* and Borough Council
of Saddle Hivrr bringing them
up to date on the university »
plans for a campus tberr
Seton Hall two years ago
rescaled it had purchased a
ISI acre tract tn Saddle River
lor the purpose of establishing
a ci) educational college After
the plans were announced, the
borough amended its roning
ordinance to prevent the
school from being built
SADDLE RIVER has a his
lory of oppoiilion to prnate
education facilities within its
border Several yean ago. it
attempted to keep out the
Saddle River Country Day
School but lost a court light
m which the Newark Archdio-
cese intervened
The borough ia compered
chJtf.y of large estates and al-
most 90% ot the road* are
Private Residents have
claimed that the Introduction
ol a college into the com
munit) would greatly alter it*
pre*enl nature
In his letter Bishop Dough
erty notes! that 'our decision
in the matter ol location was
not a haity one but was ar
rived at alter more than two
years ol site study In various
sections ol the county
III: POINTED out that ba-
ton Hall had enjoyed a een
tury of complete harmony
w ith the re»idents of South
Orange as a "result of m.i
tual loopcratmn in pi inning
and actise participation in
Village endeavors He said
that the population growth in
Bergen County - 02.000 in two
year*—necessitates Increased
educational facilities
As the president ol a uni
versity I cannot turn my
back upon the problem ol
providing adequate college fa
cUltie* Seton Hail University
has always accepted her
responsibility a* a chartered
institution ol higher education
of the State of New Jersey
We base met many chcllengiv
in the past and feel that the
challenge now presented must
be met We propose to rarr.
it in a manner that will t>c
acceptable to the residents ~!
Saddle River
"
THE BISHOP noted that :Sc
planned campus buildings will
rover only 4 62 acres and thst
the entrance and exit will be
from Route 17 He added that
the natural contour of the
campus would provide buffers
between the college and sur
rounding residential areas
I can safely state that no
other community would have
the opportunity to develop an
are* equal to that proposed
by Setoo Hall with less change
tn the character U the com
munity." he concluded
■
There wfll be do increased
required in the local *chool
las rate, since the Seton Hall
campus oilers no family units.
Our South Orange campus is
protected by our own private
police lorce and the same
situation will prevail in Sad-
dle River
"
THE LETTER included an
architect a drawing ol how- the
rampuv would look alter a
gradual 2i year development
program Also included was a
map ol the borough showing
the location of the Seton Hall
property and pinpointing the
area selected lor development
and the proposed roads
The Bishop said that the
master plan calls tor a sell
contained water supply and
that consultations with the
New Jersey State Bureau of
Geology "indicate no adverse
effects on other wells in the
arra
The university does not
plan a "skyscraper campus,”
he said, adding that all struc-
ture* win be limited to ”no
more than three stories.”
Other Education News
Pages 4 and 5
Editorials Page 6
PROPOSED CAMPUS -Aboveare theplansfor the SetonHallUniversity campuswhich is proposed for Saddle River. The buildings would be erected on 4.6 acres of a
181-a[?>]e plot owned by the university Entrance and exit are from Route 17, which
cuts diagonally ocr[?]ss the top of the drawing.
Opens Sept. 20
Charities Office
In Shop Center
NEWARK Msoclated
Catholic Charities will official
l> inaugurate its Bcrgin
(
ounty regional office at. a
luncheon Sept 20. for priest-
pubbe official*, and reprever
taljvcs of social agencies and
industry The luncheon will be
held at 12 15 p m m the au-
ditorium of Bergen Mall,
where the new office is lo-
cated
SPEAKER Wild, be Msgr
Raymond J Gallagher seerr
tary of the National Cooler-
ence of Catholic Charities, on
the topic. The Role of Cath
obc Chanties in the Cum
munity
"
Msgr Robert G Kit-pi trick
of Corpus Christl. Hasbrouck
Heights, dean of Bergen Coun-
rlergy will preside at the
luncheon Master of cere-
monies will be MsgT Patrick
J Trainor. acting executive
director of Catholic Chanties
in the archdiocese
Msgr Trainor said the
luncheon will introduce the
new office to those people in
Bergen County concerned with
social welfare All priests of
the county have been invited
to attend
The office, to be supervised
by Catherine McCann, will
have a full time staff of seven
people.
Two Priests Volunteer
Paterson to Establish
A Mission in Peru
PATERSON Rev. George
A Dudak of St George's. Pat
erson, and Rev James F.
Jannucn of St Anthony's.
Hawthorne, have been ac-
cepted as volunteers for anew
South American mission tn
lea, Peru, to be served by
priests from the Paterson Dio-
cese.
Bishop Navagh announced
the appointment of the two
priests this week and said that
they would leave for their new
assignment after Jan. 1. Pat-
erson already supports two
parishes in Bolivia and staffs
one of them in Caranavl.
TIIE NEW MISSION is lo-
cated on the coast of Peru
about three hours drive from
Lima. The Sisters of St. Jo-
seph of Carondolet from St.
Louis, Mo., have opened a
grade school there. Ira has a
population of about 3,000
people and a small usable
church, but no priests. '
Father Dudak and Father
Jannuccl hive volunteered for
five years and will receive two
years of seniority for each
year in the mission. The par*
ish will be financially sup-
ported by the Paterson Dio-
cese.
1 - ■J.'i'f'
FATHER DUDAK is a na-
tive of Hibernia and attended
Bayley High School, Morris
town; St. Charles Prepara-
tory Seminary, Baltimore: Se
ton Hall University and Im-
maculate Conception Semin-
ary. He was ordained May 20,
1963, by Bishop McNulty.
Since ordination, he has
served at Our Lady of Mercy
Whlppany, and at St. George's
Father Jannucci was born
in Perth Amboy and attended
Woodbridgc High School. H«
began studies for the priest-
hood at tiie seminary of tha
Divine Word Society, Borden-
town, and completed them at
Immaculate Conception Sem-
inary. Ordained May 28, 1960,
by Bishop McNulty, be has
been assigned to St. Anthony's
since then.
Paterson's current mission
in Caranavi was established
last year.
FATHER DUDAK FATHER JANNUCCI
(Continued on P»je 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 3)
live studies made by experts,
examined by a board of con-
sultors and pasted on finally
by the nine CardipaLs who
make up the congregation
Commenting oo the first
point, the statement >aid \
parallel might be drawn in the
case of one who review s a book
or film He reads the book or
views the film and gives his
judgment on the content as th*-
matter 1j presented, without
railing in or consulting the au
thor or the director of ‘he film
Hence it can be said that the
author has really been hears!
when he publishes his work
"
The statement declared "The
congregation comes to the de
cision to censure a book only
after the longest study Gener
ally, one or more specialists In
the field, specialists both in
the material and the languagc
of the book, are asked to pre
pare an opinion Sometimes as
many as three or four special
tsts are engaged
"The question is then studies)
by the conaultors of the con
gregation—some 25 theolo
gians and canonists of many
different nationalities The o
pinion or opinions of the cen
suitors, with all the docuinen
tation. ts then submitted to the
nine Cardinals who comprise
the congregation as such
Their judgment may confirm
that of the consultors. may
change it or even send it back
for further study
"It is only after such ex
haustivc study by such a large
group of men that a Trial de
cision is reached subject to
the review of the Holy Kaiher
as prefect of the congre-
gation
"
THE STATEMENT made th#
point that many authors are
actually heard shout their
works and that often the Bish-
op or religious superior of s
priest author is consulted
These consultations, however,
are never made public because
of the secrecy which binds the
Holy Office, a secrecy which ts
not the ere*tion of the Holy
Office but which is a condition
imposed on tt by the Popo
himself and one which only he
may remove
It Is a matter of record also,
the statement said, tint the
number of condemnations for
error is relatively low, averag-
ing less than one a year
The statement emphasized
that a condemnation from the
Holy Office Is always a last re-
sort and that "every effort la
made to secure correction!
without proceeding to a cen-
sure so that the good name of
the author might be protected
without forgetting the general
good of the faithful
"
The statement made the final
observation that the Holy Of-
fice by reason of its constitu-
tion and nature cannot be held,
answerable to individuals Its
sole concern is with the good'
of the faitful . ."
magisterium of the Church
and by preceding ecumenical
councils, above all that of the
Trent and of the First Vatican
Council which must be faith-
fully respected. be ex-
pounded in a manner that is
consistent with our times, so
that men of our time may find
it more easy to embrace truth
and to receive the salvation
that Jesus Christ gave to
them."
The letter disclosed that the
council Fathers will convene
five days a week, with Sat-
urday and Sunday off.
THE HOLY FATHER. In a
separate Apostolic Exhort*
tion to the world’a Bishops,
urged prayer and penance for
a happy outcome of the coun-
cil.
Pope Paul said that he placet
his trust first of all in the help
of the Lord and then in the
prayers of the faithful. He
asked that every Bishop take
measures to see that his
faithful are spiritually pre-
pared for the great event.
"Ail that is humanly possi-
ble must be done to prepare
for the council. However,
neither the ordered assembly
of the council, nor the pene-
trating power of the debates,
nor the studies diligently pre
pared by the council Fathers
which will have the most im
portant part in the council
none of these will produce the
fully and stably determined
purposes of the council, but
only long and attentive
prayer, corporal and spiritual
mortification offered to God.
and bollnew o 4 customs and
pious works
"
POPE PAUL recommended
especially the prayer written
by Pope John for the success
of the council, and he recom
mended that the Collect
prayer to the Holy Spirit be
ordered inserted in ail the
Masses of the Latin Kite
(oratlo imperata) He ur,.id
also that priests, seminarians
and members of religious in
stitutes take the lead in his
call for special prayer and
penance
Of the faithful, he askei
that they •willingly perform
mortifications, especial
ly abstaining from certain en-
tertainments which 100 often
are immoral and censurable
let them pardon offenses
received A spontaneous par
don extinguishes the tragic
flames of discords in such a
way as to alienee hatreds and
quarrel* which today un-
fortunately are so widespread
as to generate new disaster*
and often provoke irritated
minds to the spilling of their
brothers’ blood '
The Pope urged Catholics to
give their assistance to Chris
tian charities as a form of the
good works to be offered for
the success of the council,
naming especially thoM that
help the poor and the sick.
IN LETTERS officially sum
momng council Fathers to the
‘ccood session, Pope Paul re-
affirmed Pope John's intention
that the council rejuvenate the
Church "in it* perennial
vigor
"
Pope Paul sent identical let-
ters to each of the Fathers
The text, made public Sept
16. was dated Sept 14
The Pontiff referred to the
council as the "majestic work"
of John XXIII. He said
"You know the purpose of
this council, which hat more
participants than any other
As it was eapretted by our
Illustrious predecessor, the
Church must Appear In Its
perennial vigor, the instrument
of salvation for all; to her
Our Lord Jesus Christ has en-
trusted the deposit of the
Faith, to be guarded faithful-
ly and in an apt and convenient
wcy.
"Thi* energetic vigor of the
Church, which illuminates, at-
tract*, move* touls, can take
new strength from the council,
which meet* at the tomb of
St Peter."
What They Expect From Council
Eastern Rite Catholics Emphasize 'Universality'
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
One effect of tho Second Vati-
can Ecumenical Council is the
fact that it has given a world-
wide audience to the voice of
Eastern Rite Catholics.
What are some of the prob-
lems Involving the Eastern
Rites that may be heard in
the council? What do the East-
ern Rite Catholics want from
the council? What do they not
want?
Although Eastern Rite Cath-
olics are split among them-
selves, some positions are
common to all of them.
ONE IS THAT Eastern
Rlters resent being looked on
as a kind of “foreign cousin”
by the Latin Rite majority of
the West. They stress that the
Church is neither Latin nor
Eastern, but rather, essenttinl-
ly universal.
The fundamental claim that
the Eastern Rite Fathers will
make in the council it for a
confirmation of and a return
to the autonomy of the local
church. It is in this connec-
tion that they have and will
again raise the charge of
"Latinixatlon.”
On this point hang other
positions taken by Eastern
Rite Catholics: the declara-
tion, for example, that the
Holy See cannot hope to in-
vite the Orthodox churches to
unity until it has proven that
it will respect the autonomy
of the Eastern Rites.
Consciously or uncon-
sciously, Eastern Rite Cath-
olics claim, the Holy See has
failed to honor the autonomy
of tho local churches which
was officially promised to
them when they return to un-
ity with it. This fact creates
the tint fear in the hearta of
the Orthodox, they say, when
invitations are made to them.
THE EASTERN Rites speak
of their development for cen-
turiea "without but not against
Rome." Now they resent hav-
ing to go to the Roman Curia
the Church’s central ad-
administrative body at the
Vatican for declalooa that
they could and did maka for
centuries at the local level.
According to a student of the
Eastern Rites in Rome, this is
what the Eastern Rite Cath-
olics want from the council:
a confirmation of a legitimate
and healthy pluralism.
They will not seek this in
any specific decrees, he said,
but will look for it and en-
courage it and voto for it in
ail council pronouncements.
WHAT THE Eastern Rite
Catholics do not want from the
council, according to the same
source, is to have the council
pass specific legislation for
their local churches. They are
interested in the council, he
said, only in its universal ap
plications and in the general
principles it will establish for
the universal Church.
What about the Orthodox
question?
Why have they not sent
observer delegates to the
council?
The Orthodox Churches want
to act as a unit. Because they
have not aucceeded in agree-
ing *a to what their action as
a unit should be there ha*
been a delay in their sending
delegate*.
A Pan-Orthodox conference
has been scheduled to be held
on the Mediterranean island
of Rhode* to dlacuas whether
and how the Orthodox
churches will send representa-
tion to the council.
Only the Russian Orthodox
Church sent observers to the
council's first session They
explained their action by say-
ing that no steps had been
taken up to that time for unity
of action.
A TYPICAL example of the
strong feelings of the Eastern
Rite Catholics was expressed
by Melklte Rite Patriarch
Maximos IV Saigh of Antioch:
"We must be convinced that
Christianity can never accom-
plish its miaaion in the world
unless it Is catholic, that la
universal not only in law but
in actual fact. If someone can-
not be a Catholic unless he
gives up his own liturgy,
hierarchy, patristic traditions,
history, hymnography, art
language, culture and spiritual
heritage, and adopt* the rites,
philosophic and theological
thought, religious poetry, li-
turgical language, culture and
spirituality of a particular
group, be it the best, then the
Church is not a great gift of
God to the whole world but
a faction, however numerous,
and a human institution sub-
servient to the interest* of one
group
"
Notes on the Council
Predict Third Session to Complete Work
Opinion is crowing that
there will be one more session
at least before the Vatican
Council is able to complete its
work.
Among the latest to express
that vlow are Joseph Cardinal
Ritter of St. Louis and Aux-
iliary Bishop John F. Whcalon
of Cleveland.
Aa Bishop Whealon points
out, there are 17 schema to
be considered, the number
having been reduced from 77.
“Even if the council should
move so swiftly as to act on
one draft a week which La
not possible we still would
be only about half way through
when the session is scheduled
to end Dec. 4.”
Cardinal Ritter expresses his
opinion in an question-and-an-
swer interview with Msgr.
Daniel Moore, editor of the St.
Louis Review, in the Sept. 14
issue of Ave Mans Magaxine.
He discusses a number of
topics of interest to Americans
and asserts that it will take
about 10 years before council
decisions are put into practice
on the diocesan and parish
level.
• •
• •
The Hungarian government
this time will permit a 15
man delegation to attend the
council Among the 15 will be
five Bishops three more
than were permitted to attend
the 1962 session. Among the
15 will be a layman. Miklos
E*ty, vice president of Cath
olio Action, and a physician.
In Zaragoza. Spain, Arch
shop Caaimiro Morcillo. one of
the council'a five undersecre-
taries, said a number of news-
papermen will be admitted
succeaaively to the council hall
day after day. to see the
council at work.
In an interview, he also said
he was virtually certain that
a number of laymen would
have a chance to sit In on the
deliberations
He said, too, that It his
opinion that It could take as
many as five sessions to com-
plete the council's work and
that it is probable that the
council Fathers will receive
two reports on the projects
put before them. One would bo
a majority report from the pre
paratory commission, the other
a minority report from com
mission dissenters
Projects on the nature of the
Churrh. Church teaching on
Mary, the authority of Bish
ops. the place of the laity tn
the Church and the ecumem
cal movement are already in
the hand* of the Bishops, he
said
• •
• •
A special committee to wel
come and aid Bishops attend
ing the council 1j once again
busy in Rome. Teams have
been assigned by the commit-
tee to greet the Bishop# «t
ariport*. train stations and
harbor* and a large staff of
interpreter* has been re-
cruited.
The American Bishops are
going to revive the briefing
session* which assisted Amert
ran newsmen covering the
council The press panel will
provide clarification and back
ground m*trri»l on matters
discussed at the council and
will hold forth at a CSC club
near St. Peter's Square
After each day * session a
dozen experts on variou* as-
pects of Church life will as-
semble at the club to answer
questions Limited library
service and documentation will
be provided Directing the
panel will be Elmer Von FeMt.
news editor of NCWC News
Service
•, i
,
Spanish Bishop* were among
the national hierarchie* which
met in their homeland* to pre
pare for the council The
Spaniards held one of the long
est meeting* of any group,
sifting council topics for a
week These preliminary meet-
ings are expected to speed
proceeding*.
Among the “newsmen” cov-
ering the council will be Dr
C Stanley Lowell, editor of
Church and State, organ ol
Protestants and Other Ameri-
can* United for Separation of
Church and State CPOAU)
In making the announce
ment. Glenn L Archer, POAI'
executive secretary, said the
organization t* particularly la
tereated in action on religious
freedom He promised that
Lowell would provide
straight from the shoulder"
reporting
As it did last year, the
Braiilian government i* char
tertng a special plane to take
the Brasilian Bishops to Rome
The plane, with 140 prelates
aboard, will leave Rio de
Janeiro Sept. 27
Guards Sworn In
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Fir* recruit* have been rwom
into the Swiss Guards, bring-
ing the number of the Pope's
personal bodyguard to M. Full
complement ta 100.
The recruit* will take a spe
ctai course of itudie* for a
month. After a year they will
become full members.
People in the News
Bishop William Conway, 50,
Auxiliary Bishop of Armagh,
ha* been named Archbishop
of Armagh and Primal* of
All Ireland, succeeding the
lata John Cardinal D'Alton.
Rev. Dletaar Hestemeyer.
0.F.M., provincial of the Ger-
man branch of the Franciscan
order, ha* been elected presi-
dent of Pro Mundi Vita (For
the Life of tho World), an in-
ternational organization con-
cerned with religious emer
gency areas throughout the
world.
Daniel F. Foley, s Minneso-
ta attorney and a fourth de
greo Knight of Columbus,
ha* been elected national
commander of the American
Legion
Trodorr Moscoso, l'. S co-
ordinator of the Alliance for
Progress, has been named to
receive the 1963 Peace Award
of the Catholic Association for
International Peace
(.oust- .* . . .
Edrl Mary Quinn, an Irish
lay missioner to Africa Born
Kanturk County Cork
died Nairobi IM4 Tribunal
established In Dublin to In-
vestigate her beatification and
canonization cause
‘Nature of Church'
First Council Topic
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
session of the ecumenic*! cosin
ctl which start* Sept » will
open discussions with i re
vised draft on a controversial
subject the nature of the
Church the council secre
tanat said here
The draft was revised by s
coordinating commission which
shortened and combined drafts
prepared for the council, cut
ting the total number of proj
cct* from 70 to 17.
A DRAFT on the subject,
entitled De Eeclesia (Concern-
ing the Church), was taken up
in the final general meetings
of the council's first session
last fall, slthough Alfredo Cir
dlnal Ottavlaai. president of
the Theology Commission
which drew op the project, had
urged that Its discussion be
postponed because of the short
time lrfi before the end of the
session
The project was criticized
One ipeaker said that the
draft s form was too juridical
other critic i said that the
draft did not rite the Esthers
of the East enough and that
it did not quote enough from
Scripture
It was also urged that the
doctrine on the relations be-
tween Church and State should
be formulated in a way which
takes into sccosznt realities of
the present day and in such
a way as not to be unduly of-
fensive to the State
Orthodox Primate
Scores Unity Talks
ATHENS (NC) - Archblah
op Chrysoatomos, Primate of
the Orthodox Church of
Greece, sharply attacked the
Catholic Church here ami said
that reunion between the two
churches 1* unattainable
The Archbishop spoke be
fore a scheduled pan-Orthodox
meeting on the Island of
Rhodes called by Orthodox
Patriarch Athenagoras of Cod
stantinoplo to decide whether
or not to send observers to
the second session of the ecu
menical council. Archbishop
Chrysostomos told newsmen
the meeting, scheduled to be-
gin Sept. 19. it futile
"UNITY OF THE Eastern
Orthodox Church and the Ro-
man Catholic Church is unat
tamable on doctrinal and
other grounds." he said
The Orthodox world." he
added, "will never be dis-
posed to accept the infallibi-
lity of the Pope " He also de-
clared:
"The Orthodox Church
breathes always with
craUc principles, while the
papal church ta centralist and
absolutist "
Archbishop Chrysostomos
accused the Catholic Church
ot trying to win converts
among Orthodox believers and
aaid that as’ the first st« p
toward beginning (unity) dis
cusxions with the West the
Greek (Byiantine Rite) Cath
ollc community ahould be im
mediately abol' bed " Byian
tine Rite Catholics in Greece
number only about 2,500
Their community came into
existence in the 19th century.
AT A PRESS conference in
New York. Orthodox Arch
biahop lakovos of North and
South America said that while
it would not be proper for
him to comment on the re-
marks of Archbishop Chrysos-
tomos, he hoped the Greek
Patriarch would reconsider
his position.
Archbishop lakovos also
said that he hoped the Rhodes
meeting would discuss the
matter of holding a meaning-
ful dialogue between the Orth-
odox and Catholic Churches.
Episcopalians Hosts
For Fellow Clergy
v NEWPORT. RI. (NC) -
The Episcopal clergy of the
Newport Convocation wIU be
host to the Catholic and Prot-
estant clergymen of the New-
port area at a Sept. 30 buffet
supper and evening of fellow-
ship.
A similar evening was held
last December, at which New-
port’s Catholic clergymen
were hosts.
New Stamp Issue
VATICAN CITY (NC)-The
Vatican City post office will
iuua a paw aeries at stamps
Oct. 16 commemorating the
coronation of Pope Paul VI.
To Beatify Four
Extraconciliar Acts
Scheduled in Rome
ROME (NC) - A series of
entraconciliar activities are
scheduled during the second
session of the ecumenical
council Including several
beatifications, Pope Paul Vi’s
consecration of 14 missionary
Bishops, and his taking pos-
session of his cathedral
church.
Although none of these
event* has been officially
announced by the Vatican,
plan* for them *re well un-
der way.
THE FIRST following the
reopening of the council Sept.
29 will be the beatification of
the Ven. John N. Neumann,
Bishop of Philadelphia from
1852 to 1860. The Czech-born
prelate Is to be declared
blessed on Sunday, Oct. 18. on
Oct. 20, Pope Paul irexpected
to highlight Miaaion Sunday
by giving episcopal consecra-
tion to 14 missionary Bishops
in St. Peter's.
For Oct. 27, the feast of
Christ the King, is slated the
beatification of the Ven. Dom-
inic Barberi, Italian Passton-
iat who died in Reading. Eng-
land, in 1849, four years after
receiving the late Cardinal
John Henry Newman into the-
Catholic Church.
On Oct. 28 there will be at
solemn commemoration of tho
late Pope John on the an-,
niversary of his election to the
papacy.
’
On Nov. 3, Rev. Leonard-
Murlaldo, Italian founder of
the Pioua Society of St. Jo-
seph of Turin who died in
1900, will be beatified.
POPE PAUL In his capacl-'
ty as Bishop of Rome will
take possession of his cathe-
dral church St. John
Lateran on Nov. 9, and on
Nov. 17 Italian Rev. Vlncpnt
Romano, who died in 1831,
will be beatified.
Although the council is
scheduled to close Dec. 4. an-
other beatification is sched-
uled for the following Sunday,
Dec 8, when the Italian boy
N’unzio Sulprtzio. who died at
the age of 19 in 1836, will be
declared blessed
On Nov. 4 there will be a
solemn commemoration of the
fourth centenary of the Coun-
cil of Trent's decree on the
establishment of seminaries.
Bishop Sheen
Approaches Council
On Mission Aid
DETROIT (NT)
_ B-shcp J
Fulton J Sheen said here hr
ha* proposed to the Vatican
Council anew
way of assisting
mission territories
The national director of the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith said at the 30th an
nual Christian Culture Series
here
“I AM PROPOSING th*' in-
stead of several Vatican con-
gregations handling the
Church » mission efforts ar. in
tcrnational commission be e*
tablished in Roma and be com
posed of Bishops fr->T. a!!
part* of the world
Sections of this have no-
world would then be s:\rn to
national councils of in
wealthier nations who. in turn,
would give smaller sections to
parishes snd institutions "
Ho said a parish in a
wealthy nation might adopt a
parish somewhere else, or an
American school might sup-
port a school in another coun-
try
He said a parish In a
wealthy nation might adopt a
parish somewhere else, or an
Amencsn school might sup-
port a school in another coun-
try
The Bishop said that even
those who take the religious
vow of poverty tn the l' S.
live in luxury compared to
millions throughout the world.
2
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TOPIC *
Anew tabloid size supplement to The Advocate will be a
regular weekly feature!
Instructive, informative, entertaining, a section that can
easily be saved for future reading or reference.
TOPICS coming soon:
The Ecumenical Council
Oct. 3
The Missiong
Oct. 10
Book Reviews and The Arts
Oct. 17
Papal Talks
Oct. 24
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When the occasion
calls for good food,
it follows that you
desire the ultimate
in service, leading
to justifiable pride
in a successful
function. You will
: be proud of
Mayfair Farms
catering.
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Monica’s, Sussex, in 1940. Re-
appointed censor libromm in
1948. he was named dean of
Sussex County in 1951.
The new dean of Sussex
County. Msgr. Haag, is a native
of Gifton and was ordained
in 1938 He was named admin-
ister of St. Monica's in 1948
and pastor in 1952.
FATHER MORRIS has Just
completed studies for his doc-
torate in education at the
Catholic University of Amer-
ica A native of Brooklyn, he
was ordained in 1947 and was
spiritual director of Pope Pius
High School. Passaic, from
1953 to 1961
Fattier Rento has been serv-
ing as chaplain at St. Mary's
Hospital. Passaic, and will re-
main there for the present He
is a native of Clifton and
was ordained in 1958
Father Ducas comes from
Amrsbury, Mass., and was or-
dained in 1935 After service
at several churches in the
Newark and Passaic area, he-
was named pastor of St.
Hyacinth's. Paterson, in 1945.
FATHER KING is from F.n
glcwood ami was ordained in
1944 He later received his
doctorate In theology at Cath-
olic University Father King
served as secretary to Bishop
McLaughlin of Paterson. 1946
47. and was named diocesan
director of the CCD in 1952
He was administrator of St
Thomas. Ogdensburg. 1952 54.
chaplain of St Mary's Hospi-
tal. 195456. and has been at St
Elisabeth's College since 1956
He is also diocesan director
of the Newman Clubs.
Father Wotaln. a native of
Denville. was ordained in IMS.
He holds a licentiate in sacred
theology from Catholic Uni-
versity From 1915 to 1961. he
was an assistant at St. Agnes.
Paterson, and from 1954 to 1961
was Paterson diocesan repre-
sentative for Tne Advocate He
w as named pastor of St. Simon
the Apostle, Green Pond, in
1961
FATHER ROYINSKI Is from
Sugar Notch, Pa., and com-
pleted his theogieal studies in
Padua. Italy, as a member of
the Society of Don Bosco. Or-
dained in 1940, he was in-
eardinatrd Into the Diocese of
Paterson in 1953. He was pas-
tor of Holy Cross, Mountain
View, from 1957 to 1962 when
hr was named pastor at Queen
of Peace, Branchvillc.
Father Gallo has been serv-
ing as administrator at St. Jo-
seph's for the past few months.
A native of Madison, h« was
ordained in 1948 and was
named director of Morris Cslh
olic High School in 1957, He
served in that post un'il 1961
when he was assigned to Our
Lady of Mercy, Whippany
A native of Port Chester,
N.Y. Father Veechiollo was or-
dained in 1948. He servrd m
several Passaic and Sussex
County parishes until 1962
when he was named adminis-
trator of Our Lady of Good
Counsel, which includes parts
of the Pompton Plains section
of Pequannock Township and
of Rivrrdalr
FATHER PIIALON t, a na
tive of Paterson and was or
riained in 1948. He has been at
SL Joseph's parish. Paterson,
since bis ordination and has
served as a chaplain at Pater
son General Hospital, as well
as a teacher at St Joseph s
High School
F alher White also comes
from Paterson and was or
darned In 1948 He served at
St. Virgil's, Morris Plains,
from 1952 to 1960 when be was
named chaplain at Grrystone
Park. He first came to St. Jo-
seph's. Lincoln Park, sj a
summer assistant in 1962
Father Donnelly is also a
member of the 1948 ordination
class He comes from Pater-
son and, following ordination,
was assigned for one year lo
St Andrew's. Gifton. before
being transferred to St
George’s, Paterson in 1943
THE PARISH of the An
nunciation is taken from ter-
ritory previously in St Mary's,
Pompton Lakes, and St
Paul's. Prospect Park It Is
bounded on the north and east
by these two parishes and on
the south aoti west by Our
Lady of the Valley. Wayne,
and Our Lady of Consolation
The latter parish is bounded
on the north by SI Mary's.
Pomptoo Lakes, from which It
was carved, on the west by
Good Counsel, Pompton Plains,
on the south by Immaculate
Heart of Mary. Wayne, and on
the east by Annunciation
Boundaries for 3 New Paterson Parishes
following are lb* boundar-
ies which have been establish-
ed for the three new parishes
erected in the Diocese of
Paterson this week by Bishop
James J. Navagb.
Annunciation
Beginning at a [feint where
the proposed new Interstate
Highway 287 meets the Bcr-
gen-Passaic County line, and
proceeding in a southwesterly
direction along the cast side
of Highway 287 to a point
where it meets Ratzcr Rd.;
then proceeding cast along
the north side of Ratxcr Rd.
to the intersection of the Pat-
erson-Hamburg Turnpike and
Pompton Rd.; then following
the north side of Pompton Rd.
to the boundary between
Wayne Township and Hale-
don; then proceeding north
along this boundary to the
boundary line between Wayne
Township and North Haledon
and continuing north along
this boundary line to the point
where it intersects the Ber-
gen-Passaic County line; then
running northwesterly , along
this county boundary line to
the point of beginning.
Consolation
Beginning at a point where
Dawes Highway meets the
Ramapo River and following
the Ramapo River south to
the point where it flows Into
the Pequannock River; follow-
ing the Pequannock River
south to the point where the
old Newark-Pompton Turnpike
crosses the river; then run-
ning southeast along this turn-
pike to Black Oak Ridge
Rd.; then northeast along
Black Oak Ridge Rd. to
Ratzer Rd; then running east
along Ratzer Rd. to the point
where it meets the proposed
new Interstate Highway 287;
then running in a northeaster-
ly direction along the west
side of Highway 287 to a point
where it meets the Passaic-
Bcrgen County boundary line,
then proceeding west in a
straight line to the Paterson-
Ilamburg Turnpike where it is
intersected by Black Oak
Ridge Rd., then going in a
northwesterly direction along
the east side of the Patcrson-
Hamburg Turnpike to Dawes
Highway and then west along
Dawes Highway to the point
of beginning.
Good Counsel
Beginning at a point where
Rt. 23 meets the
.
Rivenlale-
Kinnelon boundary line, then
proceeding south along this
boundary line to the Klnnclon-
Pcquannock Township Hno;
then proceeding south along
the Kinnelon • Pequannock
Township line to a point
where it meets Sunset Rd.;
then proceeding in a north-
easterly direction along Sun-
set Rd. to the Newark-Pomp-
ton Turnpike; then continuing
In a straight line to the north
side of Voorhis PI., then along
the north side of Voorhis PI.
to the west side of Village
Rd., then continuing in an
easterly direction along Vil-
lage Rd. to where It inter-
sects Rt. 23, then continuing
in an easterly direction in a
straight line to the Pequan-
nock River; then continuing
north and west along the
Pequannock River to the line
between Pequannock Town-
ship and Rivcrdalc and then
along this boundary line to
Rt. 23; then following in a
northwesterly direction along
lit 23 to the point of begin-
ning.
DIOCESE OF PATERSON
24 DE GRASSE STREET
PATERSON [?]. NEW JERSEY
Clergy
Appointments
DIOCESAN APPOINTMENTS
Rt Rev. Msgr. Henry J. Zolzcr from pastor. Immaculate Concep-
tion, Franklin, to head of department of religion, St. Eliza-
beth's College, Convent Station,
Very Rev. Msgr. Joseph R. Brestel, director of Diocesan Expan-
sion Fund.
Very Rev. Msgr. Christian D. Haag, dean of Sussex County
Rev John E. Morris, Ph D., associate superintendent of schools,
with residence at St. Joseph’s, Lincoln Park.
Rev. Richard Rento, associate director, Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine.
PASTORS
Rev. Joseph Ducas from pastor, St. Hyacinth's, Paterson, to
pastor of new parish of the Annunciation, Wayne.
Rev William J. King, S.T.D., from chaplain, St. Elizabeth's Col-
lege, Convent Station, to pastor. St. Joseph's, Lincoln Park
Rev. Carl J W'olsin from pastor, St. Simon's, Green Pond, to
pastor of the new parish. Our Lady of Consolation, Wayne
Rev. Sigmund Rovinskl from pastor, Our Lady Queen of Peace,
Branchville, to pastor, St. Hyacinth's. Paterson
Rev. Louis J. Gallo from administrator to pastor, St. Joseph's.
Mend ham.
Rev Daniel A. Vecchiollo from administrator to pastor, new
parish of Our Lady of Good Counsel, Pompton Plains
Rev Edward R Phalon from assistant, St. Joseph's, Paterson,
pastor. St. Simon’s, Green Pond
Rev John J. White from administrator. St. Joseph's, Lincoln
Park, to pastor, Immaculate Conception, Franklin
Rev James J. Donnelly from assistant, St. George's. Paterson,
to pastor. Our Lady Queen of Peace, Branchville
ASSISTANTS
Rev Stanley E Schinski from St. Stephen's, Paterson, to St
Joseph's, Passaic.
Rev Leo P. Carey, director, Baylcy-EUard High School, Madison
(already effective), with residence at the rectory. St. Eliza
beth's College, Convent Station.
Rev Charles C. Cassidy from St. Monica's, Sussex, to St Peter
the Apostle, Troy Hills (effective since Sept 7)
Rev. John E. Mushinsky from Immaculate Conception. Franklin.
to Our Lady of the Lake, Sparta.
Rev. Patrick J. Scott from Our Lady of the Lake, Sparta, to
Assumption. Morristown.
Rev. Anthony P. Kowalski from St. Joseph's. Passaic, to grad
uate studies, Fordham University (remaining in residence
at St. Joseph's).
Rev. Joseph W. Lugo from St. Michael's, Paterson, to St
Joseph’s, Paterson.
Rev Eugene Boland from St. Vincent’s, Madison, to St George s.
Paterson (effective immediately).
Rev Robert Carroll from chaplain. Camp Columbus, Culver's
Lake, to St. Rose of Lima, East Hanover (effective since
Sept. 7).
Rev. John Kamphausen from St. Joseph's, Lincoln Park, to St.
Joseph's, Paterson.
Rev. Nicholas Molinari from studies. Catholic University of
Puerto Rico, to Spanish Apostolate, St. Michael's, Paterson
(effective immediately).
Except where noted, eppoinlmenh effective Oct. 8.
Management's Moral Duties
Described by Cardinal Siri
NEW YORK (NC) - Per
sons in managerial positions
must not look upon man as a
tool for technical progress but
should show concern for his
moral and intellectual wel-
fare, a Cardinal from Italy
said here at the 13th Interna-
tional Management Congress.
“lie who manages must not
consider himself solely as the
author or comptroller of a
technical progress but as a
leader and inspirer of men."
said Giuseppe Cardinal Siri of
;Genoa.
• “THE FIRST spiritual need
\ol man in the face of modern
enterprise,” the Cardinal said,
'•“is that of entering into it as
• much as possible as 'man' and
•to remain in it with a perspec-
‘tivc of gradual development;
not to be merely a generator
of physical energy but to ex-
press himself intellectuallyand
morally in management.”
Cardinal Siri said that “the
sole preoccupation for tech-
nical progress and for an
ensuing output is not satisfac-
tory and, in the long run. not
just." He added that only
"preoccupation for mans total
progress is satisfactory "
New Brothers
In Seattle
SPOKANE, Wash. (NC) -
The Franciscan Brothers of
Charity of Spokane, a dio-
cesan institution, has been in-
augurated here by Bishop Ber-
nard J. Topel of Spokane to
work for the rehabilitation of
men along “skid row."
The Brothers also will su-
pervise Mount St. Charles Re-
habilitation, 30 miles from
here, which was built and' is
maintained by transients seek-
ing rehabilitation.
Hie bospitel has handled
some 1,200 medical cases at
its dispensary and opened its
60-bed dormitory nightly to
homeless men.
The Brotherhood continues
work begun in June, 1958, by
Franciscan tertlartes from
Minneapolis, Minn.
Report Nazis Plotted
To Seize Pius XII
MILAN (NC) - Nazi Ger
many plotted to Invade the
Vatican during World War .1
to seize Pope Pius XII and
exile him to a monastery out
side of Italy, according to a
leading Italian magazine
Oggl. weekly published n
Milan, reported that Adolf
Hitler himself initiated Ihe
plan. It said the German dic-
tator was dteawodest by
Gestapo chief llelnrieh
Himmler, who convinced Hu
ler that the action would be a
propaganda disaster
Oggl said it documented its
revelation of the naxi project
by the testimony of three
Germans who are still alive
and were in Italy at the time
They are Rudolph Rahn. for
mer German Ambassador to
Italy. Eugen DoUmam. one of
Himmler's SS unit Iraders,
and Albrecht voo Keitel, war
lime secretary of the German
Embassy to the Holy Sec
ACCORDING TO the article
Hitler entrusted details of Ihe
plan to seire Pope Pius lo
Martin Bormann. hi» vice
fuehrer and trusted aid*- Bor
mann in turn devised a lactic
labeled "Operation Pontiff
"
Under it. German tronps in
Home w«r» to march into
neutral Vatican City at a giv
eo signal and capture the
Pope Pius XII was then lo
have been deported
The article said that Hitler
ordered Ihe plan put into ef
feet a few hours before Muv
soiini fell on July 36. 1943
The three surviving Ger-
mans interviewed told Oggi
that Himmler was informed of
Hitler’s orders by his deputy
in Italy and consmeed him that
the scheme was impossibis
WORKERS BLESSED - Bishop Navagh blesses campaign workers in Blessed Sacrament
Church, Paterson, where a drive is now under way for funds for anew convent. At
left is Rev. Thomas Trapasso, assistant pastor at Blessed Sacrament. The blessing took
place Sept. 15.
Books Ruled ‘Trash’
—But Not Obscene
NKW YORK (RNS) - An
Indictment accusing three
firms of possessing porno
graphic Literature for sale was
dismissed here by a State Su
preme Court justice who ruled
that trashy novels have a
place in our society
"
Justice J Erwin Shapiro of
Queens said in a 13 page-
memorandum that though the
n books involved in the cave
were "disgusting
"
they con
tamed no "four letter" words
and in ail their erotic des
criptsons they maintain a
clever and apparently do
liberate ainidance of socially
unacceptable language
HE SVID there are people
who. "because ol lack of edu
cation, the meanness of their
social existence or mental in
sufficiency, cannot cope with
anything better
"Slick paper confessions,
plup adventure and comic
book' type of magarmes pro-
vide them with an escape
from reality
The Queens justice said that
"In an era of bikinis." and
in view of daring motion pic
tures and lurid newspaper
de
seriptlons of sice one must
legally conclude that these
books in the mores of these
times do Dot constitute hard
core pornography
“Coarse they are be
wrote "but so is much in our
ctsiUiatioa
"
O.L. Lmrdes'
Campaign Starts
WEST ORANGE-Over 2W)
soluntoers workers will re-
ceive their assignments in the
Our Lady of Lourdes building
lund campaign Sept 25 to sig-
nal the
opening of the memo-
rial phase of the campaign
The goal ot the drive it
7A50.000 to pay for the new
church, presently under con-
struction The cornerstone of
the church was placed by
Archbishop Boland Sept ? and
it u expected to be ready for
use in May. when the parish
celebrates its 50th anniver-
sary
New Pastors
...
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LOW DOWN PAYMENT. 5V“c MTGES. • LOW AS $lO9 MO.
Retirement in healthful, nationally-rcnowncd Lakewood has a magic all its own.
But esen better than an isolated retirement community is whispering pines...
in the heart of Lakewood near shopping, movies, transportation, all houses of
worship, and all organizations ... in an established residential neighborhood among
active, attractive people of all ages . . . near lovely natural Lake Carasaljo, with
its public boating, fishing, and spoils.
Why settle for less than your own retirement home where you can enjoy
independence among folks of nil ages. As long as you're retiring close to family
and friends, why not have plenty of place for friends or family to stay over .. .
plenty of room for storage ... plenty of room for the things you've treasured all
your life ... plenty of room for gardening or "just plain puttering”.
The Lanai Ranch features seven large rooms plus a unique roofed-in Lanai
patio, plus a storage-laundry room, plus an oversized garage with huge storage
area. The living room and dining room are bright and roomy... the kitchen is
generously-equipped with cabinets and appliances... the family room is paneled
and includes sliding glass doors leading to the patio. Your home also includes,
at no extra cost, a clothes dryer, combination range with eye-level oven,
Puritron range exhaust hood, city water,
natural gas, curbs, sidewalks, and over-
sized Bituminous concrete driveways.
Yes, Lakewood offers the Senior
Citizen everything . . , including
whispering pines, a value-packed
community among people of all ages!
fVMwe/im//Jmes
ROUTE 9 -/<!* ml. north ofeXßouto 70) LAKEWOOD, M. jg?
DIRECTIONS: Garden Stite Parkway south to Exit 91; proceed
straight on Rout* 549 approx. 2 miles to Routt 88; turn light
and continue into Lakewood center to (toute 9; turn left (south)
2 milts to Whispering Pinas...0R... Routa 9 South to lakawood;
„
continua appiox. 2 milts past Lake Carasaljo to Whispeiing Pints.
Mod*l /
Court Hearing on Sept 23
To Decide Prayer Issue
TRENTON - the Haw-
theme Board of Education will
neve to reply to • court order
sept 23, showing why It should
not obey the U.S Supreme
Coil
J
rt ruling banning prayers
and Bible reading from Ita
cUatrooms, or else face a tem-
porary injunction against the
Practice sought by the New
Jersey Department of Educa-
tion and the state attorney
general.
Hawthorne's board has or-
dered its schools to continue
the practices as long as the
New Jersey, statutes requiring
“e Bible reading and permltt-
ing recitation of the Lord’s
Prayer remain on the books.
IT IS THE contention of the
.atate, as expressed in 1U suit,
that the Supreme Court de-
cision automatically invali-
dated the statutes. The board
bolda that they remain valid
until * New Jersey court
mekea e ruling or until the
legislature repeals them.
The state board of education
voted 6-2 to direct compliance
with the Supreme Court de-
clsion. However, this group’s
action U not final, as was
demonstrated recently in New
York when a court upset an
integration plan for a New
York City school. Thus, the
attorney general stepped in to
ask for the injunction.
Gov. Richard J. Hughes
took the occasion to agsin
state that while he was "dis-
appointed” by the Supreme
Court decision, he felt that
there should be no change In
the First Amendment to the
Constitution because it pro-
tects even more fundamental
civil and religious liberties.
MEANWHILE, In Pennsyl-
vania, one of the states di-
rectly involved In the Supreme
Court case, 10 school boards
were warned by state officials
to cease ordering their schools
to continue Bible reading in
defiance of the court. Admin-
istrator* under such boards
were also advised not to en-
force the "illegal regulations "
Even while the order was
issued, an llth district. Cham-
bersburg. voted to continue the
practices enjoined by the Su-
preme Court reading 10
verses of the Bible and recit-
ing the Lord's Prayer. Another
district, New Cumberland
withdrew a Bible-readlng or-
der on threat of court action
by the American Civil Llber-
tlea Union.
However, Pennaylavanla
Att. Gen. Welter E. Alessan-
drool aald that he regarded en
forcement of the ban a federal
matter and said that, since
state law was not being vio-
lated, state subsidise could not
bo denied to the defiant
schools.
The ACLU In New Jersey
has demanded that state aid
be withdrawn from Hawthorne
schools.
Priests to Study
Counselling
PATERSON Several
priests from the Paterson Dio-
cese at the request of Bishop
Navagh will bo admitted to the
"Catholic Family Counselling
Program” which opens Sept
20 at Setoo Hall University.
The Family Life Bureau, un-
der Rev. John H. Dericks of
Holy Spirit parish. Pequan-
nock, has been given the task
of setting up a marriage coun-
selling program in the diocese
and this will be its first step.
Father Dericks asks that
priests interested in taking the
courses contact him at Holy
Spirit. Registration will be on
the first day of class at Corri-
gan Hall on the South Orange
campus.
There will be two courses
given, one in each semester,
entitled "General Psychology"
and “Problems and Techniques
of Counselling." The classes
will run from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
each Friday and costs for the
priests will be assumed by
the diocese.
To Aid Students
In Kenilworth
KENILWORTH
- A Scholar-
ship Fund Committee has been
formed by the parents of St.
Theresa’s parish here to assist
in paying the tuition of 40 stu-
dents attending various Cath-
olic high schools.
The committee will attempt
to pay up to $l3O per student,
the tuition charge at the dio-
cesan schools in the area. Its
first endeavor will be e eeMse
sale.
Michael Mayer was elected
chairman of the committee.
Rev. Salvatore Cotarella is
moderator.
Inquiry’ Class
In Caldwell
CALDWELL A series of
adult instruction classes spon
sored by the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine of St.
Xloysius parish here Sept.
26 In the rectory meet-
ing room, it has been an-
nounced by Rev. Patrick F.
Joyce, pastor.
Each Thureday evening
there will be a study club on
the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass. Each Friday evening,
beginning Sept 27. there will
be an inquiry class for both
Catholics and non-Catholics.
Both classes will begin at
7:30 p.m. and will be held
under the direction of Rev.
John H. Wlghtman.
70-Mile Trip
To High School
PENNS GROVE (NC) -
What's a Catholic high school
education worth?
Thirty students from the
Gloucester-Camden area think
it is worth a daily round-trip
of about 70 miles to St. James
High School here.
The students, mostly fresh-
men. were unable to get into
Catholic high achools in their
own ere*. They bended to-
gether to organize transporta-
tion to the school here.
St. Peter’s Alumnus
Off to Liberia
JERSEY CITY _ Peter
Hughest of Dumont, a 1963
graduate of St. Peter’* Col-
lege. left this month for a 21-
month Peace Corps assign-
ment as an elementary school
teacher In Liberia. He recently
completed a 10-week training
course at the University of
Syracuse.
Another alumnus. James
Bausch of New Brunswick, has
returned from a two-year as-
signment in East Pakistan and
la now associated with The
Experiment In International
Living for the training of
Peace Corps volunteers at
Putney, VL
Inquiry Claeses
In Bloomfield
BLOOMFIELD A senes
of Inquiry Claim sponsored
by the Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine of SL Thomas
the Apostole Church will be-
Sin Sept. 28 at 7:15 p.m. and
continue through 10 Sunday
evenings.
Michigan Students
Sharing Time
HARBOR BEACH. Mich.
(NC) In a shared-time pro-
gram, 90 students from Our
Lady of Lake Huron High
School are now taking courses
at Community High School
here.
The Catholic school rtudents
attend classes the first
periods In the morning or the
last periods In the afternoon
at Community, and spend the
remainder of the day at Our
Lady of Lake Huron School.
The Catholic students are
enrolled In various academic,
shop and physical education
courses.
St. Peter’s Prep Ordinandi
Return to Bless Students
JERSEY CITY
- Eleven of
the 12 graduates of St Peter's
Prep who were ordained for
the Archdiocese of Newer*
last June attended the annual
Mass of the Holy Ghost Sept
13. officially opening the
school year.
Rev. Kenneth Fay. class of
*55. celebrated the Solemn
High Mesa, assisted by two
seminarians, Rev, Mr Rich-
ard Hailinan. class of '56. and
Rev. Mr. John Bonner class
of '54. Rev. Philip Brady, an-
other of the newly ordained,
gave the sermon.
All of the priests gave their
bleating to the student body
after the Mass The others in
eluded Rev John HoUan, Rev
John Kennedy. Rev. Raymond
Aumack. Rev. Thomas Foley.
Rev. Robert Corks. Rev.
Thomas Kenna, Rev WUUam
Linder. Rev Joseph Ryan and
Rev Joseph Coda. Rev Ar-
nold Deßosa was unable to at
tend
There are now 170 alumni
of the school serving in the
archdiocese, including Auxi
liary Bishops John J Dough
erty and Martin W Stanton
Bishop Walter W Curtis of
Bridgeport, former Auxiliary
Bishop of Newark, is also a
graduate of SL Peter s
In addition to the 12 priests
ordained for the Archdiocese
of Newark last June, there
were also one ordained for
each of the other dioceses m
the state Rev Robert Crttri
li ic Trenton, Rev Nicholas
Molinari in Paterson and
Rev Thomas Burke in Cam
den
Setonia Sets
Lectures
SOUTH ORANGE Eric
F. Goldman, professor of his-
tory at Princeton University,
will open the 1963-64 lecture
series at Scton Hall Universi-
ty Sept. 24. The theme of the
series will be "Twin Cul-
tures.”
Prof. Goldman Is a former
president of the Society of
American Historians and is
moderator of the "Open
Mind” TV series. He received
the Bancroft Prize for dis-
tinguished writing In Ameri-
can history following the pub-
lication of "Rendezvous With
Destiny."
Lectures will be open to the
public and will be held in Mc-
Nulty Science Hall at 7:30
p.m. each Tuesday.
Others to appear on the pro-
gram Include Wendell Stanley
of the University of Cal-
ifornia, Morris Klim* of New
York University. Paul Weiss
and Henry Margcncau of
Yale, Clinton Rossitcr of Cor-
nell. Fritz Lipman of the
Rockefeller Institute snd
Richard P. Blackmur of
Princeton.
O.L. Valley Plans
Inquiry Classes
ORANGE Msgr John J
Feeley. pastor of Our Lady of
the Valley Church, has an-
nounced that a series of in-
quiry' classes in the Catholic
Faith will begin Sept 23 In the
parish high school
The courses will be held
twice * week, on Monday and
Thursday, at 8:30 pin They
are open to Catholics and non
Catholics
Medical Education Aid Bill
Reaches President’s Desk
WASHINGTON (NC)
President Kennedy has before
him for his signature a bill
to launch a three-year, $236.4
million program to aid public
and private medical educa-
tion.
The measure (lt.R. 12) was
sent to the President’s desk
after approval in the Senate,
71-9. It passed the House last
April, 286-122.
THE BILL would help f|.
nance. through matching
grants, construction of teach-
ing facilities at medical, den-
tal and collegiate nursing
schools. It also would start a
low-interest loan program for
medical students.
The measure stipulates that
federal funds cannot be used
for the construction or the
cost of any part of a facility
to be used for sectarian in-
struction or as a place for re-
ligious worship
Of the 88 accredited medical
schools, 45 ere run by private
groups. Including six under
Catholic auspices Of the 47
dental schools. 28 are con-
ducted by private groups, in
eluding eight by Catholics.
The bill would also extend
federal funds for construction
by collegiate schools of nurs
mg. The 1963 Official Guide
to Catholic Educational In-
stitutions lists 48 Catholic col
legiate nursing schools There
are 243 covered by the bill
THE MEASURE autliorur*
matching grants totaling ms
million to cover up to two
•birds of the total cost of
building classrooms and other
teaching facilities at medical
and dental schools.
It also authorizes $30.7 mil-
lion to start a program of
loans to students plus an
additional $30.7 million to
phase out the program In the
second three-year period.
Under pressure from Presi-
'lent Kennedy and Senate
leaders to adopt the bill ai it
passed the House, the Senate
rejected several amendments
including a 39-37 defeat of a
proposal to bar racial dis-
crimination in schools which
receive Federal funds.
The issue of aid to church-
rclated institutions did not
arise during the brief debste
of the bill which was held on
the Senate floor.
First Marist Graduates
Begin Teaching Careers
ESOPUS. N. Y - The first
two graduates of Marist High
School, Bayonne, to be as-
signed to teaching by the
Marist Brothers began tAeir
duties as school opened this
month.
Brother John Cron, CMS.,
is assigned to St Helena's
High School, the Bronx, while
Brother John O'Donnell.
F.M.S., Is at the new Christ
the King High School in
Queens
A total of eight Marist grad-
uates now have joined the so-
ciety.
Rev. Brother Leo Sylvius,
f MS, provincial, has also
announced that there are 36
Brothers assigned to the so
ciety's three North Jersey
schools Marist. Roselle Cath
ohc and Union Catholic
Brother Fausius Damian.
IMS, has hern appointed
director of Union Catholic,
while Brother Peter Michael.
FM S , Brother John Lee.
F MR., and Brother Raoul
Molnar, F.M.S., have joined
the staff there.
New Brothers at Marist this
year include Brother John
Patrick. FM S, Brother
Orner Louis, F M S , Brother
Carlos Hernandez, F.M.S.
Brother Juan Salvador.
F M S . Brother Michael Wil
fnd, F.M.S , Brother James
V Gargan. F.M.S., and
Brother Robert J Lopez
F M S
Additions to the Roselle
Catholic staff include Brother
Joseph Abel, F.M.S., Brother
Lawrence Michael. FMS,
Brother William Kieran.
FM S Brother Charles Hart
mg. FMS. Brother John
Loughran. F M S., and Broth
er Vincent Jude. F M S
Adult Classes
In Bayonne
BAYONNE - The Mt. Car-
mel Institute of Adult Educa-
tion, sponsored by the Sodali-
ty of Our Lady in cooperation
with the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine, will open
its fifth year Sept. 19 with
17 courses.
Classes will be held each
Thursday and Friday even-
ing for 10 weeks from 8 to
10 p.m. in a variety of secular
and religious subjects. No for-
mal education requirements
arc necessary to enroll and no
tuition is charged.
A catalogue describing the
courses is available from
Rev. Stanley M. Grabowskl,
director of the institute. Msgr.
Anthony A. Tralka, pastor of
Mt. Carmel, is president of
the institute
Father Murphy
To Get Award
JERSEY Cm’ - Rev.
Gerard J Murphy, S.J., a
member of the St Peter's Col-
lege faculty for 20 years, will
receive the Bene Merenti
Medal at the annual Michael-
mas Convocation Sept 25.
The convocation will be held
at 11 am in the.quadrangle,
weather permitting Dr John
McDermott of the department
of philosophy of Queens Col-
lege will sp'-ii: or Modern
Art as a Metaphysic
"
The law alumni of the col-
lege will honor Father Murphy
at their fou.th annual dinner
in the facility lounge that even-
ing
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SETON HALL
UNIVENSIT V
Adult Education
SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
31 CLINTON STREET, NEWARK
IDEAS FOR CREATIVE LIVItSG
Ten Lectures
October 1 to December 11
in
THEOLOGY: The Christian Passover A* t
Reflections on the Eucharistic encounter between the
Risen Lord and the twentieth-century Christian.
Rev. Francis J. Neod Tuesday, 8:10-9:10 P.M
Oct. 1 - Dec. 10
PHILOSOPHY: Contemporary American Phlloeophers Ae2
A critical examination of the main currents In Amer-
ican thought since the Civil War, from the Pragmatism
of Pierce to the religious existentialism of Tillich.
Mr. WilliamSmith Wed. 7.00-8:00 P.M. Oct. 2-Dec. 11
PSYCHOLOGY: Psychology in the Modem World Ae 3
An evaluation of the validity of Psychological applica-
tions in the areas of industry, education, religion,
motivational research, propaganda and brain wash-
ing.
Mr. Franci* Murphy Wednesday, 8.10-9.10 P.M.
Oct. 2-Dec. 11
LITERATURE: Tho Literary Classic* and the Modem World
Ae 4
Studies in the tradition from Homer to T. S. Eliot, from
the Dionysian "playlng-clrcle" to the Circle-ln-the-
Square,
Mr. Edward Wlnans Tuesdoy, 7.00-1.00 P.M.
Oct. 1-Oec. 10
He admission requirements. »tvdent. may roaster by mail until Sopt.m.
bor 27, or In po'see vmtll October 1. Tuition (or oath course it 120.00.
$
Adv. |
I
I
Address Tel. No. l
Circle courses Ae 1 Theology Ae 2 Philosophy J
Ae 3 Psychology Ae 4 Literature Send check ($20.00 i
each course) payable to Setpn Hell University to Rev. •
John E. CTlrlen, Executive Dean, Seton Hall Unlver- 1
sity College, 31 Clinton Street, Newark, New Jersey 1
Registration
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Felix Fox, Sr.
FEUX FOX & SONS
3 GREAT STORES TO SERVE YOU
952 So. Orange Ave.
Newark. N. J.
ES 3-1211
456 Broad St.
Bloomfield, N. J.
465 Kearny Ave.
Kearny, H. J.
WY 1-2606
pi
01
743-1211
OPEN EVENINGS
★
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE
EXCLUSIVE FAMOUS O'BRIEN PAINTS!
Paint has boon our business for more than 35 years, 26 of these years
as a member of the Master Painters of America. We have always re-
garded O'Brien Paint as the TIFFANY of Paints. O'Brien has recog-
nize oar knowledge and ability in the paint field, and our standards
of business ethics rewarded us by being chosen the standard-bearer of
O'Brien Paints. WE ARE MIGHTY PROUD!
See Us
FOR
good nun
EXPERT SERVICE
tf you wont the best In
flnlehee* the newest In
eaferspfcethe
plete service
•tore your “One Step
Headqeoelers'".
We feature famous O'Brien
Feints In theloteetl
CeleM
__
If. f—-vvtvTi ■■ Toe iviiy
surfaee In or on your homeJ
i Symphonic
t
Mur Iw aal
Our shirks are trained to pee*
vMs every help and assistance
en pofat appiieation and eoior
Visit our store next time you
need pair* eoter help - pre>
duet udvtee. We wM be Most
te eerve yet^s
01 Rif N
PAINTS
FINEST LATEX
HOUSE PAINT
molsturm-vmaW film
ends pnMRp probhms
Mlmy bmmutlfullyntw
lomporl
MASONRY, TOO
*5“Oallon
1
A WALL PAINT THAT
Defies
Comparison
ST
hNX
5
Of the
morhet, none can match Obrien's
liqvld-VsFvst for elegont beauty,
eose of application and superto*
Made with AIU-therm, this premi-
um product give* you more value
far your point dollar.
Whenyoudecorate yourhome, try
Liquid-Velvet. See the difference—
In the way H goes on-In the way
It leeks. Youb be fled you dkt
H o I ways gives •
■
'
/ I i /
ii 1 / 4
Patrick Joseph Fox
Felix Fox, Jr.
NEW
HOUSE
P
WHITI
Gallon
a tipi If you wont ths
whited house In the neighbor-
hood, point It this year with
OBrtsn'snew*7s" House Paint.
AoNoMy gets whiter the longer
rs on. Covers in one coot. Easy
breeking. Made with special
P*S Shrunk Oils. It looks better
fagm Alto available Incolors.
ERIE-
• URGE FREE PARKING AREA AT EACH LOCATION
For Use in Schools
There ’s Still Time
To Order Advocate
Attention school principals and teachers: There’s still Ume
to take advantage of The Advocate’s offer to provide bulk sub-
scriptions below cost for supplemental work in school.
Last year more than 1,000 North Jersey Catholic students
on both the high school and grammar school level were using
The Advocate in school work. Many of the schools which partici-
pated then are giving us a second whirl because of their suc-
cess with the program.
UNDER THE PLAN, The Advocate will provide as many
copies of the paper as you wish for as long a period as you
wish at a cost of 5 cents per copy. The only restrictions are that
10 or more copies must be ordered fqr four or more weeks.
With the second session of the Vatican Council opening on
Sept. 29, you won’t want to misj this opportunity to keep your
students abreast of events. Call The Advocate (MArket 4-0700)
and place your order with our circulation department.
North Bergen Board
Says ‘No’ to Church
NORTH BERGEN - The
North Bergen Board of Edu-
cation again turned down the
I'equest of Rev. George A. O'-
Gorman, pastor of Our Lady of
Fatima Church, for the use of
the Horace Mann School au-
ditorium at a stormy meeting
here Sept. 12.
With onemember absent, the
board voted 2-2 on a resolu-
tion to grant Father O'Gorman
the use of the auditorium from
Nov 1, 1963. to June 20, 1964
The tie vote constituted a re-
fusal.
OUR LADY of Fatima par-
ish was created last June and
extends from 72nd St. to the
-Sergon County line. Horace
School is located at al-
•most the geographical center
[Of the parish and its auditori-
um is twice as large as the
present Sunday Mass site,
North Bergen Gardens, in the
extreme southeast corner of
the parish
•* Father O’Gorman had first
requested use of the school a
few weeks after being ap-
-pointed pastor, but did not
hear from the board until last
W’cck when he was notified by
.mail that it had voted 3-2. at
■a private meeting, to turn
down his bid.
THE PRIEST then notified
the board that he would be
present at its Sept 12 meeUng
-with a group of parishioners
to ask why the action had
been taken without public
hearing. Some 150 people at-
tended the meeting, almost all
of them strongly opposed to
the board's action.
After a two-hour closed cau-
cus, the board voted on the
resolution with chairman Jo-
seph McKeon and Joseph
Tighe voting yes and Arthur
Bigler and Dr Concelta Mango
voting no The fifth member,
Dr. Sidney Wottz, was ill.
PROTESTS of the specta-
tors, including former mayor
Charles Weaver and Fairvicw
superintendent of schools
John E. Cullum. eventually led
to a suggestion by McKeon
that a private meeting be held
with Father O'Gorman ami his
architect. Charles Kenny. Sept
17 to discuss the plans for the
building of the new parish
church.
Challenged by the spec'ators
to give reasons for their nega
five votes. Dr. Mango said that
the period of eight months was
too long and Bigler said it was
not an emergency situation
The North Bergen board of
education is appointed rather
than elected Its action is con
trary to the pattern normally
followed in this state of alio a
ing new parishes. Catholic or
Protestant, to rent school au
ditonums for periods which
usually run through an entire
school year and sometimes
longer
Ohio Ruling Perils
Bus Ride Practices
COLUMBUS <NC) - The
Ohio Attorney General hat
ruled that local public achool
boards lack the power to jive
parochial school pupils trans-
portation on tax paid school
buses.
William B. Saxbe held that
action by the Ohio Legislature
is necessary before such
transportation may be ar-
ranged.
HE ISSUED his opinion at
the request of James W. Fore-
man, prosecuting attorney of
Medina county. The Medina
School Board voted in mid-
August to provide bus trans
portation for 1M pupils of St.
Francis Xavier School there
The only previous ruling on
the issue by an Ohio attorney
general came in 1927. That
opinion held that providing
tax-paid bus rides for paro-
chial school pupils would be
Illegal.
However, many local school
boards apparently regarded
the 1927 opinion as purely ad-
visory and have provided bus
•rides for parochial pupils.
In Medina, the parochial
pupils are transported from
their homes to a public school
about a half mile from the
Catholic school The children
walk from the public school
to their own
Albin Gottas. superintendent
of public schools, said the
pupils will coatinue to be
transported until he receives
formal instructions from the
school board to discontinue
the arrangement.
Summit Man
Heads Fund
SI MM IT W alter B Schu-
bert of this place ha* been
ap
pointed national chairman for
the Georgetown University
196364 Annual Giving Fund.
A 1951 graduate of George-
town. he is a member of the
New York Stock Exchange and
was formerly president of the
Georgetown Club of Metropoli-
tan New York He is also
president of the Scholar Ad-
vancement Foundation here.
This is the 10th annual giv-
ing fund at Georgetown which
will mark its 175th anniver-
sary this year
Late Vocations Seminary
Has Variety of Applicants
£
BOSTON (N’C) A former
.Anglican minister is among
students enrolled for the new
>* million seminary for de-
cayed vocations being built in
■jiearby Weston to open in
September, 1964.
h Other students in the initial
•'Class will include two phy-
sicians, a superintendent of
•schools, a chemical engineer,
"a high school headmaster and
-* high school teacher, accord-
to Msgr. George A.
Schlichte, director of the sem-
inary.
* Planned by Richard Car-
dinal Cushing of Boston, the
will serve on a na-
tionwide basis men who have
|( advanccd beyond the usual
• age of seminarians, and be-
iieve they have a late voca-
;tion. The seminary will be
named in honor of the late
Pope John XXIII.
Msgr. Schlichte, former vice
rector of the North American
College in Rome, said 200 ap-
plications have been received,
most of them from outside
New England.
WORTH THE WAITING - Msgr. Thomas F. Mulvaney, pastor of St. John the Apostle,
Clark-linden, and Sister [?]rene Margaret, principal of the new Mother Seton High School,
Clark, greet the freshman class os school opened belately Sept. 16. left to right are,
Janet Smith, Martha Gallagher, Anne Marie Couzza, Arlette Collins and Patricia Daniels.
News of Education
Major Test for Public Aid to Colleges
WASHINGTON (NC> - A
public education organization
has launched what it hopes
will be a major test ease chal-
lenging the constitutionality
of public aid to church-related
schools.
The Horace Mann league
kicked off its effort by holding
a press conference here and
simultaneously filing suit in a
urcult court in Annapolit
Md., against four state laws
granting $2 5 million in con
struction funds to four church
related colleges
A spokesman said the Mann
l-cague plans to carry the case
to the U S Supreme Court
TARGET OF Ihe league s
drive are laws enacted in 196?
ind 1963 by the Mars land Gen
rral Assembly They give
matching grants to Hood Col
lege Frederick Western
Maryland College. Westmin
ster, the College of Notre
Dame. Baltimore, and St Jo-
seph s College. Fmmitsburg
None of the money has actual
ly been spent yet
Under the laws. Notre Dame
and St Joseph's, both Cath
olic schools, were to get $750
00C each for new science build
ings, while $500.00) each was
earmarked for Hood (United
Church of Christ) and West
era Maryland (Methodist)
The Msnn League suit al-
leges that public aid to the
four schools Is uncoastitutloo
*1 because of their religious
affiliation It charges sioiation
of both the Maryland and U S
Constitutions
LEO PFEt'PER a constitu
tlonal lawyer known for his
support of rigid ChurchState
separation, is chief attorney
for the league m the suit
Other members of the lea
gue's constitutional law com-
mittee taking part in the con
ference included Edgar Fuller,
the chairman. John L Buford,
the league's president, who is
-school superintendent in Mt
Vernon, 111 . and Willard E
Givens, education director for
the Scottish Rite Masons
Fuller describes! the Mann
League as an invitation-only
organization of "several hun
dred" members, most of
them public school educators,
devoted to the ideals of public
education pioneer Horace
Mann.
•
Turned ,4kyiv
ST LOUIS (NC) About
5.000 youngsters were turned
away from Catholic schools in
the St Louis Archdiocese this
fall. They will take their re
ligious instruction tn the newly
organized "Parish Schools of
Religion." which operate on
weekends and are taught by
trained laymen.
The archdiocese has put Into
effect a strict holding " policy
on Catholic school enroll
ment It has limited class
room size to 49 pupils and put
a halt to the building of new
schools or additions until a
ratio of three Sisters to one lay-
teacher is obtained The ratio
is now 1 1 2 Sisters to one lay
teacher
Parochial Aid
Opposed in Poll
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Pollster Lou Harris said
here a survey 'by his firm
bn whether federal aid
should go to .parochial
schools showed 54% op-
posed, 33% In favor and
13% undecided. His report
appeared in the Washington
Post Sept. 9.
'The Harris poll Is in con-
trast to a February Gallup
poll which showed a ma-
jority of persons favoring
federal aid to parochial and
other private schools.
Bus Rides Halted
LAKE CHARLES. La. (NC)
The Calcasieu civil parish
(county) school board has re-
fused to grant bus transporta-
tion for parochial school pu-
pils in one ward and voted to
end it in t#o other wards
after the current school year.
Prior to the action, the
(POAU) held a public
meeting in opposition to the
bus transport.
CCD Recommends
Doctrine Courses
NEWARK - A scries of ad-
vanced courses for Confrater-
nity of Christian Doctrine
teachers has been announced
by Msgr. Roger A Reynolds,
archdiocesan director.
Seven courses will be given
at various sites throughout
the archdiocese. Some are in-
dividual parish lecture scries
and two are being sponsored
directly by the CCD. They are
recommended for teachers
who have their CCD certifi-
cates.
THE CCD courses are "The
Bible Today," which opens
Sept. 24 and continues for five
Tuesdays at St Joseph's Boys
School, Oradcll, given by Rev.
James C. Turro of Immacu-
late Conception Seminary, and
"The Liturgy and the Mass."
being given at Scton Hall Uni-
versity, South Orange, by
Msgr John Mahon of St.
John's. Newark, (or five Wed-
nesdays beginning Sept 25
The first of the parish lec
ture series
open Sept 19 At
Mt Carmel. Bayonne. Res
John Olszewski will speak 10
weeks on "Theology (or To
day." while at St Rose of
Lima. Newark. M-.gr Henry
G.J. Beck of Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary will speak
for eight weeks on "Church
History Through the Ecu-
menical Councils.”
On Sept. 20, at Mt. Carmel,
Rev. Eugene Casper will be-
gin a scries on "Guide to the
Bible," while on Oct. 1, Rev.
Frank J. Ncad of Scton Hill
University will lecture on
"Christian Passover.” The
final series begins Nov. 3 at
St Thomas School, Bloom-
field. where two lectures will
be given for each of five Sun-
days by Rev. John H. Koenig
of Immaculate Conception
Seminary on “The Liturgy”
and by Rev. William Keller ot
Scton Hall University on
"Church History through
Comparative Religion."
Further information on the
series sponsored by the CCD
can be obtained by contact-
ing Msgr Reynolds at the
Chancery Office.
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A Matter of Survival
Schools have reopened throughout
the nation. The Catholic Church in Amer-
ica finds herself educating over six mil-
lion children. This is being done through
the generosity of American Catholics who,
recognizing their parental rights in edu-
cation, are willing to make a great eco-
nomic sacrifice.
MANY FOREIGNERS who come to
America are astounded at the Catholic
educational system and they become more
confounded when they discover that this
is being done without governmental aid.
No greater compliment could be paid to
Catholic parents.
However, warning signs are appear-
ing on the Catholic educational horizon.
How long will our Catholic parents be
able to meet this educational burden?
How much longer will the Church be able
to expand her educational program? With
increasing Catholic population and the
proportionate decrease in religious voca-
tions, will we be able to continue to ex-
pand, much less maintain, our present
educational system?
The government turns a deaf ear to
the warnings of the Church and Catholic
parents about the impending crisis in
Catholic education. Could we not pose the
questions: How long will our Catholic
schools be able to survive with the rising
cost of modern education? How long will
our government ignore what can be an
impending crisis in education In America?
WARNING SIGNS are evident every-
where. Already, five dioceses have an-
nounced violent changes in their educa-
tional patterns. Spiralling living costs are
necessarily affecting contributions to our
educational system. Large families found
amongst Catholics have brought about
diminishing contributions to school en-
deavors.
But perhaps the greatest crisis Is our
educational system’s need for lay teachers.
They have become the backbone of our
system.
Not receiving salaries commensur-
ate with their public school counterparts,
but carrying on in a spirit of dedication,
these devoted men and women are the
stalwarts of Catholic education.
How long can we survive?
The Drop-Out Season
The reopening of elementary and
secondary schools across the nation
marked the start of the “drop-out sea-
son.” The frightening record of the
past few years shows that nearly one-
third of those who drop out of high
school do so in the first six weeks of the
first term, and thereby not onlv doom
themselves to the bleakest type’ of em-
ployment, but also create an explosive
economic-social problem for all of us.
MANY DROP-OUTS cannot obtain
the few poor jobs that are available to
the unskilled. Some of these unfortunates
cannot even write, spell properly or do
simple arithmetic. Those who do get
some sort of employment are often victim-
ized by heartless employers who look
upon them as so many "hands.” In ef-
fect, they live and work under conditions
amounting almost to peonage.
Many of these young people, although
basically they have only themselves to
blame, would not have taken such a step
if they had been warned beforehand of
the almost complete finality of the con-
sequences This is an area of public need
to which modern media of publicity can
and should be applied with great force
and benefit.
Through these media, parents, in-
terested adults and the young people
themselves, can be made to realize that
the economic future of the drop-out is
dismal. The “pot of gold,” the jobs and
the money just do not exist. It Is import-
ant, it is vital, that this terrible truth be
driven home to our young people.
THESE FIRST few weeks of the fall
term is the time when crash publicity
programs to encourage our youngster* ti>
stay in school should get Into high gear.
In New York City, crash programs are
going on. other programs are being ac-
celerated and they are having an impact.
In the last two years the annual drop-out
rate has declined 2 cc. against a national
average decline of 1%. The New York
program consists of intensive radio and
TV promotion and personal counselling
to potential drop-outs based on the strong
economic theme “the more you learn,
the more you earn
”
It Is to be hoped that similar pro-
grams will spread across the country For
the tragedy of the drop-out is not only
the loss of earning power and money
it is the loss of human resources and
human dignity. The human race is the
ultimate loser.
Our Diplomatic Fiasco
On July 21, 1954, at a conference
table in Geneva. Vietnam was cut in half
It was the U. S.. though not a party to
this division, that set up the present Diem
government in South Vietnam as an anti-
communist bulwark. Now U. S. policy in
Vietnam is so tangled up. confused, and
baffling that we wonder if Capitol Hill
knows what it is all about.
HE PLEDGED not to interfere in
the internal government of South Viet-
nam. But the American Central Intelli-
gence Agency which helped set up the
present government is now accused of
plotting a coup to overthrow the govern-
ment. President Kennedy's television
broadcast added fat to the fire when he
said, “changes in policy and personnel’’
might benefit the country.
We are still ranting about an alleged
persecution of Buddhists which has since
proved to be phony. We committed an in-
credible blunder in allowing the Voice of
America to broadcast a message to Viet-
nam inviting the army to take control of
the government and we looked stupid
when the invitationwas spurned in anger.
The U. S. State Department is well
aware that communists are active in
Buddhist organizations throughout Asia.
In Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, the Budd-
hists are openly supporting the Reds. In
South Vietnam we are giving generous
aid to the Diem regime to win the war
against the communists; that is our policy,
yet we blast the government for not con-
ciliating with the Reds.
The repressive measures of the gov-
ernment, which no one condones, might
not have been necessary if the U. S had
not shown such sympathy with the out-
cries of Buddhiit extremists. As tools and
dupes of Chinese communists, they were
emboldened by us. Washington must have
known that many Soubi Vietnam Budd-
hists attended a communist congress in
North Vietnam last year
VITER WORLD WAR II we made
the colossal error in China of pulling back
aid to Chiang Kai-shek and thus abandon-
ed the country to the communists Now
Congress wants the same thing done in
South Vietnam Washington is also prod-
ding for a coalition government to replace
the Diem regime. TTiij is just what the
communists want. We left Laos to the
mercies of a communist-dominated coali-
tion Are we to repeat the same mistake?
Capitol Hill doesn't seem to learn even
from history
The top anti-government leader.
Buddhist monk Thich Tri Quang. now en-
joying an air-conditioned refuge in the
U. S. Embassy in Saigon, said of us: “I
believe the Americans have good inten-
tions, but sometimes they are stupid
"
The
Reds and the Buddhist Pinks think we are
stupid Admit it or not, the fact remains
that our score for diplomacy so far is zero.
Perhaps if Washington would just keep
quiet for a while and let our experienced
ambassador, Henry Cabot Lodge, engage
in some quiet diplomacy, the situation
would not look so hopeless.
Believing Christ
Or Destroying Him
By FRANK J. SHE ED
Not having much Idea of
what God in Himself u,
scribes and Pharisees concen-
trated upon the commands
God had given men and men’s
duty to obey them. And as the
centuries went by, this meant
more and more regulations
upon ritual and ceremonial
generally.
In origin, rules of this sort
w«* necessary, and in the
best of the Pharisees these
rules could operate nobly for
asceticism.
But it seems that in the time
of Our Lord ritual had become
for too many Pharisees almost
an tod in itself.
THEIE WAS another
danger. Israel was unique
among people*, the Pharisees
were unique in Israel. Only
heroic humility can bear its
own uniqueness; and in any
relicjtm heroic tends
to be the virtue of a minority.
In too many Pharisees a mis-
understanding of the nature of
Israel's uniqueness led to s
contempt of the Gentile.
Had the Carpenter of Naz-
areth merely neglected to ob-
serve the rituals, merely
failed to make due study or
been charitable about Him, or
at worst perhaps mildly con-
temptuous.
But He affronted their most
cherished convictions on such
matters as washing, eating,
fasting, avoiding contact with
sinners and the ritually un-
clean, rigorously observing the
Sabbath. He mada it clear in
the face of the world that Ha
regarded much of what they
held dear aa a barrier to re-
Uglon.
Even Pharisees who fully
realized that the rituals war*
only secondary, still taw them
aa willed by God.
WHAT WAS immeasurably
worn was His attitude to the
Torah the Law for which,
by which, with which, they
lived. For Christ it was not an
absolute. He Himself could
develop it, add to It, on no au-
thority but His own. "Thus
saith the Lord", the Prophets
had said. "Thus it Is written",
said the scribes. "It was said
to them of old, but I aaw unto
you", said tbs Carpenter. No
ono had ever spoken like that.
The feeling grew that He
was making Himself equal to
God.
They had already beard
Him claim to forgive sins. Be-
fore long they would hear Him
My "1 and the Father are
ene.”
They must either believe
Him or destroy Him. After a
heeling on the Sabbath, they
began their plans (or His des-
truction. r-
Have Social Encyclicals
Lost Some Meaning?
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
l)trr<lor, So.mJ Action Dtfil.. SCV'C
In an article in Extension
magaune, Erik von Kurhnelt
Laddthn reopened th* old
question at to whether or not
the aoctal encyclicals of the
Fopet apply an» looser to
W’estern Europe and other
highly developed treat of the
work!
He points out initially that
“encyclicals dealing with wn
ecclesiastical problems are al
most always couched in gen-
eral term s ' and "are common
ly addressed to the world at
large and not to any area, to
clal layer, or organixation
“
He reaches the equally self
evident conclusion that the ap
plication of the principles out
lined in any given encyclical
calls for the combined skills of
the moralist, the sociologist
and the economist, ami will
necessarily vary from one na
nation or region to another
So far so good
BIT IK von Kuehnelt l.*d
dihn s introductory points are
well taken, his substantive
conclusions are
open to serious
question He seems to be say
ing that the social encyclicals
really don t apply any longer
to Western Europe and other
highly developed areas of the
world, even to Latin America
and other so-called underdevel-
oped regions
The implied premise for this
sweeping conclusion is that the
social encyclicals are concern-
ed almost exclusively with the
distribution of naUonal income
Von Kuehnelt-Leddihn argues
that national Income Is being
equitably distributed at the
present time almost every-
where in the world Logically,
then, it follows or so he
seems to argue that the so
rial encyclicals no longer ap
ply even in the so-called under
developed nations
THIS STRIKES ME as an
Invalid line of reasoning. Kirst
of all. It Is not accurate to say
or to leave the impression that
the social encyclicals are con
cerned almost exclusively with
the distribuUoo of national in
come and the exploitation of
workers
Secondly, von Kuchnelt-Led-
dihn's statements about equit-
able distribution of national
income find little. If any. sup-
port in any social encyclical
and none at all, of course, in
Mater et Magistra. Here is
what the latter document has
to say:
"Our heart is filled with pro-
found sadness when we ob-
serve. as it were, with our
own eyes a wretched spectaclo
Indeed great masses of
workers who, in not p few na-
Lons, and even in whole coo
lineotv, receive too small a re
turn from their labor Hence
they and their families mutt
live in conditions completely
out of accord with human dig
nity This can be traced, for
example, to the fact that in
theve regions, modern Indus
trial techniques either have
only recently been introduce!
<w have made less than salii
factory progress
“IT HAPPENS m tome of
these nations that, as compar-
ed with the extreme need of
the majority, the wealth and
conspicuous consumption of a
few stand out. and are In
epen and bold contrast with
tha lot of the needy l! hap
pens in other places that ex
cesaivt burdens are placed up
on men in order that the com
mcmwealth may achieve with
in a brief span, an increase of
wealth such as can by no
nieans be achieved without
violating the laws of juattce
and equity Finally. It happens
elsewhere that a dlsprtv
portlooate share of the rev
emie goes toward the building
up of national prestige, and
that large sums of money are
devoted to armaments
Moreover in the ecnoomlc
ally developed countries, it
frequently happens that great
or sometimes very great, re
numeration is had for the per
lormance of some task of less
er importance or doubtful util-
ity
Even if it were true to say.
then, that the encyclical! are
concerned almost exclusively
with the distribution of na
tiocal income, one would have
to conclude that they still ap-
ply in varying degreea. of
cvßirve not only to Western
Europe the L' S . the Seandl
navtan countries and other
highly developed region* of
th- world but also to those re
gions m which modern Indus
trial techniques cither have
only recently been introduced
or have made less than satis
factory progress
"
For Vocations
Members of the Apos-
tolate for Vocations can
gain a plenary indulgence
under the ordinary condi-
tions on:
Sept. 21 Feast of St.
Matthew
Once a week for reciting
daily, with piety, any pray-
er for vocations approved
by the ecclesiastical author-
ity.
A partial indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the Intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
The Press Box
End of Debate
On Fr. Kueng
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
•M«i<|n| FJtiot
Well, maybe it wain t the
*sme as being at the Vatican
Council But the debate be
tween Msgr She* and some of
our readeri regarding the the
orics of Father Hint Kueng
»•< about as close to parlici
patlon in the council as we re
going to get
However, we re going to ex
ercise the same prerogative as
did Pope John when he cut off
discussion on the sources of
revelation Msgr She* ended
his presentation last week
and after this issue of The
Advocate we are not going
to publish any additional let
ters on the subject—barring
comment from Father Kueng
himself.
MOST OF WHAT can be
said has been said, and con
tinued debate would prob
ably prove repetitious. We've
already had some letters In-
dicating that the discussion
was starting to wear thin Fur-
ther. reader reaction lias been
such that during the last
couple of months we've had to
sidetrack comment on some
other issues.
This Is not to say we did not
welcome the discussion. How-
ever, it has served its pur-
pose. For those who (avor
Father Kueng'* views. Msgr.
Shea's article* should help
them buttress the Weaknesses
that were exposed. Those who
agree more with Msgr. Shea
at least had an opportunity to
note the impact Father
Kucng’s view* have had. And
those who were on the theolo-
gical fence had the chance to
gain a deeper insight into the
arguments used by both sides.
If at times the discussion
veered off Into such Irrelevant
issues as rhetorical limitations
In theological debate, it still
managed to be instructive and
even entertaining. Who said a
good Catholic newspaper has
to be dull?
M'.NV IKTTF.It writers
r ted Fathr .ung s rxintlon
»s a peritus of the Vatican
C.suncil and the fact thal he
eclured to groups of Council
Fathers as valid rrasons for
accepting his views In this
regard It should be noted that
Msgr Shea Is also a council
' peritus
It should be noted too that
some of the things the council
Fathers heard at various lec
tures —and 1 do not mean
those given by Father Kueng
bordered on the heretical
Thu Is said not to disparage
Father Kueng but to put those
particular qualifications in
perspective
FATHER KUENG has cap
tured the popular imagination
and thus we tend to forget
that Msgr Shea has a solid
reputation for scholarship him
self.
He is considered one of
this nation's outstanding the-
ologians; he has won the
Mariological Award and
among his many publishing
credits is the Encyclopedia
Urittanica. And he, too, is a
lecturer of note
The fact that Msgr Shea's
views are not popular at the
moment does not make them
any leas valid, but it does
make it more difficult for
them to get a hearing in the
public forum. Since Father
Kueng's views were fairly well
known and since they had been
adequately reported in The
Advocate we did not feel it
was necessary because of
other practical considerations
which I don’t hsve the space
to detail here to publish
the text of his talk as some
writers suggested.
Even so, the leeway we al-
lowed our letter writer* was
evidence enough that there is
no great lack of freedom In
at last om "nook and cranny"
ft the Church.
The Question Box
Reasoning Behind
Marriage Laws
This week we continue our
discussion of the pro* and
cons of the Church’s laws on
mixed marriage.
Last week we outlined the
Catholic - Protestant
case
against retaining our present
Icgialation on mixed mar-
riages. The crux of the ques-
tion, we saw, la whether the
requisite of "canonical form”
(namely, that a Catholic can
marry validly only in the
presence of a duly authorised
priest) should be abolished al-
together, or at least mitigated
Now let's hear the other
side of the story There arc
many theologians who insist
that the present law is a nec-
essary one, it merely spells
out in practical detail the
divine law obligations already
incumbent on those who con-
tract marriage with a non
Catholic. The reasons alleged
in favor of retaining the law
are
(1) The necessity of protect
ing the faith of the Catholic
partner. There is no more ef-
fective way of precluding
dangers to the faith of the
Catholic partner than the
promises made by the non-
Catholic fiancee —and prom-
ises m writing can best
achieve the desired clarity
and firmness But thia written
“protection" hinges on the
canonical form which It the
only way the Church can as
certain all cases without ex
ceptioo. for the simple reason
that, without It. there is no
valid marriage By abolishing
the obligatory form, it is
argued, the Church would de
fault in her duty to protect
the true Kaith
Theologian* of this persu*
sion note that the promise to
respect the Catholic coo
science means much more
than simply tolerating Catho
be worship at home and in
church It means, at least in
practical day-today living,
the submission of the non
Catholic spouse to the Catho
be Church on many crucial
matter* the unity and India
solubility of marriage, con
Jugal chastity, birth control
etc. These are serious snd
life long obligations assumed
by the noo-Cathobc. their ful
fillment must be certified in
advance, the universally bind
mg form U the only practical
way for the Church to provide
this protection for the Catho
lie party
<I) The Church's duty to
protect the faith of her rhil
dress. Divine law itself im
poses the obligation to raise
all children of * mixed mar
nag* in the Catbobc rebgion
The prevent system of prom
nes and form eminently helps
the fulfillment of this obliga
tion
A mixed marriage it i»
argued, suffers a radical de
feet There 11 community of
life but diversity of faith
Thu defect lead' to gn\e
problems m the religious edu
ration of children If the fa
Ihrr and mother are not unit
el in faith and each insists
on the parental right to reli
Clous education the child will
receive conflicting mstruc
tlons
For example the father af
firm* lhat the Pope n Vicar
of Christ while the mother
«a> i that the Roman Bishop
is in error; the father affirms
the Real Presence of Christ
m the Eucharist while the
mother resists adoration of
the consecrated bread a«
idolatry Obviously the reli
gious education of children it
imperiled
But the Church insists that
all these children have been
baptised unto eternal life in
her bosom, are truly her
members and have a right to
the pure and integral Gospel
of Christ In fact, it is the
Church's duty to protect her
children from false and con
tradictory instructions on
matters of faith, hope and
charity. No one can serve two
masters, especially If they
contradict one another.
In the education of children,
therefore, a mixed marriage
necessarily results in a con-
flict of rights: the Catholic
spouse and children onthe one
hand, the non-Catholic spouse
on the other. The Church haa
no choice but to decide in
favor of those persons whose
rights are founded in ob-
jective truth. She regrets the
appearance of intolerance, but
her love of truth and her chil-
dren must prevail.
The canonical form with the
solemn promises is the only
practical way for the Church
to discharge her solemn duty
m this regard.
(3) Special pastoral advan-
tage*. The present formalities
oo mixed msrriagcs, it is
said, greatly aid the pastor in
establishing lasting ties with
the couple, and in instructing
the partners as well as
demonstrating the goodness of
the Church towards both par-
ties
(4) The necessity of certi-
tude of a valid union. Without
canonical form how can the
existence of a true and vafid
marriage be known to the
Church’ And. if the mixed
marriage can be vabdly con-
tracted outside the Church,
what form (Protestant? civil’
natural’) would be required’
The point of this argument
i» that no other form is suf
fictently certain, public and
documented to ensure the
proper intention in th# coupl*
contracting marriage Furth-
er future judgments on mar
nage cases and claims of nul-
lity become impossible or
hopelessly complicated If th*
form of contract it not con-
trolled by the Church
Kor example if the civil
Uw permits divorce, who it
tv say that the parties using
the civil form did not allow
for eventual divorce’ If they
did in fact, exclude the es
senUal property of tndlsaolu
hibty. the mamag# was not
vabd' The present canonical
form, therefore, avoids the
difficulties and multiplication
of
processes of nulbty. and
protect*, rather than inhibits
the parties
Next week we will evaluate
the Issue and express our per-
sonal views
September Intentions
The Holy Esther s gen
eral intention for Septem-
ber Is
That the council may In
crease vocations to the
pneJthood and the religious
life
The mission intention rec
om mended to the Apostle-
shtp of Prayer by the Pope
IS
For the Church in the
Congo
Our Parish
"It's something like kindergarten, Sister...sounds com-
ing from all directiens."
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Letters to the Editor
3rt# MW mi address of tbe writer must bt included im * tetter
intended for publication, but they wiU be withheld if requested.
Catholic Dogma
And the Index
Michael P. Riccards,
New Providence.
Editor:
Mr. Gabriels is correct in
writing that a liberal educa-
tion requires the reading of
many of the authors on the
Index.
Among the* authors are
Rousseau. Locke, Gibbons,
Montesquieu. Descartes, Hob-
bes, Kant, Freud, Hume and
Pascal. In previous ages the
works of Machiavelli, Galileo
and even Aristotle have been
proscribed.
Disagree with their ideas
we may, but the defense of
doctrine lies not in the abyss
of censorship. The ideas of
these men must be probed,
discussed and analysed.
Those who would keep the
Index seem to lack confidence
that Catholic dogma can meet
,the challenge of new ideas,
and have less confidence in
our God-given intellect.
Conservatives
And Liberals
Gerard J. Dalcourt,
Maplewood.
Editor:
A comparison of the events
of the council with the Kueng-
Shea controversy can shed
light on both Two rather dif-
ferent attitudes to problems
manifested themselves among
the Fathers of the council
i They were accordingly divided
into conservatives and liberals.
Characteristics of the con-
servatives include a desire for
further centralization of func-
tions. the maintenance and
even the extension of clerical
authority, distrust of the work
of modern Biblical scholars,
the desire to preserve Cath
olics untainted by keeping to a
minimum their relations with
non-Catholics and an un-
willingness to change the esta
blished forms of the liturgy,
dogma and Church govern-
,ment. The basis of this view-
point is the desire to streng
then the Church and not lose
anything of value
Characteristics of the lib-
erals are the desire to decen-
tralize Church government and
allow more initiative to the
Bishops, the desire to give lay-
men a greater responsibility
in the work of the Church, the
encouragement of modern Bib-
lical studies, the urging of
Catholics to undertake
dialogue and various cooper
tive ventures with non Cath
dies, an emphasis on the
faults of the Church snd the
need of reform, the underlie
tng of the role of the clergy a»
humble servants of Chris' and
His people, the stressing of re
sponsible freedom rather than
obedience, and a willingness
to change externals whenever
this would seem helplul to
make the Church more suited
to her task. The liberals be-
lieve their way will In the long
run beat serve the Church.
Now, it is clear Father
Kucng is a full fledged liberal
Msgr. Shea seems to be more
or less conservative.
.
. ,
. Either of these viewpoints
may be adopted by Catholics.
I would suggest however that
we should choose on the basis
of which is most consistent and
reasonable.
.
. Since the Re-
formation the Church has been
mostly conservative. But this
has been changing. Pope John
. . .insisted on calling the
council because he thought it
was necessary to renew the
Church. The so speedy elec-
tion of a known liberal like
Cardinal Montini seems to in-
dicate that a majority of the
Cardinals tend to that view-
point now too. And to that I
say it was about-Ume and
thanks be to God!
Would Help
Missioners
Mrs. Claire De Francisco
327 White Ave
Northvale. N.J.
Editor.
I would like to make a plea
for religious articles for sev-
eral missionaries in Guate-
mala. India and the Philip-
pines. They have so many
people who need much more
than they have to distribute
Since Christmas t$ only *
few months away, and it takes
lVa months for the packages
to reach their destination, they
must be wrapped and mailed
by Oct 5. The priests could
then give them as gifts for
Christmas and at the same
time aquamt the nations with
God
Statues, rosaries, holy cards,
medals and narrow ribbon for
them would be welcome Since
foreign mails have rather high
postage, stamps would be ap
reciated.
Rosaries Needed
For Missions
Mrs. Helene Lewis
1469 [?] St.
Sacramento 19, Calif
F.ditor
I am a member of a group
of four women and eight chil-
dren making and repairing
rosaries for the missions In
one year we have shipped
nearly 4,<X» rosaries and many
religious articles to leper colo-
nies in the Far East
Wc would like to continue
our work and we are badly In
need of material Wc ask that
your readers send us old ro
sarics, parts of rosaries, mis
sals. medals and other
religious articles statues,
wall pictures and cructfixes
Nobody Cares,
Breig Laments
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
I am tempted to start up a
public relations outfit which,
for enormous fees, will re-
tea ch elementary consideration
-for customers to enterprises
which have become so be
mused with accounting ef-
ficiency that they seem bent
upon driving clients away
I went into a department
store not long ago and select-
ed a suit, only to discover that
my charge account had been
removed from the files be-
cause 1 hadn't used it for sev-
eral years. (I had made small-
er purchases for cash) No-
body had thought of writing to
ask me whether I wanted the
account kept alive.
MORE RECENTLY, I vis
ited an optical firm with which
my family and I have done
business for nearly 20 years.
rThe man who served me ex-
plained with obvious em-
barrassment that the prescrip-
tion for my lenses had been
thrown away because 1 hadn’t
had my glasses changed for
about 12 years.
Whoever had gone through
the files to "bring them up to
date” had simply assumed
that either I was patronizing
somebody else (although right
in front of him were live ac-
counts for my wife and sev-
eral children) or that I was
dead.
, My next experience was in a
bank. I got in line at a tell-
er’s window. The young wom-
an returned the form I pre-
sented and said:
“Sir, you’ll have to go to the
girl at the other end of the
lobby and get her to put the
computer symbols for your ac-
count on the deposit slip.”
I DID NOT have at my dis-
posal 20 or 30 minutes to go to
the girl at the other end, wait
in line, return, stand in line
again, and finally have the
transaction put through.
"I refuse." 1 said, "to go
to a girl st the other end of
the lobby, and then come back
here, every time I want to
make a deposit or withdraw-
al If that's going to he the
rule, I’ll change hanks
"
Helplessly, she pointed to a
sign on the counter, which
hadn't been there a week
earlier, and which I hadn't
read "But it says tlierr," she
began
"I don't care wtiat it says
Nobody has said anything to
me about this I’m not going
to the other end of the lobby
"
SHE GAVE I P ind put my
slips through No doubt the
bank's records, as a conse-
quence. are in a frightful
mesa, and there will be fran
tic meetings of the board of
directors.
That evening. I told my
wife about it. She pondered
for a minute, and then told
me that in the back of my
checkbook there were now
deposit slips bearing computer
symbols She hadn’t thought to
tell me about them —and no-
body had written to me to in
form me of the change.
It appears that the more
computerized our commercial
people become, the more they
lose their manners.
Ecumenical Group
Formed in Boston
BOSTON (RNS) - Richard
Cardinal Cushing of Boston
has named 12 priests snd three
layment to anew committee
in charge of ecumenical con-
cerns.
The Archdiocesan Ecumeni-
cal Committee will be headed
by Auxiliary Btabop Thomat
J. Riley. It will coordinate
ecumenical activities locally,
encourage and Inform the
faithful In ecumenical matters
and supervise theological con-
versations other inter-
religious activities.
Disputes Report
On So. Vietnam
Louis F. Hynes,
East Orange
Editor:
I write In reply to the ar-
ticle written by Rev. Patrick
O'Connor, S.S.C., who at-
tempted to answer the ques-
tion everyone was asking
has there been religious per-
secution of Buddhists in Viet-
nam?
Father O'Connor, by some
manner yet to be discovered,
arrived at the conclusion that
there was no such persecu-
tion.
It's because there was no
persecution there that Pope
Paul wrote Ngo Dinh Diem in
his "anxious concern over the
painful events that afflict the
dear people of Vietnam." And
certainly the good father
wouldn't have written about
the "unwarrantable harsh-
ness" of the Vietnamese po-
lice if there hadn't been any
persecution.
1 am sure that if the Cath-
olics were fortunate enough
to be treated as well as the
Buddhists. The Advocate
would take no less than the
first three pages commenting
on the matter.
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Your World and Mine
Time for Decision
In British Guiana
By GABY MAC EOIN
British Gulina is one of the
three territories atrstegically
located on the northeast
coast of South America which
are still associated with Eu-
ropean nations. The British
have announced that it will
soon become an independent
sovereign state within the
Commonwealth.
When that happens, the
Commonwealth is due to
a dictatorship among its
members. The dictator will
be Cheddi Jagan, a pro-
claimed Marxist.
Ousted as premier in 1953
on the grounds that he way
introducing a communist re-
gime, he returned to power
without repudiating any prom-
ises or threats. He renews
them in trips behind the Iron
Curtain with his Chicago born
wife, editor of a communist
newspaper in Georgetown, the
capital. Between threats, he
sounds off against (he im-
perialistic U. S. and pledges
undying dedication to Castro's
crusade to free the hemi-
sphere.
CONSIDERABLY bigger
than the whole of New Eng-
land, British Guiana has a
population of little more than
half a million,
More valuable than its
many natural resources ia the
strategic location. Here for
the communists is a prize
worth a dozen Cubas. One
may well ask if lunacy has
descended on the Western na-
tions which are discussing its
casual transfer to one who
blatantly proclaims him-
self foe of all those values the
West cherishes.
IN THE 17th and 18th cen-
turies British Guiana shared
the wealth and importance of
the Caribbean Islands.
When in the ISHh century
slavery was abolished the for-
mer slaves refused to con
tinue to work for their mas
ter* The masters then im-
ported labor from India and
Malaya under a form oi
modified slavery, called in-
dentured labor The laborer
was entitled to return home but
might instead receive a small
plot of land
Almost all stayed, and their
descendants form the majority
in British Guiana They are
more prolific than their Nr
gro neighbors Cultural vital
ity make* the offspring of in
termarriage an F.ast Indian
The combination of these fac-
tor! with thrift and endurance
constantly increase* the im
portance of this ethnic strain
THE EAST Indians wrre
introduced rot to meet ala
bor shortage but to depress
the market by providing a la-
bor surplua. Their interest
consequently conflicted with
that of the Negro from the
beginning, and so it has con-
tinued.
It it at the racialitt leader
of these East Indians that
Cheddi Jagan hat power in
British Guiana, and the hand
ing over of control will quick-
ly produce a racialist state,
with anew depressed class of
Negroes under the East In-
dians.
THE EXPERIENCE of Bel
gian withdrawal from the Con-
go before creating a viable
political system should be re-
membered by those proposing
to abandon British Guiana in
current chaotic clrcum
stances. The British are un-
derstandably anxious to un
load a burden both political
and economic, but the solution
is not to unloose on the Amer
ican continent another irre
sponsible government.
It must surely be here pos-
sible to provide for the crea-
tion of a condominium, op-
erated perhaps by the Organ-
isation of American States, to
provide the time, know-how.
and capital needed to make
the state an asset to the inter-
American system rather than
a desperate threat to ourway
of life
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Hong Kong Report
HONG KONG (HNS) -
Catholics tn this Brttisft
Crown Colony now number
305.791. or 17.000 more than in
1963
God Love You
Tax Deductions
For Gift to Poor
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Given the millions of starv-
ing in the world who are liv-
ing in sub-human conditions,
should not the government al
low a 100% income tax de-
duction for all charity which
goes directly to the poor of
the world through established
agencies—Jewish, Protestant
and Catholic?
Aid so distributed directly
to the people would avoid the
sometimes waste of foreign
aid.
Take one African country
where poverty is extreme
The head of this country al
ready had a palace as elegant
as our White House, but our
foreign aid program gave him
$lO million for anew palace,
while hundreds of thousands
in the country still went with
out lights, sewerage and de-
cent housing In another coun
try in Africa foreign aid was
used to purchase extra wives
for government officials'
TO COMPI.AIN against gov
ernment waste docs not help
the poor in Korea, or pipe
water to the slums in Klo. or
build houses in Hong Kong
w-here eight to 10 Use in a
room
We have no right to
complain against wasted for
eign aid unless we first give
thnstian aid
We who plead for the hun
gry of the world are trying to
educate childrrn in nearly
100 cno schools heal the sick
in 10 OTXi hospitals and disps-n
<anes, care for three million
lepers -and do all nf this
with 3CX) 000 unsalaried work
ers
We are limited becauM
oniy a very small proportion
of gifts is tax deductible.
Perhaps your congressman
might be interested in secur-
ing a 100% deduction for your
own foreign aid through esta-
blished agencies. But, in
God's name, remember that
people are starving while you
write your congressman. So
write us first.
We hoard no money; we
make no capital investments;
no missionaries live on inter-
est of stocks and bonds. The
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith belongs to the Holy
Father and has both the char-
ity and justice which charac-
temo Lho Vicar of Christ.
This is your assurance that
the money which you send
goes to the poor.
GOD IX)VE YOU to E.N.
for 51 "I Just read the August
issue of Mission I too am
poor, but I enclose this for
the poor
" To Mrs. G.K. for
52 In honor of St. Christo-
pher for a safe driving year,
this is for the missions.” To
< G B for 510 "For the poor
of the world in humble thanka-
gmng for i.od'i goodnesa and
mere)
< ut out this column, Via
your sacrifice to it and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith 366 Fifth Ave., New
York or to your diocesan di-
rector Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, 31 Mulberry St., New-
ark or Msgr William F.
Icuis 24 DcGrasse St., Pat-
erson
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For Irish Interna-
tional Airlines Res-
ervations or Infor-
mation, Call, Write
or See
I
TWTTnTTT
n>
Jet to
Europe
for as
little as
$3l down
That's not a misprint. It's your 10T down-
payment on Irish International s 21-Day
Economy Excursion Fare to Ireland from
New York. What do you have to do to be
eligible for unprecedented low fares to all of
Europe? Just go for 2 or 3 weeks anytime
between October 1 and April 30. That'* all it
takes to take the trip ofyour dreams for less
than you ever dreamed it would cost!
If you’re planning a pilgrimage, all the more
reason why Irish is the way to go. Hecause
Irish serves most of Europe’s major shrines!
If you and rather go with a group, ask your
Travel Agent about Irish International's low
fares for groups of 25 or more. Down pay-
ment shown above is based on New York/
Shannon 21-day fare of $305.
m IRISH
mmrwm
mums
mimus
Irish International Airline*
572 Filth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
Pleere land me your free booklet ahowing the pey.
ment arrangement! available on your Shamrock
Thriitair Plan.
c/W'Tfr. ■
. 'vt***#
* Vf 1
ci**" i
To the Salesman
who does not YET have
New Jersey
Blue Cross-Blue Shield
During 1963, one out of every seven
people in New Jersey is almost
certain to have a hospital bill,
accompanied by medical or
surgical expenses.
This unexpected expense could
prove a serious hardship unless there
is Blue Cross-Blue Shield protection
to absorb all or most of it.
If you're in a job category that
is not covered by group protection,
wouldn't it he wise to carry this
necessary protection on your own?
Don't wait . . . and then say. “1 wish
I had taken Blue Cross-Blue Shield."
Have it when you need it!
You owe it to your family.
Apply today.
BLUE CROSS
(or Hospital Bill*
*
lUiyltil Stmci run it Nte Itrsiy
BLUE SHIELD
(or Doctor Bill*
1
MtJtcal S*r|lcil Plan el Nte Jersey
Camden
NEWARK
Trenton
ItTa
Blue Crost-Blo* Shield
P-O. Box 420
Newark 1, New Jersey
Please send ma complete Information concern-
ing Blue Cross-Blue Shield enrollment
Name
.
CAI
Book Reviews
God and Country
the catholic as cm-
ZEN, by Rw. John F. Cronin,
SA Helicon. 17« page*. $3.95.
Father Cronin, the Sulplclan
vhose
pamphlet on commu-
nism attracted so much atten-
tion last year, has gathered a
series of his articles which
first appeared in Our Sunday
Visitor and combined themjn
this timely and significant
book. In what seems destined
to boa new era of interroli-
gious relations in the U.S..
there is a need for every Cath-
olic to understand his role as a
citizen in a pluralistic society.
Father Cronin’s essays make a
valuable contribution.
'
A RECURRENT theme in
the articles is the need
for personal involvement
in meeting national prob-
lems. Father Cronin re-
fers frankly to a widespread
rejection among Catholic* of
the Church's teachings on ra-
cism and segregation, pointi
to its “tragedy and fallacy,"
and suggests a viewpoint
which might develop more
Christian attitudes.
He goes on to consider con-
tributions Catholics can make
within the Church structure to-
ward overcoming racial injus-
tice—in employment practices,
construction contracts, pur-
chasing* housing.
Similarly, in discussing the
political and civic responsibil-
ities of Catholics. Father
Cronin deals in specifics ("Is
voting lor a candidate because
he is a Catholic, or Italian, or
Irish, or a fellow club-member
wrong?”) and concludes with
a note about legal obligations;
“Our minor violations of law
or corruption of officials may
be not too significant, taken
Individually. But they create a
climate that breeds major cor-
ruption and serious crime. In-
tegrity should be absolute.
Once we compromise on the
principle of honesty, and rule
of law, we esnnot say where
the process of corruption will
stop."
FATHER CRONIN writes of
Catholic obligations and rights
in a number of fields—in the
community, In race relations,
in politics, in economics and
in the quest for religious unity.
As assistant director of
NCWC'a Social Action Depart-
ment for more than 15 years,
he has had a unique vantage
point from which to view these
and other American problems.
He has made the most of this
position to produce t most
readable and mckningful book.
Jerry Costello
Death Knell for Hope
CITIES OF THE FLESH, by
Zoe Oldenboorg. Pantheon.
503 page*. $1.95.
This third of Mme. Olden-
bourg’s books set against the
background of the Alblgen-
sian heresy and the Church's
suppression of it is a novel of
unrestrained violence, preoc-
cupied throughout with cruel-
ty, and, in view of the au-
thor’s extraordinary gift* as
a novelist, sometimes nearly
unbearable to read.
The central character is
Roger do Mootbnm, a Cath-
olic knight in the service of
Raymond de St Gilles. Count
of Toulouse. His principal in-
volvement is an illicit affair
with Lady Gentian d'Aspre-
mont, an adherent to the
heretical Cathar sect. But
withal Mme. Oldenbourg’s
sure hand with characteriza-
tion. her people are not so
important as the ideas she
propounds.
THE CHURCH (though not
the Catholic Faith) fare* bad-
ly in “Cities of the Flesh." al-
though Mme. Oldenbourg em-
ploys ingeniously a technique
of shifting viewpoints, so that
both sides are told that of
the heretics and that of the
Church, impelled to suppress
the error for the good of
souls —and most of the time
it is not clear whether or not
she is taking sides. But other
historisns there are who
would hold the characteriza-
tion of Pope Innocent unfair
and the cruelties of the Al-
blgensian Crusade exag-
gerated (though regrettably,
real enough) and who would
have detailed more the na-
ture and consequences of the
heresy to explain why stern
measures were taken against
it.
Catharlsm, which spurned
all matter as the creation of
the devil, would, carried to
its logical conclusion, spell the
end of the human race How-
ever. there are no Cathar
saints among the characters
of this novel (there were in
the earlier "Destiny of Fir*")
these Catharisti are car-
ried on the same torrent of
lust as everyone else in this
slice of medieval life.
Though some are converted
from their licentious ways
(which are not always con-
sidered quite evil) the immor-
ality of so many of the people
creates an ironic counterpoint
to the thsme —a so-called
religious war.
BIT WHAT Mme Olden
bourg is saying is something
even lsrger, something that
transcends the eenturie* and
lands with frightening accur-
acy squarely in the middle of
our own. The prison cell in
which Roger languishes could
be at Auschwitz; the interro-
gations by the Inquisitors
which twist a man's beliefs
and find him confessing to un-
committed errors resemble a
communist brainwashing.
And when Roger cries out
in his cell, "What a glorious
life I could have led in any
other time!" we of this cen-
tury can recognize it as a fu
tile lament Mme. Olden-
bourg's Middle Ages had no
corner on cruelty. That is
why. after such a painfully
vivid view of those time* the
reader is left with a feeling of
despair for the human race.
An earlier Oldenbourg novel,
"The World Is No< Enough,”
closed with the unforgettable
scene of a dying old man so
hopeful of union with God
that he thinks to Consecrate
a blade of grass Here Roger
de Moctbrun refuses the Sa-
craments on his prison death-
bed without ever having de-
serted the Faith in his heart
Such an epitaph to human
hope as "Cities of the Flesh '
in hands so immensely talent
ed as Mme Oldenbotirg * is
a fearsome thing Anne
Mae Barkley
Saints in Common
SAINTS OF THE EAST by
Donald Attwater. Kenedy. 19*
page*. $3.95.
A natural for these days of
ecumenicsl dialogue is this
introduction to 24 saints and
holy people of the geographi-
cal East, who are revered by
Catholicism's Latin and East-
ern Rite churches, and some
of them by the Orthodox as
well.
Each biographical sketch,
though brief, is more than a
life's story. Each is set
against a background of politi-
cal and religious events, con-
flicts and movements to yield
an excellent view of the early
Church.
ATTWATER begins with the
life of St. Ignatius of Antioch
and continues through biogra-
phic* of three Msromte reli-
gious of Ui« ltth and 30th cen-
turies. Others Included are St.
Baatl the Great, St. John
Chrysostom, St. Boris and St.
Gleb (two Russians) and St.
Theodosius of the Caves (one
of those whose feast is ob-
served by the Orthodox
churches as well aa Catholic.)
Twelve are monks
One is constantly aware of
the extensive amount of re-
search done on each biogra-
phy. Attwater doesn't saddle
bis reader with a k>t of non-
essential facts; he summarises
his own research by rendering
conclusions, always careful to
separate fact from possible
legend with phrases like "so
the story goes” or "it is ser-
iously questioned
"
THE BEGINNING of the
Monastery of ML Athos. cur-
rently a Russian Orthodox re-
treat, is described in the life
of St. Anthanasius. the Athoo-
ite, and further developed dur-
ing the time of St. John the
Iberian and St. Euthymios
The book contains 15 illus-
trations; included are actual
photographs—of Father Shar-
bel's hermitage at Annaya. the
Caves of Kiev, Mt. Athos.
Drawings of the saints follow
the Byiantine style of art
they are tall, thin figures with
high cheek bones and beards.
Many are dressed in elabor-
ate robes making one wish the
illustrations were in color.
"Saints of the East" is a
book that can be picked up
and read part by-part, over
and over, since much is to be
learned from each life. In par-
ticular, these holy lives demon-
strate, as Attwater says, that
the Church of Jesus Christ has
no nationality, no geographic
boundaries—that it is univer-
sal.
—Susan Diner
THE ADVOCATE Is the
"extension school" of every
Catholic in the Archdiocese of
Newark an the Diocese of
Paterson.
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ART STUDENT - Sister Scholastica installs molded con-
crete Station of the Cross at her convent in Benet lake,
Wis. Sitter Scholastica designed the stations to earn her
college degree in art.
Critics Hit 'The Deputy’
STOCKHOLM (RN'S) -
Swedish drama critics turned
thumbs down here on "The
Deputy," a controversial play
by the West German dramatist
Rolf Hochhuth which contentds
that the late Pope Pius XII
should have taken a firmer
stand in denouncing nan
atrocities against the Jews.
After the opeclng of the
play at the Stockholm Dra-
matic Theater, reviews varied
from rejection of the play-
wright's theme to mild
proval The dramatic level of
the play was unanimously
found to be unacceptable
("The Deputy" is being
coosidred for faU production
in New York by Billy Rose
ll opened last February in
West Berlin to mixed applause
and boos Both Protestant and
Catholic religious leaders
there b»\e condemned the
pJ*y >
Strongest disapproval from
the Swedish critics came from
Allan Fageritroem reviewer
for the newspaper Aftocbladet
He wrote
"What is laid hprp
...
It
that the blame was God's and
not Germany * . Piui XII
did not bear the guilt for the
murder* of the Jewr; Ger
many did 1
MEANWHILE. the Sanaa
Fopular Catholic Association
proteated the projected pro-
duction of- The Deputy tn
Baael. calling it an insult and
a provocation to Swiss lath
oltcs ” The Swiss Catholic
News Agency KIPA said Hoch-
huth had been a member of
nari youth organtration*
And in The Hague, the
Haagse Comedie canceled
plant to produce "The
Deputy
"
The management de
nied that the decision wu
made on the basit of Catholic
intervention, inilstin* that it
**' due to the lencth of the
play and the unacceptabiUty
of shortened versions
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‘Lilies of Field’
Screening for Nuns
NEW YORK - There will
be a special showing of the
film. “Lilies of the Field,” for
Sisters in the metropolitan
•rea Sept. 21 at the Astor
Theater, Broadway at 45th St.
The film, based on William
E. Barrett's book about a Ne-
gro Protestant 0.1. who helps
German refugee nuns build a
chapel in Arizona, has also
been made available for show-
tag in convents. It may be ob-
tained through Hurley Public
Relations. 6 E. 46th St.
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Movie Reviews
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
The Haunting (Fair; adults,
adolescents). A .professor of
anthropology takes two reput-
ed psychics to an allegedly
haunted house hoping to solve
a ghostly mystery, but the
two girls agitate each other
more than the evil spirits and
instead of an eerie shock we
wind up with a feeble jolt.
Mary, Mary (Good; no
rating yet) There was more
warmth, depth and subtlety
in the stage heroine as with
cleverly concealed guile she
matched wits with “the other
woman.”
Condemned of Altonna
(Good; adults) Long brooding
drama purporting to study the
guilt complexes of an ex-nazi
family.
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'PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE' - Dris Bogert, Paterson teacher, dispenses a treat to EL Salcador
children - milk, courtesy of Catholic Relief Service, - NCWC. Dori, was one of 23
Young Christian Worker, from Ramsey who volunteered their summer to work in the
Central American country.
Youths Gave
A Summer
Of Service
NEWARK
- The US ef
fort to change its image in
‘Latin America was aided con
siderably this summer by the
“people-to-people" help given
by Mime North Jersey youth,
Twenty-three volunteer,
’ members of the Young Chrts-
• tian Worker, from St. Paul',,
Ramsey, and 13 Notre Dame
student, including one from
Westfield spent the summer
with the people of El Salva-
dor and Mexico, respectively,
sharing their diet of rice and
bean, and hard work
It was hard for the Latin
Americans to recogniie in
these youth, the old stereo
type of the U. S as a too
wealthy, arrogant and umym
pathetic neighbor to the north
The YCW, under the direo
tion of Catholic Relief Sen
ices-NCWC. sent their group
to El Salvador to help the peo
pie by establishing medical dis
pensaries, schools and mi*
(ions They built homes and
distributed food and clothing
to the poor in the barrios of
San Salvador, the capital of
El Salvador
And in the mountains of
Mexico, George Keenan ol
Westfield and 12 other Notre
Dame students spent the sum
mer tearing down and re
.building the wretched hovels
of the people of Tacambara
under auspices of the Council
for the International Lay
Apostolate.
; THE YCW YOUTHS trav
elod by bus and plane to El
Salvador at their own ex
pense. The group Included
‘teachers, nurses, technicians
and students all willing
workers. They trained succes-
sors to carry on after they
left.
i
. ‘‘lt was a tremendous and
‘enjoyable experience.” they
.aaid on their return. Rev. Ed-
•ward Cooke, their chaplain
.who spent two feeks In El
•Salvador with them, said the
-most important fact wa» that
they went "as Catholics" not
Just as U. S. citizens. “The
Peace Corps was there for
the U. S but we were
.Catholics, and that was the
• first thing we told the peo-
•le."
> Joseph Leto, coordinator of
the group, reported that while
they were in El Salvador they
.had the rare and satisfying
‘ experience to live with all sta-
tions of the society. He said,
•‘‘At first we were shocked at
’the poverty, but then we
• grew used to it, the more of it
'we saw. ,
"The country is almost too
.poor to believe," said one of
the girls who worked in the
| three permanent medical ata-
• tions the group set up.
r "It is a beautiful land, on
•top, but underneath it Is a
• poor country. It was wonder-
ful to be able to go down
there and tee the food and
clothing that we helped col-
;lect for the Catholic Relief
POVIKTY TSe YCW found
El Salvador
j people living
in wretched hovelj like thu
one, shored their impover
uhed existence this summer.
Sen icc» being distributed, and
"hat is more Important, be
used and appreciated
lather Cooke said.
THE PEOPLE to-people"
nature of the project was
stressed by all the YCW vol
unteers We learned a great
deal Irorn them." one girl
commented And they even
had the help of some of
San Salvador's rich in their
projects One of the wealthiest
women in the country, they
reported, spent day s in the in
firmary sharpening hypo-
dermic needles.
"We taught them language,
religion, distributed food,
worked In schools and bos
pitals and taught hygienics."
one girl noted. "Some of them
were afraid to wash thetr own
babies "
KEENAN AND his Notre
Dame colleagues, who were
accompanied by a priest on
their summer jaunt, taught
English and religion to the
people of Tacambara. in addi
Uon to constructing buildings
for them.
Keenan recalled that
Tacambaro is built 10,000 feet
up on the side of a mountain
In the Sierra Nevada chain,
commanding a beautiful view
of a vast valley. But even the
scenic beauty cannot obscure
the wretched living conditions.
So poor was the construc-
tion of one house, he reports,
that “it took only five minutes
to tear it down."
Both groups consider what
they did last summer as a
beginning toward solution of
the problems of an impover-
ished people. Both the YCW
and the Cl LA plan to continue
the work next year.
$2 Million Estate
Willed to Church
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
(RNS) - A $2 million bequeit
hai been left to St. Francis
of Aaalai Church, Mt. Klaco,
by Mrs. Jennie A. Peters, a
member of the parish, who
died Aug. 12 at the age of
M.
Report From Honduras
Latins Realize ‘Newark Is Here...’
NEWARK—It was after an evening
trip over a sharply curved dirt road,
and a night spent in a small room in a
church that Rev. John P. Egan arose
to the noise of fireworks to prepare
for his first Sunday Mass in the Repub-
lic of Honduras.
The men of the village clustered
around the altar during the sacrifice
and a dog watched undisturbed from
the center aisle, Father Egan wrote.
The fireworks, he explained, were set
off by the sacristan at 6 a.m. to arouse
the people for the Mass which finally
began at 7:15 am, "The church was
almost full (about 100 people)” he re-
ported, "but only nine people received
Communion."
FATHER EGAN, lately of St. Fran-
cis de Sales parish, Lodi, is the newest
priest to be assigned to the mission of
the Archdiocese of Newark in Teguci-
galpa, Honduras, and its outlying areas.
He joins Rev. Vincent J. Prestera, the
superior, and Rev. Frederick M. Eid, to
minister to at least 50.000 people in the
city parish of Holy Family in the im
poverished Belen section, along with a
dozen village missions.
A priest from Kentucky. Rev.
Charles M. Garvey, who visited with
them recently, reports that they have
made great impart on the area aince
their arrival last February celebrat-
ing Masses as regularly as possible in
the outlying areas of the parish,
establishing a catechetical school, or-
ganizing the men Into community action
groups, laying plans for adult educa-
tion via radio arid for cooperatives, and
demonstrating leadership in religious
and socio-economic organizations and
movements
"1-atin America knows that Newark
is here." reports Father Garvey, "and
the people are til learning of Arch-
bishop Boland's interest in Catholicism
south of the border
"
"MY FIRST SUNDAY in Honduras
was a day of wonderful experiences,"
Newark’s Father Egan wrote. He told
of reaching the village of Zambrana at
8 p.m. on Saturday after a 35-mile
mountain drivo from the rectory in the
company of the Honduras mission's lay
assistant, Paul Morrissy.
"The people were glad to see us,”
he wrote. "The children laughed when
I tried to pronounce their names. The
children are very lovable. So are all
the villagers. They have a simplicity
which must please God an awful
lot . . ,”
"When we got to the village the boll
of the church rang out over the country-
side. I heard confessions and we said
the rosary."
AFTER MASS the next morning the
people gathered around the car to aee
Father Egan and Morrissy off to the
next village San Francisco, seven
miles away, over a rock strewn road
"Again the people were glad to see us
and again the bell rang over the coun-
tryside." he wrote. "When the doors of
the church were opened two calves
peeked their heads in the door; they
were as curious as the people, who keep
looking and looking at the priest . .
Father Egan explained that the visit
of a priest is anew experience for
these people "I love the people of
S<in Francisco," he added, "again, be
cause of their simplicity and childlike
ness
"
After Mass Father Egan and Mor
risy breakfasted on coffee and home
made bread ( "real good-) m the home
of the sacristan ‘ After breakfast we
baptized two baby boys. Carlos Her
mimo and Gustabo Daniel Also we
blessed holy water (in the presence of)
many people." he recalled
They departed to a chorus of
"adios‘ and returned to Tegucigalpa,
where the day closed with an evening
Mass. Frankly impressed with his new
assignment, Father Egan commented,
“Could you think of a day better
spent?"
FATHER GARVEY reported on
some of the inconveniences endured by
Newark's mlssioners "the inevitable
penetrating fleas, the chairless factory
in which they hold meetings with the
people, the perilous climb up the side
of the mountain to visit parishioners."
He pointed out that their apostolate
is a complex one which involves them
first of all in uniting the people in a
common effort. In Tegucigalpa, he ex-
plained. “The priests have conceived
the idea of forming a society of Cabal-
leros who will work for their own spirit-
ual formation and for the social and
economic betterment of the community.
They meet to plan auch projects as
getting light, water, latrines, titles to
property, schools for the children
"As they grow accustomed to work
ing together, their projects will grow
more sophisticated, developing cooper-
atives, work projects and consumer
stores,” he pointed out.
'By a slow process the mstcnal
level of the community must be
raised," he explained, ‘ and Christian
values will take on more meaning At
the present time the Wednesday night
community meetings are much better
attended than Sunday Mass ..."
A SIMILAR project. Father Garvey
reports, is the radio schools being or
ganized by Morrissy for the people of
the villages. He is currently visiting
the villages, selecUng and training
teachers, stirring up interest in learn
ing by radio
Trained in the cooperative move
ment at St. krancis Xavier University
of Antigonish, Nova Scotia, Morrissy
sees the radio schools "as a unifying
device from which to begin economy
boosting cooperatives m each of the
villages,” Father Garvey noted.
Deacribing the religious education
program, Father Garvey aaid, "There
are 8 or 10 small centers in private
houses and buildings in Belen itself.
Every Saturday and Sunday they are
bulging with children, 5 to 7 years old,
who receive simple Instruction for about
an hour. The teachers arc enthusiastic
high school girls who receive spiritual
formation from Father Eid and educa-
tional guideancc from a lively Hondu-
ran Oblate."
THE RECTORY of the Newark
priests in Tegucigalpa has begun "a
port of call for most of the important
people who come through Honduras,"
lather Garvey noted. He explained that
Father Prestera has made two trips
through Latin America, establishing
contacts with leaders in “Christian
revolutionary movements” such as the
Christian Democratic Party, the Chris-
tian Labor Movement and the Christian
League of Campesinos.
"The problem now," Father Gar-
vey said, "is to bring local leaders of
economic and social movements in Hon-
duras into contact with the larger or-
ganizations and to involvement in New-
ark's mission territory. Asa result,
when you sit dowo at the table in the
rectory , you may find yourself talking
to a revolutionary leader who is sway-
ing between Castro and John XXIII, or
a sprightly priest who organized Hon-
duras radio schools, or a Catholic
Actiomst from Chile, or a priest spe-
cializing in coops
Much is accomplished over cof-
fee
"
Either Garvey commented: “I
must congratulate Archbishop Boland
and the good people of Newark for
sending this d>namic unit into Hon-
duras 1 am sure the country will not
be able to withstand the vigor of this
new attack launched by Christianity
tor the souls of the children of God "
Center for Visitors
A Pilgrim to Rome Stayed On...
ROME (R.N'S) An Ameri-
can came to Rome as a pil-
grim in 1950 Now a perma-
nent resident. he spends
much of his time making the
suits of hundreds of tourists
more enjoyable because of
a conviction that all should
get the most out of a vuit to
the Eternal City
\ mce McAloon. a native of
Pawtucket. R l , and a 1914
graduate of Notre Dame Uni
versity, as director of the
Notre Dame hospitality ern
ter. extends to visitors this in-
vitation "When in Rome,
take advantage of our hos-
pitality
"
THE NOTRE Dame hos
pitality center, situated tn the
heart of Rome, midway be
tween St. John Lateran and
St Mary Major, is located In
suspiciously in the basement
of a palace.
The 300-room palace at Lar
go Brancaccto 82 was built in
1870 by Marshall Field Sr., of
Chicago, whose sister married
Prince Brancaccto.
The site of the center itself
was formerly Just s space
under one of the many beauti-
ful staircases in the regal
residence. Today, it conaista
of a cozy sitting room with
plenty of comfortable chairs
wdirre guests sre welcomed
with "ecumrniri! punch
"
snd MoA loons office "wall
papered" with newspaper
clippings snapshots (including
one of him and other Notre
Dsrae alumni presenting a
car to Pope John), copies of
letters, pennants and post
cards
WHITE HAIRED stocky
McAloon is a teacher and
public relations director at
the Notre Dame International
School for Boys The rest of
his time U spent at the center
Stationed here during World
War 11. he got the "remote"
idea for such a center when
he served as a soldier guide
for Gi's coming into Rome
in 1949 when the announce-
ment came that the following
year was designated as a
Holy Year, he decided to go
back to Rome,
"I decided to go not as a
tourist, but as a pilgrim. And
like a pilgrim, 1 walked to
Rome." he said, "to gain the
spiritual benefits snd prove
that there is no break in the
European’s memory of s pil-
grim
"
He started hi* pilgrimage in
Lisbon. It was some 900 miles
from Rome, he estimated.
"I took no money and ar-
rived in Rome without spend
tng a cent,” he recalls He
knocked on the doors of farm
bouses, monasteries, mstltu
tions and rectories to beg for
"bed and bread "
During the Holy Year tinre
McAloon "was convinced of
the need for a dozen places
foe the rank and file visitor
which could serve as home
away home
"
Working with
the USO that year, he put
"his hospitality idea Into
practice." Then he convinced
the local University of Notre
Dsme alumni club of the
worthiness of the service pro)
ect They've been involved
since 1950
THE BIGGEST number of
queries at the center deal
with papal audiences, he said
Many ask help In their at
tempt to find people in the
area, relatives with whom
they need a translator and es-
pecially the "nebulous Sister
Mary" who came to study in
Rome from their home town
Recently a woman from
Kansas who was traveling to
Europe as a nurse for an
American high school brass
band, wrote she would.have t
free half day to spend in
Rome between the band's ra
gagemenu in Milan and
Genoa "We were able to set
up a nice bug m a rug' sched
ule and upon her arrival set
in motion the process for pro-
curing a ticket to see the
Holy Either during a general
audience McAloon said
And of course. Americans,
being Americans, want to
know where they can get a
decent American meal or a
real cup of coffee
"
The hospitality center is
completely supported by vol-
untary contributions The di-
rector is assisted by about 15
volunteers, priests. Religious
and studentj tn Rome, who
staff the center which "is
open every day, all day until
late "
A number of Notre Dame
Alumni also help
Recalling 1492
But WhoDiscovered ColumbusDay?
SCWC Seut Smut
Any fifth grader ran come
up with the answer to thr
question of who discovered
America But answers are few
when the question is who dis
covered Columbus Dsy'
The Christian Brothers of
St Mary’s Coll-ge, Calif .
claim that Angelo Noce. who
was a member of the eol
lege s first class 1<» years
•go. it the "father of Colum
bus Day
"
TODAY ITS easier to name
the Jurisdictions which do not
celebrate Oct 12 as a legal
holiday than those srhich da
The do oofs are Alaska. Haw
all. Idaho. Maine. Mississippi.
New Mexico. North Carolina.
Oklahoma. South Carolina.
South Dakota. Tennessee Vir-
ginia. Wyoming and the D.s
trict of Columbia
In Alabama. th« date is
celebrated
as Fraternal Da>
In Indiana and North Dakota
they call It Discovers- Day In
Wisconsin it's Landing Day
while In Arkansas, low a and
Oregon it's commemcratc-i as
a memorial day
After lus graduation from
St Marys which then was
located in San Francisco.
Noce pushed on to Denver
wherr he became a journalist
and printer
In 1905. after completing a
lot of spade work, he succeed-
ed in having a bill Introduced
tn the Colorado Legislature
making Columbus Diy a legal
holiday The roessure was
passed in 1907 and Colorido
had the distinction of bring
the first state to celebrate
Columbus Day leg illy
NOCE. SO the story
goes
had become j Christopher
Columbus buff quite natursl
ly Both were born in Genoa
Italy quite a few yrjr>
apart
Noce had maintained a
great Interest in the famous
explorer ever since hn boy
hood when he was a flag
bearer in a parade honoring
Columbus
After hit sucersj with the
Columbus Day idea in Color-
ado Noce pushes) on to Mon-
tana then to other neighbor-
ing slates beating th» drums
for legislation recognizing
Columbus Day as a legal holi-
da>
When he died in 1922 Col-
umbus Day was observed as
a legal holiday in some 35
slates
Noce is buried tn Jack-
son l ahf . where his family
settled after making the trip
to America some 350 years
after the celebrated Columbus
soy age
Saints Lose Two Top Coaches
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Mor» Vbon #v#r, for your n«nt
aocial *v«nt,
FLORHAM PARK
COUNTRY CLUB
Inipoct our onlorged and newly
decorated fotilltlei, you'll bo on.
chantod with It'l charm ond boou*
ty. All functions, at alwoyi, under
•he portonal tupervlilon of William
Klugor.
for Information
Call 377-7100
RldpdthAm, FlorhamPark, N.J..between South Orange Ay*, and Rt.lO
Autumn Program
READING IMPROVEMENT
SAINT PETER'S COLLEGE
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, •
*
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IN NEW GARB - The four Sisterof Charity who left for Bolivia Sept. 18 are dressed
in tho gray missionary garb of their society for tho flrst time at tho departure cere-
mony held Sept. 15 at Convent, Left to right are Sister Michael Julia, Sister Grace
Lavina, Bishop Navagh, Bishop Thomas Manning, O.F.M., of Bolivia, Sister Anne James
and Sister Mary Frederick. In his address, Bishop Navagh said that he would visit the
Sisters at Caranavi, where they will assist priests from the Diocese of Paterson, early
next year. Caranavl is located in the prefecture of Coroico governed by Bishop Manning
Reinstate Priest
At Maryknoll
MARYKNOLL, N. Y. (NC)
—R«v. Felix McGowan, M.M.,
pricet associated with Amen-
can students who visited Cuba
without authorization and who
was suspended by his super-
iors, has returned to Mary-
knoll and declared his willing,
ness to follow instructions of
religious superiors.
Maryknoll announced Fa-
ther McGowan will make his
annual spiritual retreat and
then will be given new assign-
ment.
ON SEPT. 17, a few day*
after the suspension was an-
nounced, it was indicated that
Father McGowan agreed to re-
frain from speaking about
Cuba and would return to the
society.
A statement from Mao knoll
apparently set the stage for
his return. “It is understood.“
the statement said, "that Fath-
er McGowan regrets the pub
licity that has been raised
in the lajt few days and that
he wishes to return. If Father
McGowan comes up (to Mary-
knoll headquarters) and speaks
to his superiors and if his at
titudo is correct his superiors
will do all that is possible to
help him return."
FATHER McGOWAN pre-
sided at a meeting in Wash-
ington, D.C., of the students
who had gone to Cuba. Tho
evening meeting followed a
hearing the same day by the
House Un-American Activities
Committee, which was Investi-
gating their activities.
Father McGowan went to
Cuba early in July’, according
to a Maryknoll spokesman, to
investigate conditions. The
spokesman said he was “ab-
solutely forbidden to go there
and went against the wishes of
his superiors."
A letter from the priest pub-
lished in the July 29 New York
Times disputed the accuracy
of reports about the visit to
Cuba of the 59 American stu-
dents.
Fsthcr McGowan. 39, Is a
native of New Rochelle, N.Y.,
and has been reported to be
living there with his father.
The priest was ordained In
1950 and assigned to mission
work in Bolivia. He later was
reassigned to the U S. and en-
gaged in student work.
Mission-Sending Societies
To Convene in Washington
WASHINGTON (NC) _
Some 1,000 priests. Brothers.
Sisters and lay persons will
convene here Sept. 23 25 for
the 14th annual meeting of the
mission-sending societies
“Christianity A Personal
Mission" is the theme for the
meeting The convention is
sponsored by the Mission Sec
retariat, a clcanng house for
information and services to
aid American Catholic mis-
sion work, which has head
quarters in this city
A non-Catholic religious
leader for the first time will
be a speaker at the conven
tion The Rev. Dr Eugene L
Smith of New York, general
secretary of the division of
world missions of the Board
of Missions of the Methodist
Church, will speak on "A Min-
ister’s Concept of a Personal
Mission.'’
Several North Jerseyans
are among convention speak-
ers. Very Rev Gerard
Rooney. C P , of Union City,
superior of the Eastern
Province of the Passmensti.
will speak at the secre-
tariat's last general session.
Rev Matthew J O'Connell.
SJ
. formerly of Jersey City,
a professor at Woodstock Col
lege. Woodstock. Md . will
give a paper, and John Leo
of Oradell. an associate editor
of Commonweal, will take
part la a discussion of mis-
sion magazines.
James Lamb, director of
the Association for Interna
lional Development in Pater
von. will present twro papers
during the meeting.
New Nepal Law
Bars Conversion
GENEVA (NC) -a sweep
mg new legsl code pro-
mulgated in the Himalayan
Kingdom of Nepal provides
for three year prison terms for
foreign missionaries seeking to
make converts, it was re-
ported here
The Ecumenical Press Serv
ice here said also that the code
provides for a missionary's
banishment from Nepal after
impnsooment.
Traditional Hinduism and
Buddhism are the religions of
the bulk of the Nepalese.
Chrirtian missionaries
were
not admitted to the counry un-
til about a decade ago. and
since then only if they prom
tse not. to attempt conversion
THE ADVOCATE is the
"extension school" of every
Catholic in the Archdiocese of
Newark and the Diocese of
Pateraoa.
Mission Data
Center Planned
ESSEN, Germany (NC)
Kay mission exparts from fiva
continents met here to lay the
groundwork for a world cen-
ter for the collection and ex-
change of data.
The new organisation is to
be known as Pro mundi vita,
with an initial information
center at Tilburg, the Nether-
lands.
Purpose of the center is to
provide Catholic organiza-
tions with information on
areas where the Catholic
Church’s development is de-
pendant on foreign aid.
Israel Apologizes
For Mission Riots
JERUSALEM. Israel (NC)
The leaders of Israel's Latin
and Melkite Rita Catholic com-
munities have expressed their
satisfaction with the Israeli
government’s prompt denun-
ciation of attacks on Christian
mission schools by ultra Or
thodox Jews.
More than 100 youthful fa
naties were arrested after
staging simultaneous demon-
strations Sept. 10 at six mis-
sion schools both Catholic
and Protestant in Israel's
three biggest cities. Tel Aviv-
Jaffa. Jerusalem and Haifa
The rioters were charged with
criminal trespassing and most
were released on bail.
MELKITE RITE Bishop
Georges Hakim of Acre who
reported he had been
"molested and grossly in
suited" by demonstrators
and Msgr Hanna Kaldany.
Vicar General for Israel of
Latin Rite Patriarch Alberto
Gorl, OF M . of Jerusalem,
received apologies and assur
ance that steps would be taki-n
"gainst the organizers of the
incidents
In Jerusalem, the courtyard
of the convent of the
of St Joseph was tnvaded by
a mob of more than 100 fa
naties belonging to Hever
Hapeilim (Circle of Activists),
a group of ultra-Orthodox stu-
dent! who agitate for anti-
mission laws
Police arrested all the dem-
onstrators
At the same time rioters
tried unsuccessfully to enter
the nearby Finnish I.utheran
school, which was the scene
of violent anti-mixtion dem-
onstrations in January.
While riots were being
staged here, some 100 to 130
fanatics who had gone from
Jerusalem by ear and but at-
tacked the mission school of
the Church of Scotland (Pres-
byterian) tn Jaffa They beat
up children, assaulted teachers
and destroyed furniture
Bishop Hakim was present
at the Church of Scotland
school during the attack and it
was there that he was
molested while leaving to re-
turn to his ear He expressed
shock at "this unruly way of
expressing religious views
"
Real Scrapper
Builds a Church
GRANGES LES • Vslences.
France (RNS)—Sale of scrap
paper and junk collected over
the past 15 years has paid for
construction of the new Church
of St Theresa of the Infant
Jesus here
Obtaining an old truck 15
years ago. Abbe Prst started
to collect paper and Junk m
his spare time. He was soon
Joined by a group of young
parishioners in his rounds
The priest soon was collecting
an average of St.ooo a month
toward the 1200.000 church.
Abbe Prat, now • canon,
does not intend to abandon
the junk business. He's back
on the road again to collect
another 2200,000 to build a
vicarage, a community hall
and a belfry for a carillon
given the new church.
ToReceive
5 Couples
In AID
PATERSON - Five married
couples will take part in the
annual reception ceremony for
new members of the Associa-
tion for International Develop-
ment to be held Sept. 19 at St.
Boniface, Paterson.
There will be a ceremony at
the church at 6:30 p.m., where
the five couples will recite
Uielr pledge to Bishop Navagh.
The Bishop will give the ser-
mon.
AT A DINNER which will
follow in St. Boniface Hall, the
main talk will be given by a
member of AID’S advisory
board, Andre dc Saint Phalle
of New York City.
The five couples who will re-
cite the pledge are Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Campfens of Tor-
onto, Can., who will work with
Catholic Charities in Paterson
for the next six months while
taking additional training at
AID headquarters; Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Dodge of St. Paul.
Minn., who will remain here
indefinitely ai Dodge Joins the
AID staff:
Mr. and Mrs. John Hoben-
stein of Philadelphia, who are
leaving next month for Cocha-
bamba, Bolivia, and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Caswell of De-
troit, and Mr. and Mrs John
Sullivan of Buffalo, who win
leave next month for Rio de
Janeiro.
AID ia an organization of
Catholics dedicated to assisting
underdeveloped nations
Mortifications Help Save Souls
All those who aspire to an
apostolic Ufa find a definite
reason for seeking mortifica-
tion. It Is through His mortifi-
cation or death on the Cross
that Our Lord saved the
world. It la likewise through
mortification and suffering
that we are abla to cooperate
with Him in the salvation of
souls. The intensity of our
seal will grow in proportion
as we share in Our Lord’s
suffering.
This is the motive that in
the past has sustained and
even now sustains many souls
who consent to be victims
that God may bo glorified and
that souls may be saved.
If we prize the worth of our
own souls sod the souls of
others, can we make so much
of a few sacrifices for the
sake of a glory that will have
no end? It wrill be a sacrifice
In union with Our Lord, as
our share in His work of sav-
ing souls.
Make a sacrifice this week
for the souls in mission lands.
Send your offering to the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, and it will be for-
warded to some missionary
needing help the most.
of Allegany Sisters took place
Jan. 10, when friends crowded
into the small chapel of Con-
vento Mae Admiravel. Ana-
polls, to witness the clothing
of four young women with the
religious habit.
This ceremony had the same
beauty and dignity it would
have had if it had taken place
at the Motherhouse of the
Third Order Regular of St.
Francis, Allegany, N. Y. Be-
sides, it had a special signifi-
cance. These four were the
first postulants to be clothed
in the brown habit and white
vail of an Allegany Sister be-
fore another altar than that
of the Allegany Motherhouse.
These novices will be
formed in the ways of an Al
legsny Sister on the soli of
their native land. For them a
modern new novitiate has
been added to the beautiful
central house of the Brazilian
missions, and Rome has giv-
en permission for their
novlceship and juniorato at
Mae Admiravel.
Since 1946, 40 Brazilian Sis-
ters have been clothed, and
26 of these are working aide
by side with 18 American
Sisters who volunteered for
duty in schools and hospitala
of Brazil. Ten Brazilian no-
vices were professed at Al-
legany last month, and are
returning soon to add their
youthful vigor to work in their
homeland.
The Brazilian novitiate is
now a secondary source, a
branch of the mother tree of
Allegany, putting forth new
fruita for the missions. The
Sisters ask your prayers and
beg your financial assistance
for their many charitini in
Brazil —a great weapSn in
the fight against evil.
Sunday Collections
Average 62 Cents
Could you pack 365 children
in a school house 65 feet loog
and 15 feet wide? Neither can
Rev Frederick Bergmann
Unless adequate facilities are
provided soon, he may lose
many of these students. Mon-
ey is scarce in his mission,
with Sunday collections aver-
aging 62 coots.
Money is urgently needed
for bricks, cement and roof-
ing tin before he can build the
new school. Archbishop Gran-
er. Father Bergmann and
Bengali nuns who teach la his
school will get nowhere at all
unless help comes to them.
Will you do something about
it?
Allegany Sisters
In Brazilian Post
The first reception in Brasil
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, B.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr, John F, Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark t, N.J. Phone 623-6306.
Honrs: Dally, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Psterson:
Rt. Rev. Mssr. William F. Louis
24 DeGraise St., Faterson 1, N.J. Phone ARmory 4-6406
Honrs: Dally; • a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, • a.m. to 12.
Donations to lb* Society for lb* Propagation 0f lb*
F*ilb *r» income tax deductible.
Mission Appeal
In Hackensack
Msgr. John F. Davis will
make an appeal on behalf
of the Society for the Pro-
sgstion of the Faith on
Sept 22 at Holy Trinity.
Haekensack, Msgr. Joseph
H Murphy, pastor
Bishop Stanton thanks
Msgr. Murphy and other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible
Interest in Faith
SYDNEY, Australia (NC) -
In the four years since its
establishment here, the Na-
tional Catholic Enquiry Cen-
ter has enrolled 11,396 non-
Catholics in its 21 -week cor-
respondence course.
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THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity Dept. GIRARD, PA.
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WIIK-IND RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
IMND A WtmNO WITH 000
For MEN, WOMEN,
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Syriaia: Rich in Biblical Memories
LA is a com
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<.*LS>s
SYRI IS A COUNTRY rich with Bm.ru. <rf SL rami. KL
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Ur from tkitk a* Bit; ml u»«
It tar*tee kart developed
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Perweu. Ik* IS* Mflhlte Catholics
an trjln* to repair Ih.lr rharrk
HatlW badly by
Meatly farmer*. extremely
ran fire eaiy tbatr hud labor
Yhe e
their
/•r «4rOMCM (at
war U further tka aplrit W fel-
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THOSE STRLNGLESS GIFTS
A 810 PART of our Job la seeing that your donation* for
apaclal project* are forwarded Immediately to thatr daatlnationl
But th» apace of thl* column permit* pub-
lication of only a few lueh appeal* . . . Many
other itortaa Juat a* urgent muit remain un-
told. That's why your “undeiignited" dona-
tion* Bftn *o much . . . They brio* help
whar# It 1* moat needed. How long ha* It
bean »lnce you sent on* of tho*a preclou*
BTRINOLE&* oirrsr
“READIN,* ’RITLV and REFUGEES”
DID YOU KNOW that awr dioccean arboal ay*teas wa* founded
by JOHN NEUMANN, fourth Btehop *f PhlladelphU, Wb la
the It SO'a whan tka tailed State* waa aUQ mlaalon
territory? Thla koly prelate will ba beatified neat
maatk by Pep* Paul VI ... In many parte of the
world, kawarar. a Catholic education Is not se easy
I* obtain. N* school balls will ba rliutni far tka
REFUGEE CHILDREN la PALESTINE unlaaa wa
N*rtd* their tuition caste .
. .
1U pay* far a school
term for on* child. Won't you help?
SOMETHING FOR YOU!
SEPTEMBER brings moat of ui i new season, new Interests,
aaw demands! But tha need for food baa no
seaion ... It la always there, Imperative, un-
relenting! A FOOD PACKAGE for an Arab
refugee family »till coats only flO, will itava
off hunger for one month ... And ala thank-
you to each donor, we will send a lovely
ROSARY made of OLIVE SEEDS, a keepsake
from the HOLY LAND!
TO HEED HIS CALL . . .
A Church official in Rome has stated there are IMAM mere
prteMa needed. Bui In our misaiea lamia are many ymg sand
nariana anxious to help fill the rank*, and many young wemaa
•fahlng to bacon* anna . . . Only they cannot pay for the aone
aary education and training- Shall PHILIP and GEORGE ora*
ba pdosla? Or can SR. ANNA JOSEPH and SR. MARI
THOMAS b* Staters? Nat unlaaa yen adopt them! Tk* east)
HM a year for th* seminarian's six years; 1151 a year far tw«
rears far a Slater. It can be paid In Instalments.
HAVE WF uownoTTEN SOMETHING?
Pleasa remember ■•* In your will. Our Legal Title; THE
’fOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION.
AND oar 18,000 priests waicome your MASS OFFER.
INGS. Kindly remember them when you wish Mass
offered for your Intention!
Bast(Dissionsimi
PtAHO* CARDINAL SPILLMAN, President
M*w. Joseph T. Ryaa. Rah |n>
N
.
IAR «A*l WIUARI ASSOCIATION
4SoUxtngton Avu.<d46thSt. NswVifc 17;N. Y,
n
M. .J
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOIIUMS WY 1-2266-47
m-*4) M (Owo.lt. Holy Crow) No. »-»-r,n
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
A *••*•** Abort M. Ho.M' h •*>» lorfott
■ ■ootrfortoror of M mooriot. U N.w J.r».y
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tkort natka
InTims of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Wbose cartful and understanding service is in accord uitb
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
j BERGEN COUNTY
JOHN J. FUNFT & SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
OORMIfY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H FEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N J
FRANCIS X. FAHEY.
Monoger
TE 7-2332
McQUADi FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W McQuode
270 BROADWAY
Hillidale, N. J.
NOrth 4-5699
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE. N. j
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Wlndjor 4-1202
THOMAS J DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbtter 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS N J.
ATla* 8 1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7 3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK. TE 6 0202
BOGOTAi HU 9-2202
SSStX COUNTY
OEORGE AHR ft SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N. J.
ESiex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ES*ex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
561 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY. N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
M'IRFHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N J.
MArket 3 0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESeex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323 329 PARK AVENUE
ORANOE. N. J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOMI
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McOEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J MURRA.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N.J.
FI 3 2527
murp;:y funeral home
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N J
HUmboldt 3 2600
OORNY ft CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE N J
ORange 22414
t V MUHIN ft SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3 0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVfcNUF
BLOOMFIELD. N J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD N J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
Fl~ T FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood. Mgr.
1 1 2 So. Munn Ave.
Eo»t Orange, N. J.
ORange 4 4445
MArket 2 2530
CJDEY S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUILSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
COOEY*S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
HUDSON COUNTY
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNlon 7-1000
JAMES A. McLAUOHLIN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 3-2266
WILUAM SCHLEMM, INC
.. 539 BERGEN AVI.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
. MANAGER
HEnderton 4-0411
EARL F BOSWORTH
31 1 WILIOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Oldfield 9 1455
Oldfield 9 1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jertey City, N. J.
Charlet A. Steveni,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE G QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK avenue
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNlon 7-6767
ROBERT J SMITH
(Sv«c«t»ort »o Cp p-• i EppU)
250 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N.J.
659 3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST ft HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N J.
UNlon 3-1 lOC
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
64 14 BERGENIINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7 0373
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plain*. N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2 6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcofl 7-0141
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcoit 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
MILLIR-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
EU7ABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1416
World-Wide Developments
Pontiff Voices ‘Anxiety’
Over Vietnam Situation
An Advocate News Summery
South Vietnam’s complex In-
tern *1 strife bobbed up on
newsfronts throughout the
world this week, involving the
Church in a variety of means.
Major developments included
the following:
• Pope Paul voiced his con-
cern for civil and religious
peace in the crisis-stricken
nation.
• Archbishop Pierre Martin
Ngo dinh Thuc of Hue. brother
of South Vietnamese President
Ngo dinh Diem, paid a brief
visit to New York for reasons
not altogether clear.
• Another Vietnamese prel-
ate, Bishop Michel Nguyen
khac Ngu of Long Xuycn, said
that communists who infil-
trated Buddhist ranks arc re-
sonslble for the disorders in
his country.
• In Belgrade, Madame
Ngo dinh Nhu, sister-in-law of
President Diem, told reporters
that Pope Paul "gets easily
worried” and that President
Kennedy is "misinformed”
about Vietnam.
THE POPE referred to the
clash between the Vietnamese
government and Buddhists in
a letter received in Saigon
by Archbishop Paul Nguyen
van Binh of Saigon. He said:
"In the sad events that
trouble and afflict the peace-
ful community life of these
people, may our words be re-
ceived as an assurance of our
great solicitude for the rees-
tablishment of peace of minds
in civil and religious accord
’’
Pope Paul continued: "We
have followed with fear and
anxiety tho news that has
come to us on the special
situation in your country in
recent months and on the
bloody events that have
marked it
"We are consoled by the
fact that the Catholic Church
in Vietnam has kept itself
outside the conflicts of a po-
litical order, as its mission re-
quires, and has undertaken
and will continue to under-
take, through Its Bishops,
priests and faithful, so many
attempts at conciliation by
calling the attention of the
government and citizens to the
value and efficacy of the
principles of Justice and evan-
gelical charity as a guarantee
of peace and progress for
all.”
Pope Paul also urged Viet-
namese Catholics to work
even harder to bring internal
peace back to their couutry.
THERE WERE many puz-
zling aspects to Archbishop
Thuc’s one-day visit to New
York, which ended as sudden-
ly and surprisingly as it be-
gan.
The Archbishop said he had
come to New York to "meet
with some friends." among
whom he named Francis Car-
dinal Spellman. But Msgr.
Timothy J. Flynn, director of
information for the New York
Archdiocese, said he had no
previous knowledge of the vis-
it, and the Archbishop left
without visiting the Cardinal.
A New York Times report
quoted the Archbishop as say-
ing he had a 2,000-word state-
ment which he was sending to
the NCWC News Service, with
the request that it be printed
in all Catholic newspapers.
“We have not received any
new statement from the
Archhishop," NCWC said the
following day," and it is our
belief that he was referring to
the copies of the speeches
which he had already made,
rather than to anew state-
ment."
THE ARCHBISHOP arrived
in New York with little ad-
vance notice Sept. 11 He de-
parted the following evening
on a flight which goes to
Paris and Rome.
He had previously cut short
a visit to Rome, telling news-
men he had been requested
to make no further public
statements about the Vietnam
situation He had been quoted
earlier as saying that the U S
had spent about $2O million
toward possible replacement
of his brother's government
lie denied that statement,
however, saying that while he
had spoken with an Italian re
porter. "I never mentioned
America's position on my
country's policies
"
BISHOP NGU of Long
Xuyen declared in a letter
to Archbishop Hermann
Schieufele of Freiburg, Ger-
many, that rellgloui freedom
"has always been respected
in South Vietnam," but that
its government had to act
against the Buddhists because
through them the communists
were hiding "their political
struggle behind the mask of
religion."
Bishop Ngu also stated that
the Buddhists and the "real
bonzes (monks)" are begin-
ning to realize they were
duped and have decided to
seek a compromise with the
government of President Ngo
dinh Diem.
Rededicalion Near
BERLIN (RNS) - Recon-
struction work on war-
damaged St. Hedwig'a Cathe-
dral in the Soviet Sector of
Berlin is nearing completion.
Rcdcdication ceremonies are
planned for Nov. l, the 190th
anniversary of the cathedral’s
dedication.
FOR EYE STUDY - Eston V. Welchel, president of the Lions
Club of Newark, turns over a binocular opthalmoscope to
Sitter M. Felicitas, S.F.P., of St. Michael's Hospital. It was
purchased with proceeds from a recital sponsored by the
Lions for the hospital and is part of the service club's
broad activity in the field of aiding in hospital optical
programs
False K of C Oath
Complaint Settled
WILSON. N. C. (NC) - A
Baptist preacher and a mem
ber of his church were or-
dered to pay $1 and court
costs here for passing out a
bogus Knights of Columbus
oath in the 1960 presidential
campaign.
The two also were perman-
ently restrained from dis-
tributing a pamphlet, "Will
America Vote Away Her
Freedom?" The bogus oath
was among anti-Calholic ac-
cusations made in the pamph-
let.
U. S. EASTERN District
Judge John D. Larkins Jr.
gave the decision in a $lOO,-
000 libel suit filed by the
Knights of Columbus against
Rev. Donald R. Bryan of
Framville and Mrs. Ruth H.
Timby of Eureka. Rev. Bryan
is pastor of the Central Bap-
tist church, Farmville.
In New Haven. Conn.. Su-
preme Knight Luke E. Hart
said that the Knights accept
the decision. "We obtained
the injuction we sought
against distribution of the
bogus oath, that ia what we
wanted most." he said
Judge Larkins ordered the
two to pay $1 to the Knights
and to meet all court costs.
The K. of C charged the
two Included in the pamphlet
a spunous oath demonstrated
many times in the past half-
century as a fraud It pur-
ports to show that members
of the knights pledge to use
violence against non-Catholics
in promoting Catholicism
Msgr. Cianci, Ill,
To Note Anniversary
PATERSON Msgr. Carlo
Cianci, pastor of St. Michael’s
Church, will observe the 58th
anniversary of his ordination
Sept. 23 by hearing Mass at
bis rectory where he has been
confined since August due to
illness.
The Mass will be celebrated
by Rev. Eugene L. Romano,
an aiaistant at St Michael's.
Msgr. Cianci received per-
mission from Bishop Navagh
for the Mats to be held in the
rectory. He has asked all
parishioners and friends to
Join him In thanksgiving on
the occasion.
Race and Religion
Ask ‘Positive Stand’ on Race
PHILADELPHIA (NC) -
A newly formed area associa-
tion of Catholic laymen dedi-
cated to racial Justice has
called for Catholics to take "a
positive stand" on the issue.
The St. Martin dc Porres As-
sociation cited the racial vio-
lence which broke out in sub-
urban Folcrofl when a Negro
family moved into a previously
all-white neighborhood.
"Recent headline events
have focused the attention of
Catholics to the need for all
men of good will to enter the
public arena and to take a
positive stand cm interracial
justice," it said.
The association. whose
members were among those
who helped the Negro family
start restoration of it* dam
aged house, also said It is
launching a fund-raising drive
to help the couple, Mr. and
Mrs Horace Baker, finish re
pairing the damage.
•
Interfaith Pledge
LANSING. Mtch. (NC) -
Representatives of major re-
ligious communities here met
to explore the possibility of es-
tablishing a local council on
religion and race.
The meeting was called by
Bishop Joseph H. Albers of
Lansing Those attending
pledged "to work within our
separate religious communi-
ties and to work together” to
achieve goals of Interracial
Justice
•
Hack Housing Code
CHICAGO (NC)
- The
Chicago Conference on Re
ligion and Race has endorsed
a proposed city fair bousing
ordinance and said it is needed
to preserve racial peace
The Interfsith cotiterence
sent a letter to each of
Chicago’s 50 aldermen urging
backing for the fair housing
ordinance
The conference is an or.
grnization of religious leaders,
sponsored by the Archdiocese
of Chlcsgo, the Church Feder
stion of Grratrr Chicago and
the Board of Rabbis.
U.S. News Roundup
Bishops Score Bracero Law
CHICAGO (NC) - The U.S.
Bishops' Committee tor Mi-
grant Workers has issued an
"S.O.S. on Public Law 78," the
legislation under which Mexi-
can workers called "braccros"
are Imported to work on
farms in this country.
The committee urged citi-
zens to write their congress-
men opposing any extension
of the law, which It called "a
thoroughly had piece of legis-
lation."
UNDER ACTION taken by
the House of Representatives
in May, P.L. 78 was slated
to die at the end of this year.
In mid-August, however, the
Senate approved a one-year
extension of the program. The
Senate bill (S. 1703) carried
amendments to give American
farm workers the same work-
ing conditions and protection
guaranteed to foreign workers.
But on Aug. 21 the House
Agricultural Manpower Com-
mittee passed over the Senate
bill and voted for its own
measure (HR, 8195) —a
straight one-year extension.
In its appeal for opposition
to extension of the law, the
Bishops' Committee said the
program "takes advantage of
the poverty and ignorance of
a depressed people."
Critics of the bracero pro-
gram charge that it puts do-
mestic farm workers at a dis-
advantage by placing them in
competition with foreign work-
er* who are able to accept
lower wages
Ask Birth Study
ALBANY, Ga. (NC) - The
Albany city commission has
recommended unanimously
that the Dougherty County
Board of Health launch a study
of possible birth control pro-
grams "In order to reduce
charity and welfare.”
Commissioner James Cham-
pion. chairman of the finance
committee, said the commis-
sion is aware of a problem of
illegitimate children "which
pores an ever-increasing
strain on welfare funds.”
•
Population Studies
WASHINGTON (NC)-A new
government survey on repro-
duction research shows many
more projects getting much
more money than did a pre-
liminary report issued list
yesr.
The federal government Is
far and away the largest
backer of "research on re-
production related to birth
ami population control." ac-
cording to the report Federal
agencies are providing $5.2
million, some 64% of the to-
tal, to aid projects listed
THE EARLIER report, is-
sued last December, listed
382 projects receiving more
than $6 million The new re-
port shows almost twice as
many projects—7sB—whose
support costs over $2 million
more
Both surveys were prepared
by the National Inatltute of
Health, research arm of the
Public Health Service.
The earlier report covered
data received and processed
by Dec. 1, 1962. The new re-
port contains data available
as of Jan. 1, 1963.
Sudan Jails
Catechists
BONN, Germany (NC)
Seven Catholic catechists have
been sentenced to seven years
each in prison in the southern
Sudan for giving religious In-
struction, it was reported her*
by KNA, German Catholic
news agency.
KNA said the sentence. Im-
posed by local police authori-
ties was allowed to stand with-
out discussion by the highest
police magistrate of Juba, who
is a Moslem.
In its drive to Islamize the
predominantly Christian and
pagan southern Sudan, the
Moslem dominated Sudanese
government has ousted more
than ICO Christian missionar-
ies and closed the 350 mission
schools in the south.
Province to Move
SYRACUSE. N Y (NC)
-
The offices of the Buffalo prov-
ince of the .Society of Jesus
will be moved here from Buf-
falo to facilitate administra-
tion
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AGE 50 to 80?
Discover How to Apply
For $2OOO Life Policy
of IntroductoryRatel
If you’re between SO and 80,
Old American now lnvltea you
to apply for ita $3,000 Golden
Eagle life Insurance policy at
special introductory rate. Once
the policy is issued, you may
continue to enjoy this old line
legal reserve protection the
rest of your life. You handle
the entire transaction entirely
byy mail. No one will call No
obliKation.
Just tear out this ad and
mail it today with your name,,
address and year of birth to
Old American Insurance Cos.,
4800 Oak. Dept TOI2C, Kansas
City 13. Missouri.
LIBRARY SCIENCE COURSES
CALDWELL COLLEGE
FOR WOMEN
Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7 to 9 P.M.
Beginning October 1, 1963
Contact Registrar
CAldw.ll 6-3660
‘ m
_
we Matter
rrn SAms...with
ADDED
interestYOU GET:
SECURITY in the insur-
ance of your savings
up to 110,000 by
Agency of U.S. Gov-
ernment.
PROFIT from 15 EX-
TRA dividend days.
Money deposited on
or before the 15th
earns dividends from
the Ist.
PROFIT from the high-
est interest raftafeft.&y
CONVENIENCE, t00.,.
Save by mail. We pay
postage both ways.
BART
SAVING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
f
IVIDCND
PER ANNUM
COMPOUNDED
QUARTERLY
IM RAYMOND MV?., NEWARK
SMIROAD ST., NEWARK •ROTH OP
MAlift 2-3334
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EVAP. MILK s 11
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Midst a Metropolis, a Mission
By SUSAN DINER
NEWARK In a fan-shaped
•m of approximately six
blocks there stands a housing
Project, each building 12
stories high with a total
Population of about 25.000
people, 3% of whom are Cath-
olic.
The parish it lies in
Queen of Angels is a mis-
sion in the midst of a me-
tropolis. Last year four priests
and a full-time volunteer de-
voted their time to the care*
of these people. The volun-
teer \yas Dorothy Davidson of
Euclid, Ohio.
Rev. Thomas J. Carey, pas-
tor, met Dorothy at a con-
vention in Madrid in 1962. The
needs of the parish intrigued
her and soon after she wrote
to Father Carey and offered
her services for a year.
THERE WERE no set du-
ties, but there was much to
be done. She acted as a mod-
erator hearing the religion ex-
ercises of many of the first
graders. She taught six of the
more advanced students while
a Sister devoted her time to
the slower students.
[?] Found
Work Gratifying
Noon found Dorothy assist-
ing with the lunch program,
and on the housekeeper’s day
off she occasionally became
rectory chef. Saturday morn-
ings it was CCD.
Yet in all the things she did,
she wasn’t exceptional, al-
though. says Father Carey,
she was deeply ’’motivated.’’
"SHE WAS A young lady
with a sense of a mission and
a desire to do something with
her life while she was able.
She fulfilled a great need in
our parish," he said, "and she
was an example to the chil-
dren. They liked her because
she sincerely liked them."
This sense of mission, her
affection and outgoing person-
ality. made her well liked
whether she was acting as an
assistant Girl Scout leader,
directing the after-school rec-
reation program or simply
befriending the children.
The recreation program was
dividend into age groups each
coming a particular day. The
20-year-old brunette was part
of the group, whether the ac-
tivity was swimming or soft-
ball, decorating the parish hall
or cleaning It up. She super-
vised and worked at the same
time.
SCHOOL HAS opened and
the children arc again filling
the halls and the area around
Queen of Angels with laughter
but this year something is
missing Dorothy. She re-
turned to Ohio and will soon
be married. Dorothy wrote to
Father recently and said, "I
love the children very much
and l know I will mist all
of them.”
The parish now needs some-
one or many who want
to give a tittle of their heart
to others. Part of the field has
been plowed, seeds have been
planted, some fruit has been
harvested but much of tho
field remains untouched and
is waiting for able hands.
The job, all or part of it. it
still open.
New Residence
ROCKFORD. 11l - Anew
province headquarters for the
School Sisters of Notre Dame
will be erected here. The Sis
ters staff 10 schools In North
Jersey
I Was Thinking...
Church, Parents
Chart Course
By RUTH W. REILLY
I was troubled reading in
the September McCall's an
article entitled "Sex and the
College Girl." One section, by
Gael Greene, gives the out-
look of the girls themselves;
the other. “Has Chastity a
Chance at College?" is by
Ashley Montagu.
“If we’re really emancipat-
ed why aren’t we happier?
Why do wo suffer over such
dreary self-recrimination?"
One girl wondered. Another
said: "It was easier when a
girl had taboos all set up for
her the way our mothers did."
What I found particularly
heartbreaking was the failure
on the part of the parents of
the girls: “I shall never for-
give my parents for giving
me norestrictions at all.” one
girl said. "It seemed to me
that they couldn't care tho
least about me. It wasn't un-
til Just recently that I realized
it was their idea of being
modern and that they really
did love me.”
Montagu said. "The con-
cern over morals on the cam-
pus has both college authori-
ties and parents quaking
’’
He
mentioned the National Coun-
cil of Churches which "Makes
no compromises in its support
of premarital chastity
”
He
says in recent decades par-
ents have progresses! in giv-
ing appropriate answers to
biology. "Now they must be
courageous enough to move
on to what has become a
more embarrassing sphere,
the question of sex ethics "
He ends up. "Chastity must
have a chance. Sex is too
good to squander
"
THIS IS a foremost
woman’s magazine. This is
the world we live in
With our Catholic colleges
overflowing, more and more
of our Catholic youth is being
absorbed into secular col-
leges It is true that young
adults have much the same
drives and seem to be the
same on the surface How-
ever. in Catholic universities
there is an emphasis on re-
ligion and philosophy, on the
"whole man
"
In secular col-
leges the atmosphere is gen
erally amoral, and many it
the students look with disdain
oo those who practice their
religion or adhere to a moral
code
Many secular colleges have
Newman Clubs which are do-
ing a fine yob of uniting and
strengthening our Catholic
youth and inspiring them to
make their presence felt
THANK GOD for Holy Moth-
er Church and the clear
course she charts for her
children! 1 was thinking what
a terrific impact our young
men and women would have
on their contemporaries, in
and out of college, if each one
knew and intelligently prac-
ticed his Faith.
That ia where we come in.
The home is the basic unit
of society, the parents are the
prime teachers. It is up to us
to teach our children the sol-
id nourishing truths of our
Faith, by the simple living of
them and by our availability
to explain them, day in and
day out. from the time they
are born. We are the one*
whose Job it Is to equip our
children to meet the challenge
of life in our 20th century.
They must know with cer-
titude what many of *heir
contemporaries question: that
the sexual act is a holy thing,
raised to the material of a
sacrament, and that apart
from marriage the enjoyment
of sexual pleasure is sinful.
MARRIAGE is not. as the
world sees it, a way to legiti
matize sex. It is a sacrament
through which children arc
brought into this world and
saints Into heaven Through
this sacrament the husband
and wife give grace to each
other and strengthen each
other to be holy and happy
After doing all in our power
to teach our children these
important truths, we must
pray that, with God’s help,
they will have the stamina
and courage to live by these
truths
McCall's article said there
is no simple solution to what
educators now publicly con
cede has become "a national
problem unacknowledged, un-
savory and unsolved
”
AS I SEE IT, the solution
lies largely with our children
It will not be easy, but it is
through them that todiy’s
America, with its increasingly
casual acceptance of divorce
and almost consequent wink-
ing at pre-marital intercourse,
must regain its moral
perspective if it Is to remain
strong and free
By word and example thry
mutt bring solid answers to
the confusion In the minds of
so many of their con-
temporaries who are torn be
tween their dream of sex as
a sacred relationship, and the
way sex is bandied about in
all types of advertising, in
much of modern literature,
and In the bad example of
many of their peers and eld
era
Our children have
a mis-
sion to fulfill While they are
little and ours, let us do all
»e can to prepare them for
it
ACCW Begins
New Season
NEWARK The Archdlo
cesan Council of Catholic
Women will hold a luncheon
meeting Sept 21 at Thomms'
Restaurant here
Mrs Richard J Strasser.
president wtU conduct the
session Msgr John E Me
Henry of Our I-ady of Visits
tion. Paramus. ACCW modera
tor. will address the group
Officers and members of the
board of directors, delegates
and representatives from the
inter parochial organizations
in the nine districts will it
tend
Jackie Designs
Holiday Cards
WASHINGTON. D C ( R.NS)
Christmas cards having a
religious theme and designed
by the nation s First l«ady
will be sold this year to raise
money (or the National Cul-
tural Center
They are entitled. "The
Journey of the Magi,” depict-
ing the three wise men on
their way to Bethlehem, and
"Glad Tidings." which por
trays and angel heartding the
birth of Christ and are
initialed JBK Jacqueline
Bouvier Kennedy
12 Appointments
St. E’s Names Faculty Additions
CONVENT Sister Hilde-
garde Marie, president of the
College of St. Elizabeth, has
announced the appointment of
Sister Elizabeth Irene aa as-
sistant dean of studies along
with 12 other faculty mem
bers in eight departments.
The departments affected are
philosophy, music, mathema-
tics, language, home eco-
nomics, English, sociology and
law.
Sister Elizabeth Irene re-
ceived here A.B. degree from
St. Elizabeth's, her M A. from
Soton Hall and her Ph D. from
Fordham University. She was
previously associate professor
of English and is a member of
the Board of Trustees of the
college. She Is also a judge
of the National Council of
Teachers of English Achieve-
ment Awards Program for
1963.
Sister James Uguori and
Robert Arrigon join the facul-
ty as instructors in phil
sophy. Sister James earned
her A.B at St. Elizabeth's
and is currently doing grad
uste studies at Fordham. Ar-
rigon received his A.B and
M.A. from Fordham.
WALTER GIANNINI, jn
structor in music and com
poser in residence. has
studied at the Julliard In
stitute of Music and at Seton
Hall University He has been
conductor of Bell Labs Sym
phony Orchestra and past
president of the Music Educa
lion Association of New Jer
»ey.
New math instructors aro
Sister David Ellen and Ken-
neth Hanselrnan. Sister David
received her A.B. from St.
Elizabeth’s and her M.S. from
Notre Dame University an a
National Science Foundation
grant. She has taught at St.
Mary’s High School, Eliza-
beth, and Do Paul Diocesan
High School, Wayne. Hansel-
man. a member of the In-
stitute of Electrical and Elec
tronict Engineers, received
his MSEE degree from New-
ark College of Engineering
where he later taught math
and electronics.
Diane Kollar will teach
French; Dr. ValenUno
Piciucco, Italian, and Klaus
Troch, German. Miss Kollar
received her MS. from
Georgetown University and is
a recipient of the Diplome
Superieur du Cours de Civil-
isation Francaise. Dr. Piciuc-
co received his doctorate
from the University of Rome
and is a member of the Ccn
ter of Italian Culture at Se
ton Hall University Troch, a
native of Magdeburg, Ger
many, received his BS and
M A from Columbia Univer-
Ity
SISTER DANIEL Mane, in
structor in home economic*,
holds her B S from St Eliza
beth's and has done graduate
work at St Louis University
She has taught at schools in
Kearny, Jersey City and New
ark
Sister Mary Aloy*e has
beeq named instructor In
English. She received her
A.B. from St. Elizabeth’s and
her M.A. from Fordham. She
is a member of the National
Council of Teachers of Eng-
lish and various press asso-
ciations. Sister Aioyse is also
a member of Kappa Gamma
Pi, national honor society of
Catholic women’s colleges,
and has taught in various
New Jersey high schools. ,
Helen Shepard, lecturer In
sociology, is administrative
director of the Tri-Country
Children’s Center in Morris-
town. Miss Shepard holds her
M.S. in sociology from Smith
College.
John J. Munro. lecturer in
business law, holds a BS.
from St Peter’s College, Jer-
sey City, and his LL B from
Fordham Law School Munro
is a member of the law firm
Hines and Munro, Union City.
Confcrcnce-a-Month
Lists Dominican
ENGLEWOOD Rev Fer-
rer Smith, O P , is the fea-
tured speaker for the Septem-
ber Conference A Month Club
record His topic I* "The Re-
ligious Life in the Life of the
Church " Father Smith Is
president of the American
Catholic Theological Society.
SCHOOL CRUSADE time
'Oct 21 Nov 4 i is a good
time to renf*
North Jersey Date Book
WaailM hi Him <*, Snlii M o«
!* “■'-i-'V-i la Data Iwa iMSlaa a,
Lhvrv la aa tvly (WadlM
cf-atraara »ra h><«*d to i.I.
tfcw Mmt tM u» srwaker < ti »».*
lcs»c. .*! t*. aanoo ■* l*a rhatrmot.
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THURSDAY, SEPT l»
St Dominic Academy Mothers' Hob. Jersey
City Meeting. Bpm. school
Caldwell College Alumnae. Esses County
Meeting. 8 30. borne of Helen Roscoe Irving
ton. chairman
St James Hospital Guild. Newark Social.
lpm. auditorium. Jule Connolly, chairman
St Joseph’s Rosarv Confraternity. Maplewood
Card party. 1 30. hall Mrs Vincent Sea
lera, Ruth Furs!, chairmen
FRIDAY. SEPT. 7«
Court ltoyola, CDA- Social. 8 JO Knights of
Columbus Hall. South Orange Mrs Benjamin
Mancuso. Mrs Stanley Kozub. chairmen
Regina Mundi ( olumbietlcs. Clifton Dinner
dance. 7 p m . Johnny a GnU. Mrs John
Bengiietwi. chairman.
State Court. CD A- Workshop, lpm. Robert
Treat Hotel. Newark; Mrs. Alfred Ceccarelh.
chairman.
**• Rotary Confraternity, Elizabeth
fashion showcard party. I jo. auditorium;
Mrs Joseph Renzetti. Mrs Anthony Capone,
chairmen
Caldwell College Alumnae, Caldwell Meet-
ing reception. 3pm, auditorium. Lot* Riter,
chairman
SATURDAY, SEPT 21
National Council of Catholic Women, Newark
Meeting and luncheon, 10 30. Thom ms Res
taurant. Newark. Mrs John L Whelan, Doro-
thea Schmieg. chairmen
SUNDAY, SEPT 77
St. Michael’s Novitiate Archangel Guild. Engle-
wood Cliffs Meeting and supper. 5 JO. hall
MONDAY, SEPT. 23
St. Philip’s Rosary, Clifton - Meeting. Bpm,
auditorium Mrs l>ouis Fern, chairman
St. Paul of the (toss Rosary. Jersey City
Reception. Bpm. church, meeting 8 30, audi-
torium
TUESDAY, SEPT 74
Immaculate Heart of Mary Court, CDA Card
party. 8 15. St Michael's auditonum. Union;
Mrs James ( onion, chairman Proceeds to
St Michael s Cburch
Mars lawn of the Oranges Mother's C lub. West
Orange - Meeting tea. 1 30 audit-mum Sla-
ter Mary ( athenne O’Connor, speaker Mrs.
Thomas (.arrubbo. South Orange Mrs Vito
Pettit, Lrucm. chairmen
WEDNESDAY. SEPT 75
Columbirttrs, W allinglon - Auction. 8 p m
Columbian Club. Mrs Walter Dubis chair
man.
CoUege of New Rochelle. North Jersey Alumnae
Founder s Day. Bpm. home of Mrs Fred
crick Stewart. Ridgewood Mother Mary
Celeste, OSU. speaker, Mrs G Gregory
Smith chairman
Patrician Guild Meeting. 3pm supper fol-
lowing. St Patrick's auditorium. Newark
THURSDAY. SEPT 76
Bergen Paramus Council of Catholic Women
Meeting. Bpm, St Peter the Apostle audi-
tonum. River Edge. Msgr William F Fur-
long. speaker
SATURDAY, SEPT 78
St. James Hospital Auxiliary Guild, Newark
Luncheon-bndge-f ashion show. ChanUcler
Millburn.
SUNDAY, SEPT 7J
Mount St Mary’s College Guild. Metropolitan
Chapter Freshman parents welcome. 2
pm. Statler Union Hotel. New York. R.
Adams and Dean Sprague, speakers
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
PATERSON READING CENTER
PURPOSE
To provide extra help and ipecial instruction for student*
who have reading problems and those who desire to
Improve their reading ability.
PLACE
15T Ellison Street, Paterson, New Jersey
SEMESTER
Sept. 1963 • Jan. 1964
* APPLY EARLY . ENROLLMENT LIMITED
GRADE LEVELS OP CHILDREN
Grodt 2 through College
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
1. Interview %eitK child and parent
2. (valuation of reading ability
X Psychological evaluation
GROUP instruction
On fh« botii of onhcipof*d twd!. pvpiit will b* piot.d In groupt
of 3.4, or 5 Itodontl wbo Koto limtlor difficult!** ond wKo will
profit by working tog.tbor
STAFF
Oi roctor, ply(Koiog nt, ond troinod r coding tpooolrltl
APPLICATIONS
Write to;
Mrs. Margaret G. Murphy, Director
Reading Center
Seton Hall University
151 Ellison Street
Paterson, New Jersey
Telephone - LA 5*3435
CATHOLIC IDENTIFICATION
AUTO DECALS
PRICE
OF
I AM A CATHOLIC
IN TMI IVENT Of AN ACCIDENT
PUAiE CAU A PtIEST
t
SET
SET INCLUDES ONE DECAL FOR USE INSIDE CAR, SECOND
DAGLO DECAL FOR OUTSIDE BUMPER OR WINDOW.
POSTAGE PEE paid - SENO CHECK O* MONEY O»0E»
CARDS & DECALS P.0.80x445
Rihw.sy, Nc* Jersey
HA
15 DAYS via
DBPAKTIN9 WEEKLY-EVERY SATURDAY
THROUGH OCTOBER 19th
WfINiMMMn
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
828Br oad St. Newar k N.J.
jffbk MA 34740
ST. FRANCIS
of Assisi
CONFESSIONS
EVERYDAY 6 45AM. TO 9 PM.
MASSES
DAILY: EYERY HOUR
5 AJL THRU 12.-45 PJL
mikml swim or n. tmon
WEST 31st STREET
Ufrwtn 6lh & 7th Am. N.Y.
For an enjoyable vacation
and somethingdifferent ....
FRANCISCAN
PILGRIMAGES
1933 - OUR 30th YEAR - 1963
NEW ENGLAND
Weekends $48.00 Friday night to Sunday night,
leave Oct. 18
Pric* >A(lvd«i 3 r*#o!». fW»? iiat» ito*tpgfighoA.
g'OtVKhtl ond oil la»»t Vigil itt# oi S*. AntKo**y lotton.
Ov» lody of loSolot'o •« IpiwkV Mott. o**d ov* ko« .n
• Booch. N M otH#f piacti o* K.»tg/,( lwHfH
WASHINGTON
Weekends $45.00 Friday night to sunday night,
leave: Oct. 4, 25, Nov. 1, 8
Pfko inclvdoi torn# oi Now Ireland obon Vi»il fho SA»>n« c f tKo
Iwmaiwlglf Concept,on fro«<iMo« Mo~o»
Hry Chvrth of Th« Holy
lond. |H« Colocombi. o«d pioCti ©f Na»-000l i*tar©g«.
BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON
Weekends $45.00 Friday night to Sunday night.
Loavo: November 15
Rrk# iinlvdii 4 "••ol*. Hm clou Koto! oico^modoiior», iroftiportahott,
Q'Ofuit>gt, handling of It/ggogg. end oil toiot.
A Prantmon I. Cfcoploi* a© Rtfgriraogo*
Writ* or t*Uph«n« for fro# color fcrodiar* and caiapUta deto.U
FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCLE
125 West 31st Street - New York 1, N. Y.
212 PENNSYLVANIA 6-4485
V
YOU PAY
HIGHER PRICES
...
WHEH YOU ROAM
Says The Wise Old Owl!
Telephone for..
OUR SHOP AT
HOME SERVICE
If you cant gat to one of our showrooms, wo will coma to you. Consider not
only your car, gasoline, but your time and energy, when you roam for value.
Ta
.„
a.?Von,o®# our FRIE-shop-at-home service. A trained representativewillcali at your home and give you shillful advice, and help you make yourselection of style and color
...No obigation of course.
Y
LINOLEUM & CARPET FACTORY OUTLET
FAIR DEALING
IN NEWARK
a***
EXPERT SERVICE LOW PRICES CONTINUOUSLY SINCE 1914 ★
IN SPRINGFIELD | IN ASBURY PARK | IN NEWARK | IN DINVIUE
It » UrtaStMli M Mm
Oom Mm. U Ffl. I A. M. ta
S FM lit. S Ail. t« S Pit.
WJiyatept »#t end bull
CHOOSE the'
LEADER!
WEBCOR
President STEREO
Hi-Fi Phonograph
MM 14M
4 IpHI»H• • . diamond
dtlidiihliMMiurwinii
. . . front mounlid iNMb
AT THE BEST DEALERS IHTOWH
Ml WA S-4900
AU. STATK N. J.
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The thinking man will choose gas heat because
it’s so clean, quiet, dependable, economical!
FvifTM bom but*! arny.ul ym ptaabag cafacta, ps hutag astifcr or Mfc Smfca.
GO GAS HEAT
©PUBI.IO BBRVICB BLaCTRIO AND BAB COMPANY ATAXMVW9 MRVANT OfJt OMIAT ITUf
Korean Children Need
US Financial Parents
.‘UNION The Catholic
Daughter* of America have
ertablished a program for fi-
nkncial adoption of youngsters
df- ■ Korean leper parents ac-
cording to Mary C. Kanane,
supreme secretary, and are
bow asking the help of other
individuals in this oroject.
The plan began at the re-
quest of Archbishop Harold
W. Henry of Kwangju. Korea,
who said these children are
"more unfortunate than other
orphans since they feel that
they are totally rejected by
thd outside world because of
fear of the disease."
LIMITED MEDICAL and
human resources are a prob-
lem, and living conditions (or
the children at Sorok-do,
the largest leper colony
in the world, are appalling.
Describing his visit, the Arch-
bishop said:
“The so-called temporary'
housing was falling down.
Doors and windows were
missing. Underlings had sotd
the bedclothing. The children
were in rags and filthy be-
cause there were no bathing
facilities. They were prowling
around trying to steal (cod
because they were hungry.
How could I possibly, in
simple Christian charity, re-
fuse to help them?”
The first step In combating
the problem was to set up
separate housing for those not
infected under 3 years of age.
Two Austrian nurses take
care of those under 3. and
Korean Sisters have assumed
the care for those between 3
and 12.
The Archbishop noted that
one child told a nun. "Sister,
we are so glad you have come.
Now we feel that someone
really cares for us."
Ten dollars a month adopts
a child financially. A picture
of the child is sent to the new
"parents” as well as reports
on the progress of the child.
Would you care to adopt one’
Sister Off
To Orient
WEST PATERSON Sister
M, Gervasia of the Missionary
Sisters of the Immaculate
Conception left Sept. 16 for
Tainan, South Formosa,
where she will assist in es-
tablishing Shcng Kung Girls’
Middle School.
Life in the Orient will not
be new to Sister Gervasia
since for eight years she was
on the faculty of a middle
school in Tientsin. China She
received her doctorate from
Catholic University of Ameri-
ca. For five years she was
dean of Tombrock College
here, and this summer com-
pleted work at Soton Hall’s
Institute of Asian studies.
Sister Gervasia will make
her temporary headquarteis
at a convent of her congre-
gation in Kahosiung
Science Session
IRVINGTON - Secondary
and elementary school stu
dents will participate in work-
ships at the (all meeting of
the Now Jersey Catholic
Round Table of Science Sept.
21 at Archbishop Walsh High
School
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STORIES FOR GOD’S
LITTLE ONES
HERE COMES ANOTHER— P#t#r Patrick Pancake Is the
eighth in a series of Stories For God’s Little Ones by Rev.
John Koenig. This is the story of a boy who couldn't lough
or smile or chuckle. Daughters of St. Paul is the publisher.
Acceptable
Comics
AkMiielwKS
rrotsMar
Action CoctUM
Ad*«*tur»Comic*
ASrosturo* Into
is* CUhm
All Anwnroi
Men •* W»r
AILOU» w»«t*r*
Amiox
AdTOetttno
Andy r««4»
Aouomon
AquinouU
Art bio
AUootlo tbo
Loot CootinooS
Itoby Muoy
not Mon
rut Siiuntt
lUtMy
IWitv k VnuoA*
nioi*4»*
lioD Hope
»:t<t *rvd lh«
n.wd
Plug s Bunny
l »,pmr
CathAtte
ttlboix l omiri
CRolWojort of
IIM l'nkn«»a
fMy«M
(>ill» Willy
Oily 'n
DaSb
OiMifi
llluttrgt»d
CUiUci
Q!nlril«l. Jr
Colt 11
Daffr r>wck
Daniol Bx»n«
Dwnait Ik*
M«n*c«
Doputy D««l.
l'obki
rw>tu« Glika
OwiM
D»ck
ki.«ry Woi
Klmor fW44
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Croo
Fury
G.
1 ComkAt
Croon Lgntora
(.jikmcl*
Gommmkm «M£*ra
Gyro Got10000
Ma*t Coo.
Will Tranl
Honrr
Mot Bluff
Mouao of Myotory
Hofkloborry
Hound
I Loom Loacy
Jorry Lo«u
Jianavy Olooa
Jmmrmj logo
Myotory
Juohood
Juaiico Looruo
Kathy
Rity Koono
Kid Coil. UuUio
Uuia
Loornaa
lofo WUR Miliu
IJtUo Dot
Util* Mlm
Unit Lott*
UtU* Lulu
Util* M*t
Uttl*
R*kal*
too Lon*
L**« lUmoc
LooW Tunoo
Wirk«r Moum
SfidmiSt Union
Mistily Moum
MilUo
Moum MuSotoor*
Mutt ond Jolt
My OUI roorl
My Uro*to«t
Adoonturo
Myotory In Seoco
Noncy ond slusso
Nollootl Volm
N*ti fEuiM
101 Dalm*U*o«
t)ur Army ii "• r
H«d>
r*t*v
M »l**r
CMMn
I‘tanuU
PtH
rUrful Utlio
Audrey
rtHt*
Forß» fU
t)io«
McOnw
lUwhlde K>d
K.<h.# Rifl
Rif«om»o
R.n Tin TT»
Rip Huntir
Rocky god
llig firtßiig
Rov Rofon
gad TnkfMT
Ruff ond Rodrf?
Veg bcl
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rlock K*lm«o
Spooky
Sior I—tltd
W»r RgnM
Rnift
Ad»o«tttT«*
Mrtfigß TiW«
Sugar Iftg Sp.U
SuMftMf
SJKimm
s«nit For
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T»;o* of Ru^rom
Toio» of Lk«
I rwiyoctod
Tama
Tkroo ftoooog
Tib Too Cornsco
Toon tod Jorry
Tomohook
Tubby
Turok.
Tvootr and
Sylvortor
ToiUght 7or*
Wo~Cu* Rid
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I'urS# BrroofO
l kkaovni Wortto
Run Trom
Walt DUnoy‘o
Wondy
Woodor Wcaua
Woody
Woodporkor
World*o fUtoo*
Yogi Boar
Questions
Across
1 Baker’s product
7 Belonging to us
8 Occupied a chair
9 Connecticut ( sbbr )
10 A young salmon
11 Operation (sbbr )
12 South America (sbbr I
13 One who cirri for the sick
15 Nut uted in rookie*
18 Modern form of entertain
mrnt
]» Decay
20 To speak at length
21 Consumes
23 Without water
24 Senior (sbbr )
23 Take food
27 Electrical engineer (abbr )
28 Those who taste
30 Belonging to him
31 Place of business
33 Chaser in s game of tag
Down
1 Fruit of palm tree
2 Amount produced
3 Word denoting a choice
4 Isaiah (abbr )
5 Organs of hearing
6 Kind of fruit
10 Foods made of dough
14 Escape
13 Baker's product
18 Skill In performance
17 Organs of smell
20 Same as three, down
22 One with special skill
23 Took food
26 On top of
29 Burned wood
33 Resting upon
Did You Ever See a Vitamin Walking?
By BUSAN DINER
Do you know a vitamin pill?
I don’t mean the red ones
or the yellow, pink or blue
ones. I don’t mean the liquid
kind or the flat, round or ob-
long ones. I mean the kind
that walk around, on two feet
or maybe four.
Maybe it’s the person that
sits next to you at school;
maybe it’s your best friend.
Maybe your teacher or parish
priest is your vitamin pill. It
might be a stranger, your
brother or sister or your par-
ents. It could even by your
dog.
EVERYBODY knows a vita-
min pill. It might be one per-
son one time and another per-
son another time. It doesn't
have to be just one; it can be
several.
This live Vitamin pill has
much the same effect on you
as the vitamin your mother
makes you take every morn-
ing. Just as vitamins serve at
a supplement to your diet and
give you needed energy and
just as Holy Communion is
food for your soul, ao this per-
son may serve to pep you up.
Have you ever felt rather
bad becauie you were having
a hard time trying to learn
those new problems in math?
If you have and you discussed
it with your teacher or maybe
an older brother they probably
asked you lots of questions
about it and the first thing you
knew with their help the prob-
lems didn't seem quite so
hard.
PERHAPS YOU recall a
time when you were feeling
pretty tad because your base-
ball team lost by a run or two.
Maybe you remember telling
your father about it when he
came home from work and
after he started to talk to you
about all the other good things
that happened you decided
that losing the game wasn’t so
bad after ail.
I remember one time feeling
kind of upset and grumpy be-
cause something happened
that I thought was just about
the worst thing that could pos-
sibly happen at that time I
was in a terrible state and
wanted to tell somebody Just
what 1 thought.
Instead I called a friend and
told him what was bothering
me We talked about many
things school, friends we
both knew and different things
we had done together —then
he asked me why I had called
All of a sudden it didn’t mat
ter 1 realiied that by thinking
about other things, happier
things, what I thought had
Once again my friend cam*
to my rescue, he was a vita-
min pill.
SOMETIMES YOU look for
a vitamin pill and sometimes
they find you without you
realizing it. sSometimes if you
stop in church and talk with
God about your problem and
how you feel you find the
problem is smaller than you
thought. God ia probably about
the best vitamin pill anyone
could have. Did you ever no-
tice that?
Vitamins, vitamins, vita-
mins. I’ve had plenty, but
there have been times when
I was called upon to be some-
one eisc’s vitamin. And you
know what, Young Advocates?
It's a wonderful feeling when
you can be the one that makes
somebody smile. It isn’t al-
ways easy. Some of the things
you say just don’t sound right.
Then there are times when you
find you don’t have to aay
anything at all just listen.
1 bet you know several vita-
min pills or can remember
several times you were a vita-
min for someone.Can't you?
Have You Read ...?
Tht following qnr ilium an
baitd on arlii Iti which appear
in ihii ittna of The Advocate.
The aniwrn are printed at the
bottom of the column with
the page on which the aniwtr-
ing article can he found.
t Dorothy Davidson of Ohio
was a full-time volunteer
working with the children of
which parish
(a) St Cecilia’s, Engle
wood
<b) St Lucy’s Newark
(c) Queen of Angels
2 Ed Ciienlo of Sacred Heart
Cathedral was in the head-
lines this week because he
(a) Won a beauty contest
<b) Pitched a perfect game
(c) Visited Pope Paul
3 They set fireworks in Hon-
duras to
(a) Celebrate their indc-
pendance
(b) Wake people for Mass
(c) Frighten the cows
4 This week Pope Paul issued
new regulations for
ia» The ecumenical coun-
cil
(bi Mission societies
(ci Holidays of obligation
I a9rd •<»(-► :<J
a»td '( q ) alJrd 'iqi-j
71 aXtd •, ji | f lt\ \ F
Paterson Girl
Receives Habit
TORRF.SDALE Pi - Ju
dilh Ann Siccardi. Pater»on
n' “ Nuter Rosaltn received
the religious habit of the Sis
trr- of t oe Holy family of
Narareth at a reception cere
rnony Aug to at Narareth
Academy here Sister
salyn a graduate of Narareth
High School, it the daughter
of Mr and Mrt Gerard J
Stcr ardi
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This is NEW
in NEWARK NOW!
Every loomnewly decorated and re-
furnished TV and air conditioning
too. And ■ costs no more to anjoy
the beat at Newark's finest hotel.
15(faitvm3U
M tek W Nn ire, M. J.
I to the heart eifire Tart Otr
TAYLOR
TALL SMALL
WE nr THEM ELL
Sizes 3 to 13
iua cur
NKt umm cur
:v.* SUcitE ROJ
»ir m
Sim Its 11
«M*UUltot
rlohriT)^
rOOTWUB
3
an
W HALSEY ST.. NEWARK, N. J. Ml 2-737*
Store Honrs. Daily 9:30-6 Moe. 'HI t; W%4. "Hll
Gel a free copy of the delightful story
of Bev and Ed
M .
Mow dM Be* and Ed keep sonwnoe In Mr
asarrlaos? DwMestraled booklet tells how this
aeoaMeyoungcouple aet about organizing the
practical financial details of a successful house-
hold, family, and marriage. Qet a free copy
It la a uaalui guide for any famMyl Ask lor It at
any National Stats office—or write as at 810
Broad Street,Newark.
£
*. ■ *
*
The » v
/ NATIONAL STATE BANK
« . ' ' OT NEWARK
810 Baond SC, Newark 1, X. J.
Umber Federal D*pc*it Inturtmem Corporation
your Neighborhood
Pharmaciit
f
HE'S THE MAN YOUR
DOCTOR DEPENDS UPON
y*ir MeHr km ha cm rWy m
Hu train! np afflict ana km ha.
* *• PharmaciM wha lIMa hit
BMflflj X.
NEWARK
tam 4 Oaarta Martaraaa. Prnaa.
HI! PHARMACY
Katabtkahad ovar » ffui
Irntr Hxukuxl I’haraadau
IYm Datlvory Opati Every Day
rrom » a m. to It I» m
m Ml. Praaaact Avtnoa. car
Mankc la Ir Avaaaa
XV H’» H«-.rh, N, J,
JERSEY CITY
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The SWALLOW TAILED PLAYBOY
A Night Owf who preens his feathers after dark end hibernates during the day. He’s on first-
name terms with all hatcheck girls and a few columnists ... is drawn to palate-pleasing bistros
by instinct as well as by his highly developed sense of taste and smell. Travels with a flock plumed
like himself... proving that birds of a feather do.
However, he isn't the fun-loving bird all the time. Has his serious side too. Spends many waking
hours in constructive reading ... one bird that has to know “hoo's hoo" and "what's what" about town.
He finds out what he wants to know about Society. Restaurants, Sports, the Theatre) local, national
and international events by reading the NEWARK NEWS... justas more than 400,000 other familiesdo.
EVENING ANDSUNDAY
Keroork Kerns
■ '/Imp Home'
MR. CHAIRMAN
- Brother Kelly (second from right), principal of Essex Catholic High
School presents the seal of the school's Project 300 - which is being run in conjunction
with the state tercentenary celebration next year - to Newark Mayor Hugh Addonizio,
honorary chairman. Participating in the presentation are senior John Boyno (at left),
project chairman, and Thomas C. member of the faculty and project director.
Project 300
Explained
NEWARK A brochure ex-
plaining the purpose and plans
»f Project 300, Essex Catholic
High School’s salute to Ncw
Jersey's tercentenary eolebra
tion in 1964, was published
this week.
The project, which is under
the direction of Thomas Mur-
ray. a faculty member, and a
studept committee which is
headed by John Boyno, will
have three phases—a visit of
the New Jersey Historymo-
bile. exhibitions and lectures.
For Paterson CYO
Events Calendar Released
PATERSON A calendar
of events for the Paterson Dio-
cesan CYO has been announc-
ed for the 1963-64 year.
The calendar is as follows:
GENERAL
Sept 22—Priests workshop
Sept 29—Adults workshop
SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES
Oct 27 to Nov. 2—CYO Week
activities
Nov to May—Communion
crusade
CULTURAL PROGRAM
November—Talent contest
March—Essay contest
March to April—Oratory
contest
April to May—One-act play
contest
ATHLETICS
Oct. 17—Goll tournament
(adult men)
Dec 1 to March—Basketball
Dec to May—Bowling
March 22—Cheerleading con-
test
OTHER ACTIVITIES
Oct 6 to 13—CYO seal cam-
paign
Nov 2—Teenage Catholic
Youth Convention
Nov 1« to 17—National CYO
convention in New York
December—Christmas proj-
ect
LOOK FOR VOI R copy of
The Advocate on Thursday
and if delivery is late, let us
know
There's A Cop
Named Joe
By REV. JOSEPH T. McGLOIN, S.J.
Joe takes quite a whipping
on occasion. His policeman
friends kid him for not being
a detective or a captain or at
least a lieutenant. The
crooked cops who were on the
force gave him a wide berth
and looked on him as pretty
much of a square —one of
the nicest compliments a
crooked cop could give any
body.
Even his well-meaning
friends throw a few curves at
him now and then. And, like
all the other cops in a city
where a few dishonest ones
are exposed, Joe has to listen
to a lot of stale, usually un-
funny jokes about crooked
cops.
Joe has been a safety of-
ficer for years. He goes to
schools and lectures on safe-
ty
BUT YOU find Joe In other
places too if you look hard
enough You can find him, for
instance, herding thousands of
safety patrol kids into the
football and baseball games
on a weekend
You'll find him surrounded
by s seemingly Infinite num-
ber of screaming happy kids
at their annual safety picnic
—a picnic he orgamied. "beg
ging people for the candy and
Ice cream and stuff, because
tax money can never be spent
for unimportant things like
this even though some of It
might occasionally end up* in
some mysterious places.
If you knew him well
enough, you’d know that Joe
is responsible for getting lots
of kids (hundreds actually) an
education by button holing
somebody with enough
money, intelligence, civic
pride and good will to see the
point.
Joe has a car So has his
boy. So it's a "two-car
family.” You couldn't trade
both of them for one new
one. But they run, and they
run well, due to a lot of per-
sonal care and work of them.
Joe la a dedicated, honest
cop. He's everything a police-
man should be. And while an
alarm was out in his city for
crooked betrayers of a police
uniform, Joe probably felt the
disgrace more than anyone,
even though he felt a deep
disgust for those fellows of his
who would stoop to burglary
NEITHER JOE nor I would
condone their thefts You
can't A crooked cop has vio-
lated a sacred trust But it
often occurred to me (though
tf it occured to Joe he never
said so), thst there would be
s lot fewer crooked cops if
policemen were paid a salary
somewhere close to what
they deserve and need
There aren't, after all.
many human beings as self
sacrificing as Joe. and it
lakes something of this kind
of heroism ant! idealism to be
an honest cop working for
peanuts when there's always
somebody standing by with a
bag of pecans
But Joe has always felt thst
the combination of peanuts
and peace of mind has It all
over stolen pecans
Press Institute
Will Instruct
HS Journalists
NEWARK Two hundred
North Jersey high school »tu
dents are expected to attend
the third annual School of
Journalism of the New Jersey-
Catholic Institute of the Press
at East Orange Catholic High
School on four Krtday nights
Oct 11 to Nov 8
Rita Nagle, inrtltute presl
dent, announced that a news
writing awards competition
will highlight the program
which in the pass two years
has attracted a total of 2*o
students
Gregory Castano former
newsman turned attorney, is
directing thw project Guest
lecturers and institute mem
bers will give students tech-
niques for producing better
high school publications
Students of any public or
private high school or Cath-
olic Youth OrganiiaUoo unit
in Bergen. Hudson. Moms.
Passaic. Sussex or Union
counties may attend
For 1963-64
CYO Announces Calendar
NEWARK
- The official calendar for 196364 season has
been announced by Ihe Newark Archdiocesan CYO here It runs
from the announcement of a Journalism contest Sept 9 this
year to the arcbdtocesan finals of summer basebsll Sep: 13 1964
The complete calendar is as follows
.SEPTEMBER
9 Announcement of journalism contest
16 Charter applications mailed
24 Priests' go 11 tournament
O*TUBER
1 31 Training courses for edult advisors
1 Close registration for journalism course
7 Priests training Institute. CYO Center, Jersey City
E-30 Journalism courses
13 Chapter applications due
Affiliation feet due
21 ~ CYO Week opens Holy Hour at Sacred Heart Cathedral
30 Deadline for march of lalent contest
NOVEMBER
3— Archdiocrsan young adult convention—Robert Treat Ho
tel. Newark
4 Announce bobby show
March of talent contest county finals
10 Archdiocesan teenage eonsentmo—CYO Center
1* 17 National CYO convention
Deadline for hobby show entries
T 7 March of talent contest Arcbdiocesan Finals Esaex
County
DECEMBER
* 4 Hobby Show—CYO Cehter (one evening '
* Girl Scout Investiture Sunday
12 Winners of county journalism contests announced
JANUARY
2 Spelling bee announced
3— Winners of archdiocesan journalism contest announced
6 Oratory contest announced
21 Deadline for oratory contest
FEBRUARY
3— Deadline for spelling bee
* Spelling bee county finals
9 Boy Scout Sunday Ad Altare Dei awards
13 Spelling bee arcbdtocesan finals. Hudson County
MARCH
1 Teenage bowling finals, archdtocesan
2 Essay contest announced
8 Girl Scout Sunday, regional Holy Hours
Basketball county (mala (eacept girls i
9 One-act play contest announced
15 Basketball archdtocesan semi-finals (Union at Bergen,
Esaex at Hudson)
22 Basketball: archdtocesan finals, Union County y
26 Deadline for one act play contest
30-31 Oratory contest: National Finals. Washington, DC
APRIL
10 Deadline for essay contest
19-23 One-act play contest: County finals
26 Catholic Scoulers banquet
MAY
2 Young adult bowling: archdiocesan finals. Union County
4-8 One-act play contest: arcbdiocesan finals, Hudson County
17 Arcbdiocesan Holy Hour
JUNE
1-5 Night of champions: award presentations
AUGUST
30 Summer baseball: aemi-finala
SEPTEMBER
13 Summer baseball: archdtocesan finals
Wins World Crown
Blessed Sacrament Riding Crest
NEWARK Riding the
rrest of its finest season, the
Blessed Sacrament CYo
Golden Knights drum and bu
gle corps will go after another
major championship, the New
Jersey state American Legion
crown, at Wildwood Sept 21
The Knights ran thetr record
to 23 victories m 27 contests
with a trio of victories last
weekend, highlighted by a tri
umph in the tirst World Open
competition a! Roosevelt Sta
dlum, Jersey City
BEFORE DEFEATING mn«
other finalists Sept 14 in the
open, the Knights traveled to
Hackensack to win the Bergen
County Veterans of Foreign
Wars contest The following
afternoon. Blessed Sacrament
won at Livingston
In Jersey City, the Golden
Knights scored 86 70 points and
were first in all categories
The Garfield Cadets took sec
ond place with 81 43 points and
St Kevin's Emerald Knights
of Boston were third with 8u
88
At Hackensack. Blessed Sac
rament scored 81 10 points to
top a field of six Garfield was
agatn runner up with 74 00
points
TIIE GOLDEN Knight vie
lory at Livingston saw them
post the highest score of the
weekend with 87 62 points St
Kevin s had 83 *3 to edge C.ar
field (or the runner up spet
Garfield had 84 27
In addition to the state
American Legion title Blessed
sacrament will be seeking a
victory Sept 22 in a contest
sponsored by the Woodsidert
at Newark Schools Stadium
St Rose of Uma s Imperial
Lancers (Newark) who will
also compele at Wildwood and
here, finished fifth in a Big
Sea Day celebration contest at
Point Pleasant Sept 14
CONGRATULATIONSCORES - Newark Mayor AddoniZio congratulates Al laRocca, drum
major of the Blessed Sacrement CYO Golden Knights junior drum and bugle corps at
a City Hall ceremony last week. The Knights had just returned from winning the nation-
al American legion championship. Between loRocca and Addonizio are Rev Robert
F. Garner, assistant pastor, and Rev Vincent P. Sp[?]ouls, pastor, of Blessed Sacrament.
Tim O'Brien is at left.
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SECURITY
BETTER PAY
sssured to men
trained in
ELECTRONICS
ISr
Electronic
School
Poitoii Ate . Kenrny.
N J Tin lU3
nua smo confine mrotiuTioiL
SirMi.
Entrance Examination
for
XAVIER
HIGH SCHOOL
The Metropolitan Jesuit
Military Day School
it the
New York Cooperative
Entrance Examination
Application formj may bo obtained through
local parcchta! tchocli or from:
Office of the Headmaster
Xavier High School
30 West 16th Street
New York, N. Y. 10011
Phone: (212) WA 4-7900
Deadline for filing Applications: September 27th
o
INTEREST
from day of deposit on
ONE YEAR CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT
$l,OOO to $25,000
Commercial
Trust Cos.
of Nfw Jersey
MAIN OFFICE) 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City
11 Comvnimt Oftic11
JERSEY CITY - BAYONNE
- UNION CITY
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announces
Remedial Reading
and
Reading Improvement Services
for
Elementary School Students
and
Secondary School Students
Salon Hall University offers reading programs for
elementary and secondary school students during after-
»chool hours at the South Orange Campus.
Application, will be accepted until September 23.
1963. Interviews and testing will be held at the Reading
Center, located In McQuald Hall at the South Orange
Campus.
For further information and/or application, please
contacti
r
Joseph Zubko
Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
or telephone!
- . ■ r '.
SOuth Orange 2-9000, Extension 448.
ENROLLMENT WEEK
.
. . SEPT. 23 to 28
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ACCORDION PIANO ORGAN GUITAR
CLARINET SAXOPHONE FLUTE TRUMPET
VIOLIN DRUMS VOICE HARMONY
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Major music.
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College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST, DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A B. and B S Degree*
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Art* College
Conducted by the Sitter* of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admi»*iont, Lakewood, N.J.
PRIESTS JESUIT BROTHERS
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PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(A FRANCISCAN COMMUNITY!
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New Men Named
Saints Lose Two Top Coaches
By ED WOODWARD
T
Two coaches
had brought six New Jer-
!!ki
.i
S^*le ' JnterseholasUc
Athletic Association champion-
•Wpsinaoofcer and basketball
w St. Cedlia’i High School
b*va resigned their positions,
jJj was announced today by
**v. Joseph A. Carroll, pas-
tor.
_
Joe Palermo, who guided the
MinU to three state basketball
ntlea in eight years, and John
Kursswics, who directed the
•occer team to three state
crowns in nine seasons, have
both left for new Jobs.
IN PALERMO’S case it
means a coaching promotion.
In a joint announcement by
Don, Kennedy, St. Peter's Col-
lege athletic director, Palermo
was named assistant basket
ball coach at the Jersey City
college.
Kursswics was forced to
leave because of duties in-
volved in a shift of his muni-
cipal job in this town.
Father Carroll immediately
appointed Francis Raftery. a
St. Cecilia’s graduate, to suc-
ceed Kursswics and Maurice
O'Sullivan, freshman basket
ball coach for the past three
years, to replace Palermo
PALERMO WILL continue
to coach the St. Cecilia's base-
ball team, which he has al-
so led to three state champion-
,ships. He is a teacher in the
-Hoboken public schools sys
tern where he attended high
school. He was graduated
from St. Michael's College.
Vt., and is currently studying
for his master's degree at
Seton Hall University
His most recent success with
the Saints' quintet came last
season when they won their
third state crown, defeating
Wildwood Catholic in the final
game after an upset of Holy
Family, the defending cham-
pion, in the semi-final.
"We certainly hate to lose
him," remarked athletic direr
tor Rev John A. Merity of
Palermo "He was more than
just a coach. He was great
with the boys He did so much
for them 1 think his reconi
is outstanding. 135 wins and
57 losses
”
Kursswicz aiso fame In for
praise for his efforts tn bring
ing St. Cecilia s to the top
among all soccer teams in the
state, both public and paro-
chial. His most recent triumph
also came last year, when St
Cecilia’s defeated Notre Dame
of Trenton, 1-0, for the state
parochial title.
RAFTERY PLAYED on
state championship soccer and
basketball teams at St
Cecilia's under both Kursswicz
and Palermo. He is a grad-
uate of Jersey City State Col-
lege, where he played with a
team which won the New Jer-
sey State College soccer cham-
pionship in 1961. He teaches in
the Moonachic public schools
system.
His name is a familiar one
at St. Cecilia’s, where his
brother. Bill, gained statewide
and national fame in basket-
ball. Fran pointed out that he
isn't the flrat Raftery- to coach
at St. Cecilia’*. His sister, Sis
ter Francis Marita of St.
Thomas School (Bloomfield),
coached the girla* basketball
team while ahe was assigned
here.
O'Sullivan played basketball
at St. Patrick's High School
and as a freshman at Vll-
lanova University, where he
graduated In 1957. After two
years service in the Army, dur-
ing which he played basketball
In Germany, he began teaching
at St. Cecilia's.
He teaches English, history
and mathematics and will han-
dle the intra mural and gram-
mar school basketball program
as part of his head coaching
assignment.
Close Games
Mark Debuts
~ JERSEY CITY - If first
Impressions ire true indies
tions of the future, the Hudson
County CYO Football League
race may go down to the wire
this season
As the league opened Its
fifth campaign last weekend,
four of five games were de-
cided by a touchdown or leu.
In the other contest. Sacred
Heart (JC) topped Our Lady
of Victories (JC), 20-0.
ST. MICHAEL’S (VC)
emerged with Sacred Heart as
the early leader with a 136
victory against St. Paul's
(JC). The losers, 1962 cham
pions, carried a nine-game
winning streak into the game
and suffered their first open-
ing-day loss ever.
Queen of Peace (North Ar-
lington) played on even terms
with Mt. Carmel (Bayonne)
for almost four quarters be-
fore breaking a scoreless
deadlock in the final minute
for a 6-0 triumph. In the other
games. Holy ftosary nipped
Star of the Sea (Bayonne),
6-0, and St. Paul of the Cross
(JC) and St. Aloysius (JC)
tied, 7-7.
ST. MICHAEL’S, which had
standout efforts from Bobby
Hooks, Joe Light and Steve
Smith, will seek its second
win Sept. 22 against Star of
the Sea in the afterpiece of a
doubleheader at High School
Field. In the 2 p.m. opener,
Our Lady of Victories will
meet Mt. Carmel.
St. Andrew's (Bayonne),
which was idle oh the opening
Weekend, will debut Sept. 21
against St. Paul of the Cross
'at High School Field in the
last game of a tripleheadcr.
Sacred ’Heart and Holy Ro-
sary will collide in the first
game at 2 p.m. and Queen
of Peace will face St. Aloys-
ius in the middle contest.
In CYO Baseball
Cilento Fires Perfect Game
NEWARK Ed Uilento cli-
maxed a perfect pitching ef-
fort Sep: 15 by fanning the
Ust 14 batters he faced. That
carried Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral to a 2-0 victory against
St Thomas the Apostle
(Bloomfield) in an Essex
County CYO Junior League
first-round playoff game.
The 16 year-old right hand-
er registered 18 strikeouts en-
route to his no-bit master-
piece I-osing pitcher Dennis
Satso also wav outstanding
with 11 strikeouts The victory
kept alive Sacred Heart's
hopes for winning tbe first
round crown
ST AYTONTNTS (Newark)
remained one game in front
of Cathedral with a 5-4 win
against St Benedict’s in a
make up of a first round
game
Winning pitcher Joe Knll
notched eight strikeouts and
loser Denpis Klemknecht
whiffed nine
St Antoninus will meet the
Cathedral twice on Sept 22 at
Branch Brook Extension, in a
confusing twin-bill that could
settle the league champion-
ship
THE ran ga me is a
make-up of a first-round pro-
tested game St Antoninus
can wm the first round title
with a victory, while the
Cathedral needs a win to earn
a tie.
The second game will de-
cide the second round title
Both teams have 5-1 second-
round records If St Antoni-
nus wins two games, it will
win the title A Sacred Heart
sweep would result in a play-
off for the first-round title,
and possibly two more games.
Let's Try
It Again
There’ll be a number of
predictions made in this
department between now
and Thanksgiving Day, but
one of them will not be our
chances of making the .800
mark A closing rush fell
just short and the final
average came up .798 for
1962
With Oratory making an
early debut in a game at
Morristown School Sept. 20.
the picking will begin a
little early. The first choice
is below.
Father Giblin
Takes AD Post
SOUTH ORANGE With
the transfer of Rev. Joseph
J. Vopelak to a position as
assistant superintendent of
schools for the Newark Arch-
diocese, his post as athletic
director and dean of men at
Seton Hall Pree has been
filled by his assistant, Rev.
William N. tiiblin.
Father Giblin has been at
Seton Hall since 1961.
Immaculate Coaceptioa Leads Big Eight Threats
WAYNE—Before last year,
DePaul wai always among
those teams clamoring to
make it to the top in schoolboy
football competition. The Spar-
tans made It in 1982, sweeping
to their first undefeated season
ami winning the Big Seven
Conference.
Now the locals find them-
selves the target of attack for
the other members of the cir-
cuit—-which has been expanded
to the Big Eight this year with
the addition to Morris Catholic.
THAT ATTACK will he
many-pronged as almost
everyone in the conference can
make out a case for itself as a
contender. But the primary ob-
stacle for DePaul and every-
one else may be Immaculate
Conception.
The Lions have 18 lettermen,
most of them regulars last
year, and a balance of site
ami experience which dould
make them the front-runners
from their opening game with
St Mary's <R) Sept z>
Although it lost the majority
of its starting squad. DePaul
will again be in the pennant
race as will Our Lady of the
Valley, St Luke's, St. Mary's,
Bayley Ellard and possibly
Morris Catholic. The statua of
each of these teams in the
chase depends upon question
marks being erased.
A team-by-team rundown,
with 1962 records In parenthe-
sis, is as follows:
BAYLEY-EI.LARD (5-3>—
You’ll never get an optimistic
outlook from veteran coach
Pat Russo so when he doesn't
appear too enthusiastic about
his team's chances, it Is no in-
dication of its ability. How
ever, he does have at least one
good reason for concern. That
U the departure of Bob De-
Venexia through graduation
The hard-driving fullback was
a standout both offensively—-
with 66 points In all games
and defensively.
Despite that loss, the Golden
Bishops will have regular
quarterback Mike Guarino re-
turning along with junior half-
backs Frank Ochs and Larry
McCann, who saw some duty.
Steve Olear. a center, is one of
the key men returning Russo
will be trying to build his for
ward wail around Olear
DE PAUL (Rot—Coach Fred
Kci! will be placing a It game
victory streak on the line ami
he hopes that spirit and i de-
fcnsivcly-strong club can off-
set a lack of experienced offen-
alvc men. Quarterback Dave
Gleason and halfback Jim
Koshhap, rcgulara last season,
will spearhead the- attack with
Rick McNally and Earl Ewing
rounding out the backfield
Up front, there arc five let-
termen, but their experience
was limited. These include
Larry Finnegan. Jim Gleason,
Bob Griffin, John lacono and
Bob Moyle. Newcomers Bob
Thuncll and Paul Franzak (the
Spartans' biggest man at 230
pounds) will draw starting as-
signments.
IMMACULATE CONCEP-
TION' <4 s)—Quarterback Bob
Reilly leads a poised veteran
backfield which Includes speed-
sters Pat Quarto (who scored
60 points last year) and Ed
Vay at halfbacks snd Bill
Doyle at fullback
Jim Pavcuiti (190 pounds)
heads s big and seasoned line
which Includes Joe Ferrel
(230), Jim M trends (220),
Gerry Juliano (200), Dsn
Mount (195), Jim Wojtai (180)
Bill Me Mickle (190) and Boh
Pelllgrino (160). Don Panciello
will be going Into his second
season as hesd coach
MORRIS CATHOLIC—In
their first season of varsity
football, the Crusaders will
Jump right Into league compet
I tion. but Coach Pat Luciano
may have his team ao accus-
tomed to winning (7-0-1 In
Junior varsity play) (hat tt
may produce tome surprises
Dan Makntky will direct the
offense from quarterback
flanked by wingbick Tom Jen
mng* and halfbacks Tony Ip
polito and Jim Prlmivera On
the line, Rnt* Brown. Dave
Delgado and Frank Ranano
have nailed down starting
spots with the other position*
under siege from several pros-
pects
ORATORY (Oil—With a 1»
game losing streak In tow. the
Summit school has one basic
objective in coach Dom Flco'i
first season—halt the slide If
Fico Is going to reverse the
losing trend he’s going to have
to do it with the minimum of
experienced hands—just half-
back Tom I.anahan is return-
ing from last year.
Three other seniors, Ed Ca-
hill, Larry Hurley and Frank
Fcrrente, arc trying for starl-
ing berths, but the team is
primarily a sophomore junior
unit.
O. L. VALLEY (5 4)-As
usual, the talent is spread thin
for coach Vinnie Carlesimo,
but the quality of the boys
available Is good. That applies
especially to Terry Cunning-
ham, a quarterback last year
who may see most of his ac
tion at halfback in 1963 Just a
Junior, this speedster figures to
team with another junior, Rick
Kettell, to make the Valley
offense go.
Lcttermcn on the lino will be
Jack Gilsenan, Jack McNicho!.
Bob Long and Joe De.Martino
Among the newcomers. Bill
Sari and Larry Farley should
step into starting jobs in the
backfield and Matt Sellito and
Bill Bray will take guard
posts
ST. LUKE'S (S3)—Unlike
some past St Luke's teams,
there is some good size in the
line, mainly from tackles Ber
nie Bross (218 pounds) and
John Gunther (230) It s vete
rans all around for coach Hon
Basil with the exception of
quarterback where Vin Buc
cellato, who has graduated,
is bound to be missed
However, Bob Profitko, Rich
Petteruti and John Hackett
were all big scorer* last year
and they give the backfield a
great deal of experience Bob
Koran and Bill Downs will bat-
tle (or the quarterback nod.
Other returnees up front will
be Greg Bushman, Joe Del-
Buono, Doug Martini and Bill
O’Reilly.
ST. MARY’S (1-B)—After
sharing the conference’s first
title with Valley in 1960 and
winning it outright in 1961, the
Gaels slipped last season.
While coach Nick Cutro isn’t
expecting his club to climb Into
the unbeaten class this year,
he has to be confident that it
will recover its winning ways.
Much of the St. Mary's hopes
is built around all-confcrencc
quarterback Jim Dull, who
should be one of the league’s
top performers.
There are 23 other lettermen
—with varying degrees of ex-
perience—and most of them
are juniors, which means 1964
will be the big year for St.
Mary's The backfield assign-
ments will be shifted until a
sobd unit develops, but the line
is a little more decided with
players like Tom Ryan, Pete
Kox, Jim Keeney, Don Rohr-
bach, Ralph Lombardi and Joe
Wagenhofer slated for regular
action
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In Harrier Opener
Essex Catholic Breaks Away
By ED GRANT
ELIZABETH—Jim Rtbtuck
of Eiki Catholic sounded the
keynote for the 1963 New Jer
»ey Catholic Track Conference
croaacountry aeaaon at War
inanco I’ark Sept 14 He won
the first of three weekly de-
velopment meet*
The only Eagle regular to
take part In a thinly-entered
race. Kebenack toured a re
furbished itate champiooihip
course In U X 4 Since be Is
only rated the number five
man on coach Fred Dwyer'*
powerful squad this fall. It's
caiy to *ee why many rivals
are conceding the leaton'i ma
jor hooors to the Newark
school
\ SECOND development
meet Is scheduled Sept 21 at
11 am with freshman, junior
varsity and varsity compel!
tion This will also he at
Wartnaneo Park, as will a
third race .Sept 2S The
NJCTC championships will be
held here Oct 26
Aside from this indication of
Esses Catholic power, there
was little to be gleaned from
the race Few of the major
contenders for Individual hoo-
o-s took part and one of them.
Tim McLoone. ran out at the
finish line along with hla Seton
Hall teammates and was not
counted in the official stand-
ing
Second to Rebenack wat
Jerry Bowdren of St Joseph's,
i Mrtuchen)
THIS HI.KK'S race is ex
peeled to attract more of the
top echelon, including Johnny-
Eager and Tim Sheehan of
tBA. John o'l.cary, Don
Hobbs and Greg Ryan of E»
sex Catholic. Boh Kenned) of
Our Lady 0/ the Valley and
Phil Banashrk of Si Peter s
I.NBi
C'Ba completely dominated
the freahman race, with iti
Maurice Maloney winning in
16 36 St Joseph s (Montvale)
topped the Junior varsity com
petition ss Mike Monroe won
in U 36
Queen of Peace was re
cently accepted as the newest
member of the NJCTC A
nominating committee hat
been appointed by executive
director John Courtney to prr
sent a List of officert to.- e.ec
tion Dec i
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Peacocks Set
Soccer Slate
JERSEY CITY—St Peter s
College will inaugurate a 10-
game soccer schedule Oct 2
at Montclair State. It has been
announced by athletic direc
tor Don Kennedy
The Peacocks, who will be
coached by Phil Kutt. have
scheduled three home games,
the first of which will be
played Oct 3o against Seton
Hall at Lincoln Park here
Other home opponents ara
Fairleigh Dickson and Bloom-
field
The complete schedule is as
follow s
On 1. al SaMili H.l, S. M
Stal* U. M Dera. I*. M Wu
» U. a HlWrr ». Ma Hail
'•> i. lUoMnrwM. V. Puiejt tart
taawa, t, ,1 Utmj CMy Slatai U. at
C w Isa
Plan UN Visit
IRWNcrON Senior % from
Archbishop Walsh High School
»>U observe the anniversary o<
the l nited Nations charter
Oct 23 with a suit to the I N
headquarters in New York
McKeon to Aid
Celt Cage Coach
ELIZABETH Jim McKeon
of Westfield, track and cross
country coach at Holy Trinity
'igh School, will assist Ed
(Buzzy) Fos as St Patrick
1
High School basketball coach
this season, it was announce*!
by Hev Edward J Stanley,
pistor
McKeon. who teachr* at
Rahway High School pined
college basketball at V.t St
Mary s in Maryland 4ad
(osched in a Maryland high
*choo| sod at Mt St Mary s
Teen Bowlers
To Organize
MOVTCI_AIR An organi
ration meeting for the Kwrx
(ounty CYO teenage bowling
leagues will be held Sept 3
at 8 p m at the CYO off.ee
here it »a* annouced by
Mrs Florence K Lmfantc
who will begin her first year
a* director
The leagues which arc lim
itod to high school teenagers
up to 19 years of age. will be
gin play Oct 6 at the Newark
Bow l-O-Mat
St Benedict i won the bovs
title snd Blessed Sacrament
(Newark) took the girls
crown Ust year
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Bishop Baptizes,
Confirms Quints
ABERDEEN, S. Dak. (NC)
The Bishop of Sioux Falls
flew here by private plane
to baptize and confirm quintu-
plets bora in St. Luke's Hos-
pital to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Fischer.
Arriving less than 12 hours
after the four girls and a boy
were born to the couple Sept.
14, Bishop Lambert A. Hoch
donned a surgical mask and
gown to administer the sacra-
ments in the hospital’s nur-
sery. The boy was named
James Andrew. The girls were
named Mary Ann, Mary Cath-
erine, Mary Margaret and
Mary Magdelenc.
SISTER MARY Stephen, su-
perintendent of the 225-bed
hospital operated by the Sis-
ters of the Presentation of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, said
both sacraments were admin-
istered because of the delicacy
of the health of the five in-
fants.
The parents of the quintu-
plets are members of Sacred
Heart parish in this city of
about 23,000 persons. The 38-
year-old father is a wholesale
grocery clerk. The Fischers
have five other children, the
oldest 8 years of age.
All Masses at Sacred Heart
Church the day after the quin-
tuplets' birth were offered for
the Fischer family, as was the
Mass celebrated at the hos-
pital by Rev. Donald Glynn.
C.S.V., the hospital chaplain.
Fischer attended Mass
along with his three oldest
children and his mother. Ho
heard Rev. William Neurath,
one of the at tho
parish, deliver a sermon on
the birth of the quintuplets.
The priest based his ser-
mon on two Scriptural texts
God’s injunction in Genesis
to man to "increase and mul-
tiply, and fill the earth" and
the parable of the talents in
the 25th chapter of St. Mat-
thew’s Gospel.
MRS. FISCHER is a mem-
ber of the parish Altar So-
ciety. The three oldest chil-
dren Daniel, 8, Charlotte.
7. and Julie. 6 attend the
parish school, where they are
in the first, second and third
grades. The school Is also
conducted by Presentation
nuns.
The other children in the
family are Evelyn, «, and
Denise, 3.
IN PHILADELPHIA, St Jo-
seph's College announced it
has awarded a full scholarship
to the one boy among tho
quintuplets
Rev. James W. Moore. S J .
assistant dean for admissions,
said tile scholarship was
awarded to young Janies An-
drew to remove "one worry
about the future" for his par-
ents.
Press Drive
On Catholics
In Ceylon
COLOMBO. Ceylon (NC) -
Extcrmist Buddhists are con-
tinuing their bitter anti-Cath-
olic campaign here by de-
manding the expulsion of all
foreign priests from this south-
west Asian island nation.
At the same time, the cam-
paign has led more moderate
Buddhists to show their good
will toward Catholics. The
Catholic-Buddhist Friendship
Society is holding its first
meeting here Sept. 22 at a
Catholic church.
THE DEMAND for the ous-
ter of missioners was made by
L.H. Mettananda, a veteran
anti-Catholic campaigner. Met-
tananda said he was calling
for the expulsion as a result
of what he, termed" a top-
secret meeting of foreign and
Ceylonese priests at the Amer-
ican Jesuit Mission House in
Trincomalee.
Jesuit sources have reported
that on Aug. 15 a US, mis-
sionor took his final religious
vows at a ceremony in the
cathedral in Trincomalee Cey-
lonese and foreign priests got
together for a social gathering
after the ceremony.
Mettanada's demand for ex-
pulsion is the latest move in
the Buddhist extremists' anti
Church drive, fostered by com-
munists. which has led in re-
cent years to the government
takeover of all but 42 of Cey-
lon's more than 700 Catholic
schools, the denial of entry
visas to missioners. the oust-
ing of nursing Sisters from
hospitals ami discrimination
against Christians in govern
mont and even private employ
ment
PLANNING TO move’ Let
our circulation department
know two weeks In advance to
insure uninterrupted delivery
WCC Deliberates Relations With Catholics
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-Thrcc
Important areas commanded
the attention of delegates to
the meeting of the Central
Committee of the World
Council of Churches here.
One hundred members of
the policy-making committee
spent eight days deliberating
on relations with Roman
Catholics, Christian witness
and service, and the impact
of Christianity on the world.
THE COMMITTEE is the
governing body of the council
between meetings of the gen-
eral assembly. The council is
a world wide organisation of
209 Protestant, Anglican and
Orthodox churches, nine ot
which were newly added at
the Rochester conference. Its
primary purposo is to ad-
vance the cause of Christian
unity.
Relations with Catholics oc-
cupied a large amount of the
delegates' attention The sat
isf action of the committee
members at evidences of
Catholic renewal brought
about by the Vatican Council
was heard on all aidei.
The committee approved a
policy report on "Relation*
with the Roman Catholic
Church" remarkable for its
recognition of good done by
the Vatican Council, and its
desire to advanco dialogue on
a wider scale than ever be-
fore.
Dr. Lukas Vischer, the
council’s observer at the Vati-
can Council, pointed up the
importance of the report. He
declared: "If a real renewal
takes place In the Roman
Catholic Church, the non-Ro-
man Churches are bound to
be affected by It. They will
have to define their faith
afresh, and to reformulate it
by going back to its very
roots in a certain sense.”
Such a review could have
far-reaching consequences for
the cause of Christian unity
since historical circumstances
which no longer exist played
such a large part In the for
mation of Reformation
churches.
ANOTHER CONSEQUENCE
in view of the Central Com-
mittee report, was new and
exciting possibilities of dialo-
gue between the Catholic
Church and other Christian
churches.
Such a dialogue, delegates
Inferred, would be on a more
official and larger scale than
the private and informal con-
versations that have taken
place in the past. Dialogue
between official representa-
tives of other Christian
churches and those of the
Catholic Church could occur
as one of the preliminary
steps to full Christian unity
The Central Committee was
firm, however, In its convic-
tion that a number of present
difficulties must be changed
If such a dialogue is to be
"genuine."
FOR ONE THING, the
Catholic Church, the World
Council body insisted, must
recognize other Christian
churches as churches. One
Catholic theologian attend-
ing the conference declared
that such recognition could be
given.
Catholic* admit, he said,
that these Christian churches
have elements of the true
Church, and Catholics do not
have to refuse calling them
"churches” even though they
use the word in an analogical
sense; that Is, Catholics can
say "church" but not tho
"true Church."
One of the difficulties
brought up is the complaint
that the Catholic Church puts
non-Christians like Buddhists
like Anglicans together when
it uses the designation "non-
Catholics" without distinction.
THE REPORT outlined
means by which the W'C
might serve its members "if
desired " It was stated that
the WC could provide.
• Information and docu-
mentation regarding develop-
ments in the Catholic Church
• Means for consultation
and tho sharing of infor-
mation among the member
churches in respect to their
relationships with the Catho-
lic Church.
• Means for common ac-
tion in matters of public and
incrnational affairs in cases
where there Is a desire that
all churches including thb
Catholic should speak togeth-
er,
Dr. Vischer appeared at a
joint press conference with
Rev. John B. Sheerin, C S P ,
editor of the Catholic World.
They indicated that the Vati-
can Council seems likely to
make a pronouncement on re-
ligious liberty, but that the
subject of mixed marriages,
also considered an obstacle
to ecumenical relations, may
he tabled
European News
Ask Liberty for Czech Leaders
BONN, Germany (NC)
Catholic leaders in Ciccho-
slovakia have asked that coun-
try's communist regime to re-
store full freedom to the Bish-
ops. priests and lay people
sentenced for alleged anti-
state activity since the Red
taki-over in 1948
According to the report re-
eived here by the German
Catholic news agency KNA.
the request Is timed with the
government's trend away
from Stalinist repression to-
ward ‘ socialist legality "
l-LST MONTH the Czechs
slovakian supreme court an
nounced lta review of the
cases against 481 persons
tried in 1949 anil 1964 Most
of the persons involved were
adjudged "fully rehabiltt
atrii
"
The list was made up
exclusively of persons who
once held government or
Communist Party positions
however No Church leaders
were included
The current appeal by Cath-
olic leaders mentions that
even the Bishop* who have
been officially reported re
leased by the government, in-
cluding Bishop Stepan Troth
ta. S D B . of Litomerice ani
Bishop Karel Otrrnasrk.
Apostolic Administrator of
Hradec Kralove. have not
been luted as ' rehabilitated
"
A number of other Ciecho
Slovak prelates are still in
prison, including Bishops
Stanislav Zeli of Olomour
Jan Vojtassak of SpW. and
Ladislav Hlad. and the ab
bots of monasteries at
Slraehov ami Broumov Arch
bishop Josef Beran of Prague
1* also under government de
Irntloo. reportedly at .N'eu-
reich Monastery in southern
Moravia
•
Popular Sermon
LONDON Copies of ■ ser
moo In which Poland's com
munist leaders were severely
criticized by Stefan Cardinal
Wyszyntki are being dls
trtbuted throsighout the Pol
ish nation, it was learned here
The sermon, delivered Aug
28 before 50.000 worshippers
at the Shrine at Our Lady of
Czestochowa, berates Red al
tempts to deny or restrict re
ligious freedom and other
right*
Ignored by the national
contrasted religious liberty in
Poland with ideals outlined in
papal encyclicals
t opies of the full text are
bringing high prices, report*
here said, and in some remote
villages joint readings of the
sermon are being organized
The Primate of Poland
spoke out again against the
government Sept 7 in a ser-
mon at the consecration of a
new church in Warsaw Warn
ing the country's rulen to
stop their anti Catholic ac-
tivity, he said there can be
no coexistence and peace un-
til freedom, truth and justice
are respected
Cardinal Wyszynakt also
•poke out against restrictions
to Catholic church building
He said that parishes m
Warsaw which need about 40
new churches have been un
able to get permits to build,
even though they have sites
and construction materials
available
Someone has been plan
nmg that Warsaw shall be
come a city without (.mi he
declared
SKNII (.If T subscripttorts
of The Advocate to tnends on
speeial occasions such as
weddings, ordinations, birth
days, anniversaries. Christ
mas etc
Strike Halts Work
LIVERPOOL (NC) - Work
at Liverpool's new $3 million
Catholic cathedral ha* been hit
by a strike involving 200,000
men at 1,000 butklmg sites in
England
Some 140 workmen at the
cathedral *ite have joined the
strike.
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Now...family insurance
PLUS
Cash at age 65
You can insureyourself, your wife and your chil-
dren—end build a cash retirement fund at the
same time—with Metropolitan's new Family En-
dowment policy.
IS begadtogh» you foildrtafe Just call or
write today There’s oocbUgatioa, ofcourse.
ROBERT D. McMAHON
METROPOLITAN INSURANCE CONSULTANT
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.
ROBERT D. McMAHON
I
R.prewntlng Metropolitan Lif. Insurance Cos.
| 144 Diamond Bridge Av*. R-13
|
Hawthorn., N.w J.rs«y
I am Interested In additional information on your
I Family Endowment Policy.
| Nam*
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| Telephone Age
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“See me personally before you
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Pope John's Secretary TellS
Why Pontiff Saw Adzhubei
ASSISI, Italy (NC) - The
Ute Pope John XXIII thought
his attempts to bring East and
West closer together might
lead to disappointment. But he
thought those efforts might
have been the result of a '‘di-
rect line of Providence which
I have no right to break.”
This was revealed here by
Msgr. Loris Capovilla, who
served as Pope John's private
secretary throughout his 55-
month pontificate. Msgr.
Capovilla in a speech also dis-
closed details of the .private
audience Pope John gave last
spring to Soviet Premier Ni-
kita Khrushchev's daughter
Rada and her husband, Alexei
Adzhubei, editor of the Soviet
government’s daily newspaper,
Izvestia.
DURING THE height of the
controversy in Italy over Pope
John’s alleged soft-pedaling of
anti-communist policies, Msgr.
Capovilla said the Pontiff told
him: “I might be disillusioned,
but on the other hand this
might be a direct line of Pro-
vidence which 1 have no right
to break.”
v Msgr. Capovilla. who is Pope
jJohn’s literary executor,
quoted some lines from John
XXlll’s diary for last Dec. 26
•v. .1 have consecrated to the
-‘Lord my whole self for this
great enterprise of the con-
version of all Russia to the
-JCatholic Church."
There is “no mystery" about
Tope John's assent to
'/dzhubei’s request for an
'audience, Msgr. Capovilla
:«aid. As Apostolic Visitor in
/Bulgaria 35 years earlier he
-had promised that if any Bui
garian or Turk or Slav ever
knocked at the door of his
bouse, he would find the door
open."
> WHEN THE RUSSIAN
couplq .entered the Pope's
room, his secretary recalled,
he took them on a tour of the
photographs and paintings that
lined the walls. He explained
the entire gallery to them:
SS. Charles Borromco, Igna-
tius Loyola, John Chrysostom,
and the symbolism of the key
Christ gave to Peter.
Then the Pope invited his
guests to ait. He produced a
rosary ami said to Mrs.
Adzhubei: "Signora, I give this
to you. All my collaborators
here have taught me that I
should give two coins or two
medals to non-Catholic ladies.
"All the same I give you
this rosary, because it is
known that the Pope, besides
the great prayers of the
Psalms, has also this sweet
family prayer that he learned
to say at home around the
fireplace while his mother got
the meal ready —and it was
a very meager meal.
"It is the prayer the Pope
recites for all the children that
are born, so that every one
of them. Catholic or not. may
have his greeting and his
blessing
THE POPE was speaking in
French, Msgr. Capovilla re-
called. adding that from time
to time Mrs Adzhubei would
nod her head as if in agree-
ment. >
The priest went on to say
that Pope John, still address
ing Mrs Adzhubei, remarked
that of course he knew her
children's names, because he
always made it a point to
learn something about people
he was going to meet
"But 1 should Uke to hear
you say them." he said, "be
cause the names of the chil-
dren pronounced by a mother
always have a great tender
new
"
Mrs. Adzhubei then said her
sons' names arc Nikita, Alexei
and Ivan.
"Three beautiful names!”
exlaimed the Pope, who
pointed out that Ivan Is the
Russian form of his own name.
"When you return home," he
continued, "give a caress to
your children, but a very spe-
cial caress for me to Ivan."
THE POPE then turned to
Adzhubei, according to Msgr.
Capovilia’s account. John
XXIII remarked that aa a
journalist, Adzhubei Would
have knowledge of the Bible
and of the Biblical account of
the world's creation in six
days.
Then the Pope.told him:
"The first was that of light:
Fiat lux. Now we arc in that
first epoch, that of the light.
The light of my eye* meets
that of yours. The Lord helps
us on the path to goodness, if
it pleases him.”
IN A MOSCOW broadcast
this week, Adzhubei recalled
his meeting with the Pope and
hailed his Influence on the
Church and the world. At the
same time. Adzhubei referred
to the “reactionary teachings"
of the Church teachings
which "I have no intention of
justifying
Some Western observers saw
Adzhubei*! comments ss a
method of downgrading the
Church and religion In the
eyes of the Russian people at
the same time that the govern-
ment seeks to maintain good
relations with the Vaticar.
The U S S.R is militantly
atheistic and considerable pub-
licity has been given here to
the peace programs of both
Popes John snd Paul VI with-
in the Soviet Union. Such pub-
licity could have stirred sym-
pathy for religion.
The Holy Father’s Week
Pope Lauds Marian Devotion
ROME (NC) Devotion to
the Blesaed Virgin Mary of
fers man spiritual riches with
■which he can face the criies
and great problems of daily
life. Pope Paul VI told some
5,000 members of Marian
sodalities.
On his return from his sum-
iner residence at Castel-
gandotfo to Rome, the Pope
-stopped first at the Rome
-church of St. Ignatius to offer
Mass for the members of the
Marian congregations
C THE POPE said that devo-
tion to Our Lady is among
*’the most authentic and fruit
ful of Catholic spirituality
"
Then he asked, "What do men
seek in life?" Answering his
own question, he said
“Men seek beauty, and
Mary is the apex of beauty
\ . . They seek greatness, and
Mary has surpassed every or
-dinary limit in the sense of
true greatness and by reason
of this she has become the
only human creature who
could say AH generations
•hall call me blessed.’
* "Men seek joy. and the
birth of Mary was for the
whole world an occasion of
joy. the passing from an
/economy’ of damnation to
an ‘economy’ of olessing,
from a world in which blows
succeeded on blows to a world
In which one fully enjoys the
liberty of an adopted son.
Z "Men seek love, and Mary
>rho at Cana desired that
Tothing be lacking to homy
Sire love, shows men whereey may contemplate the
feminine ideals in
Virginity and In mother-
izood enhanced by beauty and
jby fullness of grace."
JlThe Pope counseled tradi-
tional Marian devotions, re
commending the rosary in par
ticular.
•
Slovak Greeting
VATICAN CITY INC>-Pope
Paul VI hailed the erection of
the new Institute of SS. Cynl
and Methodius for the train-
ing of Slovak seminanana in
Rome as a "focal point of the
religious life of the Slovak
people" in the Eternal City
The Pope received more
than 500 Slovak Catholics from
12 nations Sept 14
Among the US Slovak or-
ganizations taking part were
the Slovak Catholic Federa
tion of America, the First
Catholic Slovak Union, the
Catholic Slovak Ladies Union
and the Slovak Catholic Fal
con
•
‘f ivid Ex/terience'
CASTEI.GANDOLFO. Italy
(NC)—People do not come to
see a Pope as an individual
but as the representative of
Christ and the Church, Pope
Paul VI told those attending
his last audience of the sea-
son at his summer residence
here
“Your gaze does not stop at
our humble person." fcs said
"It rather searches b-yand it
for whst we represent,
searches for the Lord Jesus
and sees in Him and His
whole Church, the whole of
humanity redeemed by Him,
the whole story of the world’s
salvation And it finds there
a post assigned to each one
of you."
The Pope described his
meeting with the peoph as "a
moment of great thoughts, of
intense spirituality, of a vivid
experience of the religious
reality of the Catholic Faith."
•
Eastern Visitor
VATICAN CITY (NO-Met-
ropolitan Nikodim of Minsk,
head of the Russian Orthodox
Church's external Church af-
fairs department, visited Pope
Paul VI and placed flowers at
the tomb of Pope John XXIII.
The private audience was
described by the Vatican Sec-
retariat for Promoting Chris-
tian Unity as "a visit of cour-
tesy.” Metropolitan Nikodim
was accompanied on his 25-
minute visit by two Catholic
prelates who have been his
guests in Moscow—Bishop
Francois Charriere of Lau-
sanne, Geneva and Fribourg,
and Msgr. Jan G.M. Wllle-
brands. secretary of the Chris
tian I'nity secretariat
f isil From Premier
VATICAN CITY (NO -
Pope Paul VI hat received an
official visit from Italian Pre
mier Giovanni Leone
Durtng the hy minute au-
dience, the Pope acknowledged
the Premier s vtsit as "anew
proof of the deference of the
Italian government toward the
Holy See
"
Pope Paul also had high
praise for Premier at
a Catholic and a cltiien in
addition to expressing his per
ic*nal esteem for the states-
raan'i “probity, experience
-nd dedication in the service
of the public welfare.’’
•
Visits Observatory
CAST F.LG AN DOLT U. Italy
(NC) _ Pope Paul VI paid
a surprise visit to Rev Daniel
O'Connell. S J . director of the
Vatican Observatory here, on
the iOdh anniversary of his re-
ligious profession
He presented Father O'Coo
nell with a chalice, and the
priest gave Pope Paul a copy
of a scientific boow he had
written.
•
Hails Hoys' Toun
CASTELGANDOLKO, Italy
(NC) Pope Paul VI re-
ceived Msgr. Patrick Carroll
Abbing, Irish founder of
Italy's Boys' Town, and con
gratulated him on his work.
"It is obvious that this work
has received God s blessing,"
the Pope said.
Msgr CarroU-Abbing gave
the Pope an album Illustrat-
ing the 40 children's institu-
tions his organisation has
built, and told the Pontiff
about the support they have
been given by Americana
Pope Paul indicated he would
visit the Boys' Town soon.
THE ADVOCATE is the
"extension school" of every
Catholic in the Archdioceta of
Newark and the Dioceae of
Paterson.
Bishop Swanstrom
Convention Speaker
GENEVA (RN’S) - Aux-
iliary Bishop Edward E. Swan-
strom of New York, execu-
tive director of Catholic Re-
lief Services NCWC, will speak
at the first general confer-
ence of the International Coun-
cil Voluntary Agenciei here,
Sept. 23-27.
Theme of the meeting will
be “New Approaches to Hu-
man Needs in New Circum-
stances." Discussions will cen-
ter on refugees, migrants, and
relief and development.
Solemn Novena
At O. L. Sorrows
SOUTH ORANGE - Rev.
Georg* J. Walter C.BS.R., will
preach a solemn novena In
honor of the Little Flower,
Sept. 23-Oct. 3 at Our Lady
of Sorrows Church.
Services will be held dally
at 8 p.tn. Msgr. John H.
Byrne, pastor, announced that
nonCatholics are invited to at-
tend. Father Walter will
preach at all Massea Sept. 22.
Pray for Them
Sister Rachel
MORRISTOWN
- Sister Ra-
chel De Santis, M.P.F., of
Villa Walah died Sept. 12 at
All Sainta Hospital after a long
illness. A Solemn Requiem
Mass was offered Sept. 14 at
the chapel here.
A native of Bloomfield, Sis-
ter Rachel entered the Re-
ligious Teachers Filippini in
1844. She received her habit
in 1845 and took her final vows
In 1848.
Sister Rachel had been sta-
tioned at Mt. Carmel and St.
Francis Xavier Schools, New-
ark, and t Our Lady
of Lourdes School, Union City,
as well rs at schools in
Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Bristol. Conn.
Surviving are her ariter,
Sister Inez Barbara. M.P.F.,
also at Villa Walsh, and three
brothers, Americo DeSantis of
Bloomfield and Sigmund and
Irmo DeSantis of Verona.
OtherDeaths .
. .
Rev. David J. Moran, S.J.,
69. a former teacher at St
Peter s College, died Sept. 15
at Holy Cross College
Daniel McCarthy of Jersey
City, father of Sister Mary
Danlplle, of Blessed Sacra
ment. Bridgeport, Conn . died
Sept 5
Very Rev. Daniel A. Col
Her, 0.M.1., of Inchicore, Ire
land, brother of Cornelius Col-
lier of Clifton., died Sept. 8.
Mrs. Agnes Blttmnn
Grogan, S3, of Netcong, moth-
er of Rev. Vincent Grogan,
O.F.M. of Washington. D. C..
died Sept. 10 at home.
lit your ttrayert Mlto renum-
ber thru defeated prieiti:
Newark ...
Rev. Giovanni Glaccone,
Sept. 21. 1936
Rev. Joseph ?.A. r-C jrmic':,
Sept. 22. 1907
Rev. Francis Me -by, Sep*
22. 1928
Rev. John A. Mur »v, Sept
22. 1954
Rev. Leo P Hak. S pt 22
1860
Rev. Thomas B. Cbetwood,
S.J., Sept. 23, 1852
Rev. J. C. McErlaln, Sept.
24, 1818
Rev. Julian Endler, C.P.,
Sept. 24, 1958
Rev. Cornelius Selhuber,
0.5.8., Sept. 24. 1862
Rev. Francis J. Sexton. Sept.
34, 1860
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward F.
Quirk, Sept. 25, 1932
Rev. Pasqualc Peluso, Sept.
25, 1948
Rev. Peter J Freda, Sept. 26,
1960
Most Rev John A Duffy,
Sept. *T. 1944
Rt Rev Msgr. John D. Carty,
Fcpt. 17. 1958
2 Cardinals Back Treaty
NEW YORK (NC) -
Twelve leading Catholic, Pro-
teatant and Jewish churchmen
endorsed the nuclear test ban
treaty in a Joint statement on
the eve of the start of Senate
debate.
Two Cardinals Richard
Cardinal Cushing of Boston
and Joseph Cardinal Ritter of
St. Louis were among the
signers of the statement,
which called the test ban
treaty a "first step along th*
road of peace."
However, Bishop Albert L.
Fletcher of Little Rock,, Ark.,
was among the signers of an-
other .statement opposing rati-
fication of the treaty.
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THE NEW IMAGE OF EXCELLENCE
Since its opening a short time ago, Wyndmoor has be-
come the new image of elegance in Morris County
Located in the choice Normandy Heights section of his-
toric Convent Station, this exclusive new community
offers truly extraordinary homes in ranch, split-level
and 2-story Colonial design with an infinite number of
custom variations. Of course, all utilities are in and
paid for. including city sewers Visit Wyndmoor and ex-
amine these unusual homes this weekend
3 Models from $33,250
y ywynxWyndmoor Road off Columbia Road
la the Nermanly Heights section ot Consent Station. New Jersey
DIRfCTIChS Weit on South Cranfe Aw (becemai
Columbia Rd J to Wyndmoor 800 ft. past Part Aw.
I>CM)... 0* ... Menu Aw. (Route 20 West to
Pars A,e, Vajiioo; nght to RCu left
WO ft to Wyndmoor.
AGENT: Brounell & Kramer • MU 6-1800 • Modal Phone: 53&-1699
4
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North Jersey Calendar
SATURDAY, SEPT. 21
Msgr. John A. Stafford As-
sembly, Fourth Degree, K. of
C. 50th anniversary cele-
bration Robert Treat Hotel,
Newark.
St. Benedict’s Prep Fathers
Club Get-acquainted buffet
and dance for parents of the
freshman-junior classes, school
cafeteria.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 22
Barrett Council, K. of C.,
West New York Annual
clambake, Buoncammino
Park, North Bergen.
Gregory Club of New Jersey,
Upper Montclair Fall picnic,
St. Paul’s Abbey, Newton. 1
p.m. Chairman Ann Mehl.
Union of Adult Sodalities
First quarterly meeting, St.
Paul the Apostle Church, Irv-
ington. 3 p.m.
Our Lady of the Valley High
School, Orange "Gala
Hawaiian Night” sponsored by
the Booster Club, school audi-
torium. 8 p.m.
St. Nicholas Discussion Club,
Jersey City Inter-church so-
cial with members of Christ
the King parish, St. Nicholas
School, 5 p.m.
Merrier Club of Montclair
Reception for members, Grau-
lich's, 4:30 p.m. p.m. J. Healy
Quinn chairman.
MONDAY, SEPT. 23
Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine, Ascension, New Mil-
ford Registration for dis-
cussion clubs, Ascension
School, 8:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 24
St. Peter’s College - Public
lecture by author James T.
Farrell. "A Novelist's Reflec-
tions on Writing and on the
Writer's World.” 11 a.m.
. Sc too Hal) University
Public lecture by Eric F. Gold-
man of Princeton University
McNulty Science Hall, 7:30
p.m.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 25
Serra Club of Bloomfield
Meeting at Glen Ridge C.C.
Speaker. Rev. John M. Gold-
ing of St. Mary's, Nutley.
Catholic Trinity Club, St.
Michael's, Union City Open
house. St. Michael's Commun-
ity Center. 8:30 p.m.
By ACLU
Chaplains'
Role Cited
CAMDEN (NC) - The
American Civil Liberties Un-
ion chapter here is considering
a court suit In an attempt to
atop the federal government
from paying chaplains to teach
religion to servicemen and
their dependents.
Charles C. Thomas, Camden
attorney who is chairman of
the South Jersey Committee of
the ACLU, said the move is
based upon the U.S. Supreme
Court decisions in public
school prayer cases. He said if
public schools cannot sanction
prayers "we do not know how
the U.S. Army would have any
more right to teach religion."
Thomas said he raised the
question with Defense Secrc
tary Robert McNamara and
received a reply that military
regulations require voluntary
religious instruction be of-
fered. Thomas said the reply
ignored his basic contention
that the U.S. Government
should not employ anyone to
teach religion
if the government does not
“terminate the chaplains' in-
cursion into religious rduca
tlon.” Thomas said, the ACLU
would consider instituting a
court case in’ an attempt to
end the practice
Guild Seeks
Volunteers
NEWARK Anyone wish
ing to become a volunteer
worker for the blind under the
auspices of the Mt. Carmel
Guild is invited to attend an
organisational meeting Sept
21 at 2 p m at S f) Central
Ave here
Rev. Richard M McGinn
ness, director of the Aporto-
late for the Blind, and Helen
Reilly. archdiocesan chair-
man of the Department lor
the Blind, wilt address the
group
A class in Braille for
signted persons will begin
Sept 25 at 7 » p m . taught
by Mary Kiemin of Hoboken
Clifton Couple
To Teach Brai lle
NEWARK Mr ami Mrs
Ted Stetx of Clifton will rach
teach a class in Bratll- for
sighted persons under tb* aus
pices of the Mt Carmel Gu !d
Center for the Blind, begmn ng
neat week
Stetx will handle the c!»%« at
the guild's center at 99 Cen-
tral Ave here carh Monday
evening with the opening se»
stoo Sept 22 His wife will
teach a class a! IJ9 ’moo
Ave . Clifton, opening Sep 25
Third Order Plans
Recollection Day
PATERSON An 'it- no n
at recollection will be spon-
sored by the St John F Her
nity of the Third Order of St
Francis at St Hoaxvrnturc
Monastery Sept 22 It will be
open to anyone Interested
Rev Fellcian Foy. OF M
will give the corf'-en-e*
which will begin at 2 p m A
Mass will be cr'chrHrl at l
p m followed by a buffet
supper at 6 pm
New Diocese Cited
By Sen. Williams
WASHINGTON <NC> - S.-n
Harrison A Williams Jr of
New Jersey, in a statement
in the Congressional Record,
took note of the establishment
of a Byzantine Ruthenian Rite
diocese in Passaic, and paid
tribute to its Ordinary. Bishop
Stephen Kociskc
Williams said Bishop
Kocisko “has had a long and
distinguished record of service
to the Church "
Aberdeen Bishop
Resigns See
ABERDEEN, Scotland (NC)
-- Bishop Francis Walsh,
W.F., of Aberdeen re-
signed his See after anmWc-
ing that he could not comply
with an order from the Vat-
ican that he dismiss hix
housekeeper.
L’Osservatore Romano. Vati-
can City daily, announced
that Pope Paul VI, in accept-
ing Bishop Walsh's resigna-
tion as Bishop of Aberdeen,
had named him titular Bish-
op of Birtha.
THE 61 YEAR OLD English
born prelate issued a public
statement last July concern-
ing his housekeeper, Mrs.
Christine McKemie, a con-
vert to Catholicism and the
divorced wife of a Church of
Scotland minister. Ho said
malicious gossip had been
spread concerning his be-
friending Mrs. McKenzie, and
that “the Sacred Congregation
in Rome" had ordered him to
dismiss her.
“I have from the beginning
insisted that the order is un-
just and cruel.” he said.
"Early on I thought 1 must
obey. Now I have come to the
decision that I cannot act
against my conscience, t have
informed my superiors to that
effect . . .”
SUPPORT rTIE ADVOCATE
subscription crusade when
school children call on you.
18 THE ADVOCATE September 19, 1983
MORTGAGES
HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
UNION VALLEY ROAD • WEST MILFORD
Paterson PA 8-3159 hawthorns
PRETTY AS A PICTURE...
Park Manor
MATAWAM BORO,
Beautiful Matawan with its scenic twin lake, and quirt, tree lined streets
provides a truly enchanting setting for this distinctive new colony of mag-
nificent modern homes. Nearby are fine schools, all houses of worship, shop-
ping centers and convenient so-minulr commuting to Newark and New York
City via the Pennsylvania Railroad. Bathing, boating, fishing and the other
recreational attractions of the Jersey shore resort centers are within a tew
minutes drive.
The homes are spacious bi level ranch models with grooms t bedrooms
1>» baths, finished recreation room, big picture windowed living room fuli
she dining room, science kitchen with built in wall oven, counter top range
and birch cabinets with Formica work counters, built in I-car garage gas-
fired forced air healing (TTY SEWEKS, CITY Vi \TER A GAS SIDEWALKS
& CI'RBS ARE IN A PAID FOR. ’
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Tmaraik North offers true Ranch Homes, BMeval
Ranches, Two-story Colonials, and many different
MMrert designs which range In price from $28,990
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GAIAIIUIOHNSON REALTY
ltd Rt. 17, Ran
a CO 2-1100
Cvntfenlal If yon would like a luxurious home in a
prestige setting . . . huge shade trees . . . rolling, rustic terrain
...
a full V 4 acre plot . . . then why settle for less? Upper Salem
Ridge It estate-living, on custom-siged plots, with huge trees on
every homesite. Year home will be surrounded by impressive
homes in the mid-thirties to mid-forties and higher. Come see
Upper Salem Ridge this weekend
. , . you’ll want to come back
. . . to stay!
W# will custom build for you.
If you have a favorite house plan bring it in and let's discuss
It. 'ReII also revise any of our 2-story, bi-level, or ranch plana
to fit your personal requirements.
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP
*»■ * to At. 17. North
jmi
on Rt. 17 to Ist ,
and north on Van ,
Right on Hampshire
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Wayne Hills
"A Custom Built Community"
WAYNE. N. J.
★ Ri-LevelH
★ Rancht-s
Split Lovels
★ (Colonials
■A- ContemporarirH
3,4, ft 5 BEDROOMS
on *<l Acre plot*
High in the healthful foothills of
the Ramopo Mountains.
Here's the perfect home, the per-
fect community, in o town noted
for its well-planned growth and a
good balance of residential ond
industrial taxpayers. Drive out
todoy
Home* from
5
27,900
EXCLUSIVE SALES AGENT:
R C FLYNN AGENCY, REALTORS
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So why look further?
This is all that any
community can offer:
value construction
... ex-
citing design . . . conven-
iences galore ... and prices
starting under $20,000! Plus...
excellent shopping, fast Penn
RR commuter service (28
minutes to Newark and 40
to N. Y. C.), superhighways
and buses just minutes from
home, top-notch schools, and
more recreational and cultural
facilities than you could ever
use. Plus . . . CITY SEWERS,
CURBS, AND SIDEWALKS, all
in and paid for. The price?
4 exciting models from
19,990
tfo Money Down For Vets!
Low, Low Terms For Others!
Erankli
.fwhrjfw Ullage
EASTON AVENUE FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP,
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2 JSio.” ** Be* *«* w"Bte
Bargains Scooped Up in Lot Clearance
A <£Release
STILLWATER (PFS) _
jf^les «t Lake Success, the 1,-
500-acre vacation community
*long the Appalachian
off Rt. 206, passed the
jjtiartcr-milliondollar mark for
»}963 this week when the fall
v'lot clearance" program
'brought scores of -huyers to
!«e tract. They purchased
Jlnore than $50,000 worth of va-
cation homesites in just two
peek*.
* The "lot clearance program”
Encompassed the • sale at re-
duced prices of scattered odd
sites in almost fully sold-out
sections of the tract.
According to vice president
Frank Accto, there are still
a limited number of homesites
being offered at these special
prices. They will be sold on a
first-come-first-served basis.
Vacation-sites are also cur-
rently being offered in the re
ccntly opened Overlook Section
at Lake Success. Purchasers
are being offered their choice,
of sweeping views of the Dela-
ware River Basin, the Pocono
Mountains, or northwestern
New Jersey in this new
section, which is approximate-
ly 1,600 feet above sea level,
second in altitude only to High
Point.
This is the third section of
homesites to be opener! this
year at Lake Success where lot
sales are fast approaching tl\c
$1.5 million mark.
Homesites at I-akc Success
totaling approximately 16,000
square feet are currently of-
fered with special financing
terms of only $99.50 down for
a full four-lot site.
Every lot owner at Lake Suc-
cess has full lake-front privt
leges anywhere on the 60-acre
lake, which is the highest
spring-fed lake in the state
with private facilities.
Many year-round recrea-
tional activities are available
to land owners here including
swimming, boating, fishing,
skin diving, picnicking, ice
skating, hiking, horseback rid
ing, and nature study. Hunting
at nearby Stokes Forest it
plentiful.
Site owners may fish from
the 50-ft. fishing pier at Lake
Success or in the many trout
streams located nearby.
GLAD TO BE ABOARD - Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson,
owners of the 1,500th house built by Bel Aire, exchange
congratulations in front of their fireplace with Bel Aire's
vice president, Earl Martin.
Franklin Village Angle:
Avoid'Development' Look
A Cbrrrnion-Cerroll Release
FRANKLIN TWP <PFS>-
Butlder Will (.letter decided to
play the angles at Franklin
Village not to avoid the law.
but to avoid any "box like" or
development look In his four
model homes
In each of the four basic
models on display at Franklin
Village, a 125 home commu-
nity situated on Easton Ave
I overlooking the Rutgers Uni
verstty campus) here, (letter
and the architects, Maslow
and Miller of Elizabeth, have
cleverly- utilized exterior an
gles" to make the homes strik-
ing—and to allow maximum
flexibility in placing the
homes on sites
The Hamilton Ranch mode!
is angled with the garage
wing set at right anglei lo
the living wing giving an I
shaped appearance lo the
home
The Hancock split level
show* a series of angles and
indentations in< ludmg a jk>-
Uoo entry ami *ethacks and
roof overhangs on the 'hree
levels
The Franklin split level
.-gain brings bark the L shape
by setting the garage at right
angles, but combines this with
a covered i«ortico entry . to ac
centuale the angular appear
ancc
The Adams a two-storv Co-
lonial. shows the gar.-;r as a
separate ain£ appearing at a
one vtory section of the two-
story home, again accenting
a tel back or an angle to
lend exciting lines to the
home
Salem Ridge
Wins Award
A Kjtlou Relrase
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP
(PFS) The Upper Salem
Ridge colony here has been
cited in "Ufe” magazine as a
Living Effects Award homes
community
Only 13 other communities
throughout the country were
honored with the award, prr
sented by Emerson Electric of
St. Louts, for what it termed
outstanding and Imaginative
special features which make
a home more distinctive, com
(actable and convenient
“We’re very happy with the
award," notes Hugh Johnson
of GabneUohnson Realty Cos
of Paramus. the sales agent.
becauve it n a special recog
nitron of the extra time and
money Panrood Homes. Un-
builder. has used in providing
these special features at Up
per Salem Ridge "
The Paramus buildmg firm
is offering ranch. Cokxnal
two story and bi level homes
from $33 900 to $*5,000 Fea
turn! u the eight room Cos
lonia l two-story Hampvhirr
priced at $l5 900. and the 61
ft -lung Chatham ranch priced
at (33.900
But in addition to the ex
hibit homes, the builder has
nine blueprint plans from
which buyers can seek out the
custom touches to be included
in their own homes Plans are
available for custom three
and four bedroom ranches,
four and six bedroom Colo-
nial two story homes, a four
bedroom Colonial Sahbox. and
three- and four bedroom hi
levels and split levels
Luxury Homes
Open in Wayne
A ( hrrmiom-( srroll Rtlt.it
WAYNE (PFS) —Till Oaks
is the name given to anew
KVbomr community being in
augur sled thU week at Alps
and French Hill Rdi aa an-
other Robbins and Richardv
Community
Offered here are luxury
homes. of Colonial, split level,
twastory. and bl level stylings
which Madow Aaaoclatea of
Fluabeth have designed with
the assistance of the staffs of
Better Homes and Gardens,
Good Housekeeping. and
Hou\e Beautiful magaiinea
The homes are priced from
125.61*) on minimum t 2 acre,
heavily wooded atlas
Some design features in-
clude. overused formal recep
tion rooms with guest closets;
glass patio doors off the di-
nette; master bedrooms with
dressing suites, vanitorles.
walk-in closets, and private
baths; separate pantries and
broom closets; and laundry
and mud rooms directly off
the kitchens.
Displayed initially is the
Sycamore two- story model,
priced from $31,1190, which fea
tures an exterior of hand split
cedar shakes, red brick with
black mortar, and a covered
front entranceway. This home
has been designed so that the
various ••activity" areas of
the home may be reached di-
rectly from the overaiied re-
ception hall.
Show Ranches, Bi-Levels
At West End Community
A Kaylott Release
WEST END (PFS)—Models
in ranch and bi-level ranch
design will make their debut
the first weekend of October
when the 76-house Hollywood
Hills community initiates sales
here.
The tract, on Woodgato Ave.
off Cedar Ave., is the former
site of the Hollywood Hotel
which was gutted by fire some
years ago. It is being devel-
oped by builders David Shane
and Marvin Stoloff of Lin-
croft.
The builders will be unveil-
ing a nine-rbom bi-level ranch
model with three baths and
will later show an expansible
ranch plan. The homes will
be priced from $25,990.
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NEW JERSEY'S NEWEST
PRESTIGE APARTMENT
ADDRESS! k
KV
■.'V
Park Hill s
Terrace 1
;*«*£»:..cth •,
Rvtf ■ ■
3*#J*
i
fort lee, n. j.
Wf HEIGHT or
REGAL ELEGANCEI'
as-
rT7tr*
SD
. _»
■*V.V
..•
-
-t~k
Majestic Hilltop Location . . .
Commanding a breathtaking, panoramic view of the George W ashington bridge
and the Manhattan skyline.
Glamor Touches Galore
. . .
■3tw
Artistically landscaped grounds with a ipectaailar, illuminated fountain with jet* as
high as 30 feet . . . private entrance road with electronic check for maximum
security . . . Olympic swimming pool . . lavish stone and glass lobby . . . plush
carpeted corridors.
All These Luxury Features and More .
1
> 1
r*
Central air conditioning . . . swift, smooth automatic elevators . . . master TV
antenna . automatic laundry facilities . . . telephone outlets . . . All-Formica
"eat-in" kitchens with Kelvinator dishwasher, 30-inch oven and range and 13 8
cubic foot refrigerator with separate freeacr . . spacious bathrooms with imported
ceramic tile in beautiful colors . . . walk-in closets . . . ample free parking facilities.
(Jumatcoed Convenience
. . .
pOV^
nOf/Tp
UN WOOD/Avfc
<- | \ r
\ rmwnK
*
*
» vkS** V
Walking distance to shopping, public and parochial schools, houses
of worship, movie theatres ... 3 minutes drtve to Bergen Mall and
Garden State Pla/a shopping centers ... seconds from the George
Washington Bridge ONLY 23 MINUTES FROM TIMF.S SQUARE.
park HILLTEBRACc.
4v 2 & 5V2-Room Apartments
(14 2 Bedrooms... 1& 2 Baths)
from mo.
'palisadesViCb^*
••j-it MODEL APARTMENTS OPEN DAILY & WEEK ENDS
Renting Agent on Promises Tel. WI4-1320
If No Answer, Call DU4-4030
DIRECTIONS: Turn north on Unwood Ave. 4 blocks from Geo. Washington Bridge
Plaza and follow signs to private entrance roed to Park Hill Terrace on right.
.w--' K
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GREEN ISLAND
Now Section—bay front and
lagoon lott—bargain prico*.
WONOIRPUL OPPORTUNITY
TO MAKS PIN! IRLBCTION.
DOCK YOUR BOAT ON YOUR
OWN LOT—BUILD LATfIR. BN-
MV TWO PINR BIACHRt.
NRNRV *.
'
SCHWIER
. INC
BXCLUtIVB AOBNT
•rata iilmr IC. oma MmR, n. 4.
THE PERFECT PLACE TO
RAISE YOUR FAMILY
No where else can you find so much flair,
function and value in homes priced from
$2B 500 Visit Butterworth Farms this week
and see for yourself
Simn A\e. K UlowtiUr Rd , Mormtown, N.J. JE 8-8100
I'Unntd, buill and iold by
FRANK H TAYIOR l SON, INC.
RIAITORS . MORTGAGE RANKER! . INiURORi
. RUILDIRt
TITLE SERVICE
THHOUCHOIT NEW JERSEY
*
*
New Jersey Realty
TITLE LVSLKAACE CO.
NEW A R K
TRENTON • lUCKENSXCK
FREEHOLD
N. J.’s Greatest Land Value!
r\
TOTAL
DOWN
PAYKMT
1
4FOR
u KING
SIZE
LOTS
U
(each lot approx.
4.000 kj. ft)
M
L
60-ACRE
NATURAL LAKE Special
Fall Discounts!
• Stays full all year!
• Evetv lot has I
E/Jk (till lake- a
VTT> front a
fW privileges!
%
OFF
YOU’LL HAVE ALL THIS!
• Tri-state view from the highestnatural pri-
vate lake in N. J.! • mi. of wooded lake-
front • Swimming,boating,fishing, ice skating
and more! • The finest hunting in N. J„ only
moments away!
IN SECTION K
NOW AVAILABLE!
YOUR OWN
VACATION
HOME
NOT A SHELL - « n»m* ud buh built
mi lour lot including ntrtng plumbing, and
both llituioo
NO MONEY
DOWN
for limited time onlyl
■ >
"
l •
ssr
ATOP BLUE MOUNTAIN RANGE
SUSSEX COUNTY, N.I.
DIRECTIONS: FOLLOW Route 3,10 or 46 West to Nefcoac
there go north on Route 206 to Springdale Part; than
follow signs to Lake Success.
Rumania
Jails 8
VIENNA (NC)-Eight Hun-
garian Franciscan priests
have been jailed in Red-ruled
Rumania, according to reports
-reaching here.
The priests belonged to a
friary in Dej, a city in the
Transylvania area of Rumania
whose population of some 15,-
000 is 90% Hungarian.
The Franciscans, convicted
in February; were sentenced
to Rom two to eight years in
prison for criticizing the com-
munist government in sermons
and conversations and for aid-
ing Byzantine Rite Catholics.
The communists crushed the
Byzantine Rite Catholic com-
munity in Rumania in the
years following World War H.
In 1948 its Bishops were "de-
posed” by the government and
many priests and faithful were
forced to join the Orthodox
Church.
By Polish Primate
U.S. Visit
Scheduled
CHICAGO (NC) Stefan
Cardinal Wyszynski, the Pri-
mate of Poland, will come to
Chicago in 1966, Albert Car-
dinal Meyer announced here.
He said that Soldier Field,
with a capacity of 100,000. will
be the site of a major address
by Cardinal Wyszynski.
CARDINAL MEYER noted
that 1966 commemorates the
I,oooth anniversary of the in-
troduction of Christianity in
Poland and he said the Chica-
go observance would bring
together Chicago area Catho-
lics of Polish descent in a
giant manifestation of Faith.
This will be a means of the
Polish people to express their
gratitude to God "for the
heritage of their Christian be-
liefs. and as practical demon-
stration of their solidarity
through the bonds of Faith
with their Polish brethren
now behind the Iron Curtain
”
he said.
Tito to See
President
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Yugoslavia's President Tito
will meet with President Ken-
nedy Oct. 17 during an "in-
formal visit” to Washington.
A White House announce-
ment said the two leaders
would have "a full exchange of
views on a number of mat-
ters of interest to both coun-
tries."
Tito will come here while cn
route to a United Nations
General Assembly meeting in
New York after a tour of
Latin America.
The Yugoslav communist
President met in 1960 with
President Eisenhower at the
United Nations. A scheduled
1957 visit to Washington was
put off. reportedly because
Tito was angered by congres-
sional protest against his trip.
Bishop Ill
In China?
HONG KONG (NC) - A
former Belgian cabinet min-
ister was quoted here as say-
ing that Chinese communist
officials informed him that
Biahop James E. Walsh.
M.M.. if ill.
Bishop Walsh. Maryland-
born Maryknoll missioner,
was Imprisoned In Shanghai
In 1958. The communist re-
gime announced in March of
1960 that he had been sen-
tenced to a 20-year jail term
for "espionage.” He is now
72.
Reports reaching here said
that onetime Belgixn Eco-
nomic Affairs Ministers Ray-
mond Scheyven announced in
Shanghai that be was refused
permission to visit the Bish-
op. The reason given was the
communist officials said the
American prelate was tick. It
was understood that Scheyven
had met Bishop Walsh on a
previous visit to China in
1957.
The Bishop's brother, Judge
William Walsh of Cumber-
land, Md., waa able to visit
him in Shanghai's Ward-Road
Prison in Ausust, 1960, but in
the preaeoce of guards.
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